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(U) Preface 

·And C\'l'lI 1 (',m 1'~'m('ml)(,I' a dLly Whl'"
 

hil>1orians (l,n hlcmks in th<'ir writin~...: I llw,m
 

for thinKS thl'y didn"t knl/w.
 

BUllhat linlt' S('C'ms tn h<' passin~."
 

('anlo XIII. Ezra I'ollnd 

(L') The Vielnam War, or l11on' al'euratl·ly, the 
Indochina War, pl'rhaps was lhe mOI11l'ntous 
event of American history in the third quarter of 
the twcntit>th (.'entury. Besides the casualty count 
- 58,000 dead and ,mother half mill ion wOlllu!l'd 
- it devoured the rl'sources ofthe Cnited Statt'S, 
weakened its economy, l1ll'1ll'd genl'rations 
against one another, and hurt its international 
image. Opposition to the war coalescl'd with the 
strong currents of the 19605' domestic sodal 
change - the naSCl'nt women's push for l'quality. 
the youth "rebellion," and thc..' Sur~l' in lhe ddl 
rights mO\'Cl11l'nt - and charged thc..'m with e\'en 
more fermI'. And thc..' failure of \"ell'ious adminis
trations to reliably definc..' thl' war's PUrpOSl" and 
truthfully report its COl1l'se, ground down the rela
tionship belwec..'n citizen and gC)\"C..'l11mc..'nt to a 
razor-thin bond, 

(U) After the war. there werc..' sewral l'onCHr
rent efforts lo an;w at some ml',min~ about it. 
Attempts Wl're made lo dl'fine it as a ('I"l\sad(' 
against communism: others call1'd thc..' war a l~lil
ure in strate~ic policy or i.I tragedy born out of the 
arrogance of powel·. Somc..' obsefWrs called attl'n
tion to the war's l'ffl'l1 in lal£'l' Anll'rican forl'ign 
policy - the "Vietnam syndroml','" a reluctanc..'e to 
get involved in lon~-teml wntUl"cs. Finally. oth
ers pointed to lhe dl'eJX'r sociall'osts ofthe war, 
how \,etc..'rUll.';; and nonn~tl'nms tried lo l'ome to 
grips ,,,;th their attitudl's towards thl' war. 

(L) Ironically, the American cr~])tologic com
munity, especially th~ :';ational Sc..'curity A~ency, 

appeared to remO\"e itself from any examination 
of its role in thc..' war. This distancin~ was l11eas

url'd in the paucity of hislOl;l'S, studies, and m1i
des about the war. How could such a war, whkh 
SIGINT had cowred sinee 19S0. that. al its peak. 
in\'olwd as many as len thou~md cryptolu~isls 

from a number of allied nalions. nol hc..' wOl1h a 
seriOlls historical l'()nsideralion'~ By i~noring its 
pasl. how much had thc..' An1<.'ril'an SIGINT com
munity impo\'erishl'd its Sl'nsl' of historical conti
nuity':' \'\'hi.lt stOJies and whal truths Wl'rl' hurit'(l 
under lh(' silence'~ What could Aml'I'kan l'l'~l1tol
oKists learn aboullhemsdws and Iheir p(~l'fol1n
..mCl' during thl' war·~ And wh:1t lessons could w(' 
l'm"I'y into the ti.1turl'·~ 

(l:) The immediate on~ms of SpW·IWI,-: ill 
DW'knC!s.-: lay in a t'Onwrsatinn I had soml' yl'an; 
ago with a retired XSA senior who 11<1<1 an l'xtl'n
si\"c pc..'rsomd knowll'dgl' of the war in Inclodlina, 
In passing, I had menlioll('d my schc..'me tor \\"I;t
ing a ('omplc..'tt'. multi\"olunw history of Aml'ric:m 
SIGINT during tht' lndorhina War, bc..'g.inning 
\\;th World WClI' II, into the French phas('. and 
Iinally l'oming to the Americ..'an in\'ol\"eml'nl. 
Ralher ahmptly, hl' strongly sU~l'stl'd that I ~et 

out a single volume on the war bt.>lol'l' ~thosl' who 
Wl'rc..' therl' are ~one:' 'I11is approach, or ('OUl~e. 

was corn.'l1: inasmuch as thl' \'il'tnam-era popu
lation of the ~ational SeclIl'ily Agl'lll'Y (and the 
associated cryptologic deml'nts of the fol1\' ..11"111<.'<1 
seJ"\;ct's) was beginnin~ to retire in l'H'I'-incrc..'as
in~ nUllllx.'rs. thl're was a nl'l'd to produce a his
tory to which thc..'y could conlribut(" as wl'll as one 
with which lhey l'otlld identit~", Tlwl'l,' also was a 
grc)\\;ng interest in lhc..' WHr by the young.er gl'nl'r
ation of :\g('nl'y personnel ,,;thin till' l'I'yptologic 
l'oml11unity - who had no dirc..'(.'t experit>Ill'(' cmd 
little l11eIII01)' of thc..' war - as l"'ideucl'd hy their 
att<'mlunt'c in "arious c1asscs c1l1d seminars on 
l'I"yptoloKic history. That silualion mudl' tinul my 
dl't'ision to pl'Oclm'(> this owr\'iew ,·uhll1w. 
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(C/fgl) 'lnl' ml.ljor histOllographil'al prohIl'111 
was the dimension of thr SIGIXT el1'ort durin!!, 
the Aml'rican phase ofthe war..Jusllhe nUl11ht'l'S 
alOl1l' SUggl'Stl'd thl' sizl' of till' pmbk'm. At thl' 
hei~ht of the American ill\"olH'nll'nt, 11pW:ll'lls 01" 
10,000 Aml'ricl.Ill and allied l'ryptologists Wl'l"l' 
supportil1~ the war in South Vil'tnam, mostly in 
sites throughout Southeast Asia. A smallN ~L'Clup 

al Fmt l\kadl' wOl'kl'd thl' 51GIXT from NS..\ 
headquarters at Furl Omrg,' U. Me,~ 
Mm"\'land./
I 111l' 
COlTl'sponding rl'l'orll:-: i.l\'i.lilahll' f<lI' my l"l'Sl'i.Il'ch, 
ell'spill' l'umOI"S of a massi\"(, dl'stntdion 01" papt'r 
records fl"Om tht:' t:'al'ly 19HOs (which may haw 
bl'l'n partially trul'). Wl'rt.' staggering: OWl' 
l!lO,nOO pagl's in tl1l' Cl'ntl'r for C'1)Vtolo!!,k 
HistOl)"s \"i.lriou:, l'ollt.'l'lions. and about -lon,ono 
pav,l'S from lht:' ~s.-\ Al'chiws. Rt'l'ol"lls (.\'ntl'r, 
and otht:'r l'o!lt:'l'tions (on-lim' amI hard (.'opy), 
(hIppy is the histOlian \\ith slleh a hounty, hul 
CUl~l'd is Ill' in dl'dding what exactly 10 write 
about without g('llin~ mil'ed in the bo~ ofso much 
anlilablt., delail. thaI, due to thl' nature of intl-m
Vol'm'l', oftl'n was l'onflicting. 

te,','!i!) ( c1l'l'idt'd thaI Iht' besl way to amid 
bt'inv, Iml'il'd under this mutl'rial was to writl' an 
O\'en'it\\' of Aml'ril'an SIGINT during lht.· 
ludochina War. Howl'wl', il would be one with a 
diflel't.'nl't:': I would conl't:'ntratl' on \'al'ious topics 
and l'litkal inddl'nts ofthe war, making them till' 
narrati\"l' fnlllll'work t<Jl' this cl'YPtolo~k hislory. 
Tht' lupks and incidenls I inl'ludt'll '\"l'rl' aIll'('!l'(:
tic l'olll'l'tion, and requil'l'd indhidual trl'atnwnl. 
IIl'nl'c.'. thi~ hi~tory is not the usuallilll'Clr. l'!mll1o
IOVoil'al nalTl.Iti\'l', Rl.Itlll'l'. I aPPl'lli.1ched l'al'h 
l'pisodl' in a sOllll'whal diflel'enl mann('I', tailor
ing thl' hislol'iral lreatment to the isSUl' at hand. 
FOI" example, the chaptl'I's on tl1l' SI(;IXT dlll'in~ 

thl' uir wur, the Fmnl'O-\'il'l ncunese phase of the 
wat', and IIll' South VielnameSt' STGlXT organiz"l
lion pl'Obably l'Onle dost.'st to rl'sl'mhling a dassk 
hislol'kal nnrrntiw, 

((.'//~~I) Onllll' ollwl' hand, thl'l;ulf of Tonkin 
illl'idents and the Tl't Offl'llsiw will lw ll'l'all'd 
almost Iikl' l'aSl' studil':-o, 'I1ll' IWrfol'lnanl'l' of till' 
Sl(JI~T systl'm willll(' lookt'(l allTilil'all~': it will 
ht' illustraled in bolh l'aSl'S how l"l'itical informa
tion wus mishandled, misintl'rpl"l'lt'd. lost. or 
i!!,nol"l'd, :\1 till' same limt:', till' natlll'l' ofthl' 51<.;
INT matl'rial. l'spel'inlly its ('ffed OIl dt'l'ision
makl'l's in Sail'!ooll and Wi.lshin~tl)n, rl'l[uirl'd a 
dt'lailed mmlysis of indh·idlli.lI I'l'porls. This 
approal'h, at times. ma~' Sl'l'm to :-ooml' I'l'ader:
likE., an l'xl'l1Il'iating tUI'll at sl'riptural t'Xl'~t'sis. 

Yd. Llll' payoff is in tht:' I'ewlation of what wa:
rl'ally l'ontaint'll in the I'l'pottS. 

(lJ) ;'\;01 alllopit's nfintl'rl'st could hl' l'oH'l'l"C.l 
in lhis hislory. This was a dl'l'ision hast.'ll Oil St'\'
l'ral f~ll101's. Om' was til(' I'l'alization that other 
l'I)'Jltologic organizations werl' pl"Odul'ing hisLo
lil'S of Lh('il' parlkipation in till' \,'ar. DIll' l~xampl(' 

is lhr Army's Intl'lli~l'Ill'l' and S<'curity 
Command. which is workinv, on a hislory of ,\SA 
pmtil'ipation that l'mphasizt.>:o; tal'tieal SI<.iIXT 
units. Also. I did nol wanllo I'l'pl'at what pn'\'ious 
hi:-olol'it:'s haw l'()\'l'n'll. In this l'aSl'. 1 kllt'w lhal 
Ihrl'l' \"(>hlml'S had hl'('n Wlilll'll ahoutl'ommuni
l'ations sel'urity (CO:\1SEC) dlll'ing thl' war. 
All.hough mudl mOl'l' l',111 he W1iltl'n on Ihis 
effol1. it rl'quirl'~ a mhlllll' 01" ils own. :\ tinal rea
son was that till' impal'l of a topic tl'lI out of llll' 
liml' [mill(' of till' war..-\ good l'xampl(' of this is 
Iht' Prisonl'r of Warj:\IissinVo in .-\diC)Jl 
(PO\\"(:.\'I 1.-\) l'oll II'OH'rsy. No othl'r suh,kl'l ant'l'l
l,d .-\l1ll'I'il'an~ as passionull'ly as this one. 
Although thl'l"l' had b('('n intt:'rl'st in tIll' fatl' or 
POWs nnd )H:\s dming and shortly alll'l' lIll' wm'. 
the peak or publil' alll'ntion did nol l)l'CllI' until 
tIll' 19H()~ and 194()s. '111is sad stOly, Cllllllhe S(<.;
IXT aspt:'cl of it, dl'sl'l"\"l'S its o",n ll·lIing. 

("'//~I) Spw'lwlS is sonll'thin)!. of a dt.'pal'llll'l' 
frolll IItl' pn'\"ious historil's of SIt; II'T in till' 
Indol'hina War, For till' mosl pat't. those histo
ries, written hl'twl'l'n tl1(' lak 19t1Os and thl' l'4.ld~· 

1970s, "'l'rl' dl,taill'c1 dl'sl'riptions of tl'l'hnkal 
SI(iIXT ('o!ll'l'lion and prol'l'ssing S~·Sll'l1lS. and 
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officially recognized Ho's Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam, settling, once and for all, the issue of 
which side Washington would support. On 7 
February 1950, Washington recognized Baa Dai's 
government of Vietnam. Nine days later, the 
French requested military aid from the 
Americans. 

(U) Meanwhile, the Viet Minh military com
mander, VA Nguyen Giap, had husbanded his 
main front combat units until he had over a hun
dred battalions ready for the next phase of the 
struggle against the French. The year 1950 would 
be the beginning of the end for the French Empire 
in the Indochina peninsula. It would also mark 
the beginning of a full-fledged SIGINT effort on 
the Indochina problem by the United States. 
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Chapter 1 - (U) Le Grand Nombre Des Rues Sans Joie:
 
American COMINT and the Franco-Vietnamese War, 1950-1954
 

~SlfSI) The first sustained and organized 
American communications intelligence effort 
against the Viet Minh started in 1950. It wasn't a 
complete start-up from scratch as had happened 
with the Korean problem, which began at almost 
the same time. l As will soon be shown, ever since 
1945 there had been some sort of effort, 

and military communications. 

f.SNSI) America's Postwar COMINf 
Predicament 

(BlfSI) The Vnited States emerged from the 
Second World War with a COMINT system still 
split along service lines. Many of its leaders sa\\' 
the need for some sort of merger, whether it be a 
complete organizational union or simply a 
method ofmore official coordination between the 
two service cryptologic organizations. 
Additionally, the postwar reduction in personnel 
and resources provided a further impetus for 
coordination. In April 1946, the two major 

COMINT organizations, the Army Security 
Agency (ASA) and Navy's Communications 
Supplementary Acth,ity Washington (CSAW) 
were "merged" under a Joint Operating Plan 
(JOP) controlled by a Coordinator of Joint 
Operations (CJO), More importantly, the agree
ment, reminiscent of the World War II arrange
ment, divided the COMINT problem between the 
Army and Navy. Targets and processes were allo
cated between the two sen·ices. Furthermore, the 
1946 Joint Operations Plan of the .Joint 
Processing Allocations Group (.JPAG) established 
three countries of "high' interest" - the USSR, 
China (still the Nationalist regime of .Jiang Jeishi 
at this point, but with some emphasis on inter
cept from northern China where the struggle 
bet\-veen communists and nationalists was cen
tered),1 "EO 1. 4. (c)r' 

(V) France was considered a critical elemerit 
in the formulation of America's post\\'ar policy, 
especially as it related to the "containment" of th~ 

USSR. France was the largest European conti
nental milital}' power (Germany was still a demil~ 

itarized country). Yet, at the same time, France 
was 'weak politically, It was a major concern to, 
V.S. planners: caretaker coalition governments 
that came and went in the wake of Charles de', 
Gaulle's 1946 resignation were failing at alarming·, 
rates; in the \\ings was the French Communist, 
Party, which American policymakers feared 
would take power and undermine Western 
Europe's defense against the USSR. 

, 
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(U) The Early COMINT Effort against
 
Viet Minh Communications,
 
1945-1950 

(5/151$ I
I Ithe Viet Minh problem 
was minuscule for the first fe\,v years after the 
fighting began 1945 in Indochina. Viet Minh 
diplomatic communications, like those which 
suppOlted their delegation in Paris in 1946, had 
disappeared when the Vietnamese communists 
abandoned Hanoi and the other large urban cen
ters to the returning French. Viet rvlinh commu
nications during the early part of the war ",,'ere 
mostly tactical; \",hat little there was remained 
difficult to intercept because of its low power and 
the poor propagation characteristics of the upper 
Tonkin region. Viet Minh equipment was limited 
and numbers and quality - leftover .Japanese and 
American radios and whatever French equipment 
the Viet Minh could steal, capture or buy. 

(':pSI/51) Ironically, the first intercept and 
reporting of Viet Minh communications occurred 
on 23 September 1945. the very day the 
Indochina \'1iar began when fighting broke out in 
Saigon between Viet Minh soldiers and the 
recently released French colonial forces. On that 
day. the intercept site at Arlington Hall. I\1S-1, 
intercepted a message transmitted by the French 
colonial radio station in Hanoi (CIS: F\'J) to the 
French embassy in IVloscow (CIS: RKB3). The 
message, unencrypted and in English. was from 
Ho Chi Minh to .Joseph Stalin. and contained the 
announcement the formation of the Provisional 
Govel'11ment of the Viet Nam Republic, as well as 
a plea for aid for flood \ictims in Tonkin.8 

Hmliever ominous this message may' seem, at 
least in terms of Ho's connection \'oith a Mosco\\'
controlled international communist conspiracy, it 
really was the first of many messages that Ho sent 
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(SIISI) In May 1949, the Armed Forces 
Security Agency (AFSA) was founded. The two 
military work centers, WDGAS-93 in the ASA and 
NY-4 in the CSAW, both which once had handled 
the Far East COMINT problem, and included the 
comatose Viet Minh problem, ' ...ere consolidated 
into AFSA-23, the General Processing Division. 

(Sf/SI) The Asian Crucible: 
American COMINT Commits to the 
Indochina War, 1950 

(U) The impetus for the stepped-up COMINT 
effOlt against the Viet Minh was part of the U.S. 
reactiotl t~ the radically altered general political 
and military situation found in Asia in 1950. Just 
months earlier, in October 1949, Mao Zedong's 
communisl troops had driven Jiang Jeishi's rag
tag Nationalist forces off the Chinese mainland 
onto the island of Formosa. With the Communist 
Chinese now in power on the mainland, major 
communist forces \vere now sitting across from 
the northern border of Indochina. On 25 June 
1950, North Korean troops attacked across the 
thirty-eighth parallel and drove south in an effort 
to unify the Korean peninsula under the Kim II 
Sung's communist regime. U.S. troops, commit
ted to battle straight from comfortable peacetime 
occupation duties in Japan, were fighting for their 
lives. Suddenly, with Tah"'an endangered, the 
French struggling in Indochina, and UN forces 
penned up in the precarious toehold in Pusan, 
Korea, it seemed to \Vashington that all of Asia 
had become one massive Cold War battleground. 

(0) Aid plans for the French in Indochina, 
which had been dra'..m up earlier in the year as 
part of a larger military aid package to Europe, 
knovm as the Mutual Defense Assistance Pact, 
were hurried up and finalized. Within three days 
of the Korean invasion, President Truman 
authorized the first transfers of military equip-

EO 1.4. (c) 
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French forces exhausted and stretched out all 
over northern Indochina. Perceiving themselves 
to be especially vulnerable in northwest Tonkin, 
the French command in Hanoi looked for a way 
to retrieve the military situation. 

(TS//SI) Meanwhile, AFSA"s COl\UNT cover
age of Indochina expanded "lith the start of the 

(T£//SI) Within a few months, in October to 
be exact, the traffic analytic branch had managed 
to recover something of the skeleton ofViet I\Enh 
radio nehvorks. \\-'hat those analysts found was 
rather snrprising - at least to the Americans who 
had only recently begun collection and anal 'sis of 
the communist communications. 
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(8/181) The State of the Viet Minh 
COMINT Problem, 1950-1954 

(Sl/SH With all of these cryptologic assets 
focused on the Viet Minh problem, the question 
naturally arises whether or not the intelligence 
derIved from COMINT was effective or useful. To 
approach an answer to this question, it is neces
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sary to consider various aspects of COMINT mis
sion against the Viet Minh. 

(TS//SI) The COlVJINT-derived information 
on Indochina was distributed throughout theU.S. 
government, \\-ith the CIA, State Department 
(through its Special Pr~jects Stam, and Defense 
Department, being the largest customers. From 
as early as 1950, COMINT was used to brief the 
president on the situation in Indochina. Usually, 
the information was filtered through the CIA, 
which in turn provided summary reports which 
included strategic analyses, order of battle infor
mation, and status of ongoingl I 

I I111is distribution sys
tem remained in effect through the end of the war 
in 1954. Whether or not COMINT played any role 
in any U.S. policv decisions,I 
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depth and exploitation; for T/ A, analysis of 
trends and development of indicators and warn
ings of future Viet :\linh military activity were 
bettered by the additional intercept available. 

. 'EO 1. 4. (c) 
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CD) However, even under the best of circum
stances, any COMINT edge meant little if the 
strategic and tactical military situation was lost. 
For France, despite all the aid it was receiving, the 
war was continuing to turn against them. A last 
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desperate measure was made to retrieve the situ
ation. It became one of history's most decisive 
battles, Dien Bien Phu. 

(SIISI) Eavesdropping on Hell: 
COMINT and the Battle of 
Dien Bien Phu 

(D) In late 1953, the French, hoping to 
retrieve their declining military and political situ
ation in northern Indochina, conceived of a plan 
to build an "impregnable" position in the rugged 
terrain of nOlthwest Tonkin near a \illage known 
as Dien Bien Phu. It ,.,.as a strategic gamble on the 
part of the French high command. as well as part 
of larger, ambitious strategy to bring the war to 
the Viet ]\:linh strongholds, especially in Tonkin 
and central Annam, through a series of hard-hit
ting military operations known as the Navarre 
Plan. 

(D) This was not the first time that Dien Bien 
Phu had been used as a major point in French 
strategic military planning for Indochina. In the 
abortive French scheming against the ,Japanese 
occupation forces within Indochina in late 1944 
to early 1945. Dien Bien Phu was selected as a ral
lying point for French forces withdrawing frum 
the cities and positions on the Indochinese lit
toral. The to\\11 promised easy access to a then 
friendly China, as well as allowing for possible 
Allied air supply of French and Laotian guerrilla 
teams operating in northern Laus. HO\"evel', the 
French were caught off guard by the swiftness 
and thoroughness of the Japanese coup of 9 
March 1945, in large part made possible by the 
Japanese monitoring of French colonial commu
nications. A few thousand French and 
Vietnamese colonial troops along with some civil
ians, managed barely to escape Japanese forces 
as they retreated northwest to Dien Bien Phu and 
then into China. 

CD) The French rationale for seeking a deci
sive battle there remains controversial. The 
French themselves often point to the previous 

year's debacle in Laos and the subsequent need to 
protect the region from Viet Minh encroach
ments. The area was home to several mountain 
tribes whose continued loyalty the French felt was 
critical to their holding Indochina.70 The French 
also wanted to use the tribes, especially the TaL 
as partisan units to harass the Viet Minh "rear" in 
western Tonkin, Dien Bien Phu ,.,.ould act as a 
mole d'anlnlarrage ("mooring point") for these 
operations in the Tonkin and Laotian interiors. 

CD) Other observers have suggested that the 
French, impressed ,,,ith the American tactic of so
called "killer" operations in Korea - whereby 
overwhelming firepower was brought down on 
Communist troop concentrations - were seeking 
a similar situation in which they could win a "cli
mactic battle:' The French hoped to lure a large 
Viet Minh force into terrain of France's choosing 
and then eliminate it through the application of 
superior firepower, which, in this case, included 
artillery, tactical air support (some of it flying 
from an airstrip within the base), and armor. 
Dien Bien Phu would be the bait. This multitude 
of explanations probably reflected the confusion 
in the French command at the time as to ",.hat 
was the purpose of the battle. In a sense, all the 
explanations could be correct; it has been illus
trated elsewhere that the French commanders in 
Indochina were split over what role Dien Bien 
Phu was to play: -I

ft'S//SI) Giap, the Viet Minh military chief, 
fully and immediately grasped the larger implica
tions of the French buildup at Dien Bien Phu. 
Even before the battle, Viet Minh commanders 
were expecting the decisive battle to happen dur
ing the winter of 1953-54.72 Once the French 
paratroops landed in force, Giap and his staff 
fillly appreciated the strategic French weakness 
that they now were unable to commit to a single 
strategy of dispersion or consolidation of their 
forces; that the French could not hope to fight at 
the same time on the Red River Delta and in the 
hills of Tonkin,73 
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Communism, and Australia, New Zealand, the 
Philippines, Formosa, and Japan would all be 
gravely threatened." A week later, Vice-President 
Nixon told a convention of newspaper editors 
that the U.S. may be "putting our own boys in 
[Indochina] ... regardless of allied support." 96 

This idea of direct involvement, though, had not 
sprung up overnight. Much thought had already 
been given to what might happen in Indochina. 

(SI/SI) The NSA Emergency Plan
 
for Southeast Asia
 

iT5t Surprisingly, while Dien Bien Phu was 
being squeezed by Giap's troops, a series of Five
Power (U.S., U.K., Australia, France, and New 
Zealand) military planning conferences held 
since the beginning of the year already had envi
sioned the worst case scenario - that is. a large
scale intervention by Communist Chinese forces, 
sometime around the summer of 1954 - regard
less of the outcome at Dien Bien Phu. The early 
planning conferences had presumed a cel1ain 
equilibrium between the French and Viet )\·1inh; 
perhaps even a sort of impasse. To break this 
stalemate, the planners predicted that the 
Chinese Communists ' ....ere ready to commit up to 
300,000 troops to an assault of Indochina.97 The 
attack would be supported by aircraft and small 
naval units moving along the coast. It was expect
ed by the Pentagon planners that the Chinese 
would sweep Allied, in this case mainly French 
Union, forces ahead of them. Within fifty-five 
days of the initial attacks, it was expected that the 
Chinese would occupy a line roughly along the 
19th parallel, from Vinh in Vietnam to Takhet and 
Vientaine in Laos. Hanoi would be occupied, 
while it was hoped that a small Allied redoubt 
would hold on in the Red River delta, anchored 
on the port city of Haiphong.9 

l! 

~The Allied riposte would take some time 
to organize. A special effort would be made to 
hold Hanoi - its military and political signifi
cance was paramount. Failing that, the Haiphong 
toehold would have to be maintained at all costs. 

The Allied planners figUl'ed to.use that port as the 
springboard for its counterattack. When the 
Allied forces were at full strength, a force of about 
eight divisions would strike northwest up the Red 
River back to Hanoi and beyond to Yen Bai, 
where, it was expected, the supply lines for the 
for.....ard Chinese forces would be so endangered 
as to potentially isolate them. At that point, the 
situation would be stabilized."" 
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was not then prepared to do. lOa At the same time, 
the U.S. was unable to stir up support from its 
allies, principally the British. The British \;ewed 
intervention as counterproductive to the start of 
talks in Geneva which they, along \\-ith the 
Soviets, were co-chairing. When the idea of inter
vention was presented to the prime minister, 
Winston Churchill, he told the \;siting U.S. secre
tary of state, John Foster Dulles, that a militaly 
operation of the type the Americans proposed 
would be "ineffective" and "might well bring the 
world to the verge of a major war." 106 

(U) The lack of any allies who were interested 
in palticipating in the Indochina intervention left 
the U.S. \\ith the prospect of unilateral action, 
which did not sit well with congressional leaders. 
At a meeting in early April with a congressional 
delegation, Secretary of State Dulles had been 
told by Senators Richard Russell and L}Tldon 
Johnson that they would not support any project 
without British and other Allied participation. 107 

Furthermore, the congressmen and senators in 
the delegation were skeptical of the outcome of 
Operation Vulture. They asked the hardest ques
tion of all: What if the bombing failed? \\:'hat, 

(V) French casualty being treateq at Dien Bien phu 

then, was the next step? The next step, of course, 
was intervention by the U.S. ground forces. 

(U) The clinching argument against interven
tion came from the U.S. Army's chief of staff, 
General Matthew Ridgeway. Ridgeway, who had 
come to his JCS position straight from his com
mand of UN forces in Korea, was well aware of 
the difficulties of a conventional land war fought 
in a backward Asian countIy. He was less than 
dazzled with the claims by the air force and navy 
regarding the effectiveness of air power against 
the Viet Minh positions around Dien Bien Phu. 
Ridgeway understood how difficult it would be 
just to establish any type of support base during 
the invasion. Port facilities that existed in 
Haiphong were inadequate for the size of the 
force expected to go in. The transpOltation sys
tem would be unable to SUppOlt movement or 
supply without a major engineering effort. His 
assistant chief of staff for plans, Lieutenant 
General ,James Gavin. called the plans to invade 
"utter folly:'108 Ridgeway reported to Eisenhm\--er 
that it would take anywhere from seven to eleven 
army dhisions about ten years to eradicate the 
Viet Minh, depending upon the response of the 
Chinese Communists. President Eisenhower, 
hardly a foe to intervention, but realistic in what 
could be accomplished in a land war, realized the 
costs of getting into Indochina, and on 29 April 
1954 announced that there were no plans for U.S. 
intervention of any kind. 

(TS//SI) The French were now left on their 
own. American COMINf would record the pro
longed, lonely agony of their defeat at Dien Bien 
Phu. Day by day, the Viet Minh nibbled away at 
the French fortified positions. I 

)::0 1.4. (c)
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(S/lSI) First Interlude: The Geneva Settlement and 
SIGINT Drawdown, 1954-1955 

CU) Even as French Union llnd \'iet lVlinh 
troops grappled in the battlej:?,round of Dien Rien 
Phu, delegations from France, the Viet Minh, the 
People's Republic of China. the Smiet Union. 
Great Britain, the United States. the Republic of 
Vietnam, and the Kingdoms of Laos and 
Cambodia, were meeting at the Far Eastern 
Conference in Geneva. S\\itzel'land, to settle both 
the Korean Cont1ict and Indochina \Var. The 
Korean War phase began on 26 April. On 8 May, 
the day after the French surrender at Dien Bien 
Phu, the Indm'hinel phase of the conference start
ed. 

CU) If ever a conference was begun \-\'ith all its 
main palticipants determined not to compl'O

mise. Geneva was it. The French. militarily 
humiliated at Dien Bien Phu. publicly refused to 
entertain any suggestion for a possible pmtition 
of Vietnam, They argued along the American line, 
espoused mainly by United States Secretary of 
State .John Foster Dulles and echoed by the gm'
erument of Vietnam. that only "free" countries 
could defend themselves against communist 
aggression. The Viet Minh, on the other hand. 
were aiming for a complete political settlement 
"ith the French leaving all of Vietnam. 

(TSI/SI) rVleanwhile, the chief Viet l\'1inh del
egale. Pham Van Dong, snubbed Bao Dai's repre
sentative. The La.otian and Cambodian delegates, 
certain that they were Ho's next targets, refused 
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to talk to the Viet Minh delegation. Secretary of 
State Dulles did not want the V.S. even to be 
involved at all; his ideological inflexibility had let 
him entertain the possibility of refusing to 
acknowledge the very existence of the Viet !vlinh 
as a "state" and therefore exclude them from the 
conference. I He had further infuriated. the 
Chinese by refusing to shake Zhou Enlai's hand, 
considering even this gesture as a form of legit
imizing another government he did not want to 
recognize. Bao Dai's delegation took its cue from 
the Americans and tried to undercut any compro
mise.2 This inflexible, yet almost detached, atti
tude bothered some southern Vietnamese who 
felt that the A.merican position at Geneva sub
\'erted the chances for a military intervention; not· 
did it seem to them that the U.S. was re ared td. 
make concessions at the table 

(D) For the French, the collapse of Dien Bien 
Phu left them in a perilous military position, 
especially in the Tonkin region. Fearful of a Viet 
Minh onslaught in the Red River valley, Generals 
Navarre and Cogny rearranged their remaining 
troops around Hanoi and along an escape corri
dor dO\\11 Colonial Highways 5 and 18 to the port 
of Haiphong. Whether Giap intended to assault 
the Hanoi-Haiphong area along the Red River is 
debatable. At Dien Bien Phu he had sustained 
almost 23,000 casualties and had captured 
10.000 French prisoners. Giap still had sizable 
French forces in Laos and Cochin to deal with. A 
campLlign eastward into the Red River valley 
towards Hanoi might have undone the recent and 

costly victol)' at Dien Bien Phu. There is some e\i
dence that he was prepared to move into the 
region, but what he ultimately would have done if 
there was no sign of a settlement at Geneva, is 
unknown.4 

(V) However, it was pressure from internal 
politics in France that proved decisive for the con
ference. On 12 June the government of Prime 
Minister .Joseph Laniel resigned and Pierre 
Mendes-Fram'e, a suppOlter of De Gaulle but also 
something of a maverick leftist. took OWl'. Aware 
of the public disenchantment \"ith the seemingly 
endless "Ia sale gllerre" (the "dirty war"), he 
stunned the French nation and Chamber of 
Deputil's with the announcement that he \,:ould 
have a settlement by 20 July or resign. Under the 
raised hammer of this deadline, the French 
moved to draw up a compromise partition. origi
nally aiming to have it established at the eigh
teenth parallel. 

(T6/;'6I) The Viet Minh, certain of their mili
tary position, soon would learn the true nature of 
socialist "solidarity," and see their gains evauo
rate at the conference table.1 

L...- .....I1HO\....ever, rather quickly into 
the conference, the Chinese and Russians began 
to pressure Pham Van Dong and the rest of the 
Viet Minh delegation to accept a partition plan. 
The Chinese, mostly out of historic geopolitical 
considerations, preferred a partitioned Vietnam 
on their southern border - always concerned with 
the French presence, they now could not brook an 
inde endent and unified Vietnam,b 

The Russians, anxious not to wTeck the: confer
ence, further squeezed the Viet Minh. Phmn Van 
Dong, realizing how little leverage the Viet Minh 
had without Chinese and Soviet support,relented 
and L1greed to the pmtition idea. Eventually, the 
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seventeenth parallel was picked as the point of 
division. 

(V) On July 21, the cease fire "Agreement on 
the Cessation of Hostilities in Viet Nam" was 
signed by the Viet Minh and French. A further 
protocol was agreed to by seven of the nine atten
dees - the United States and the Republic of 
Vietnam refused to even agree to its provisions, 
which ""'ere (1) Vietnam '....as provisionally divided 
at the seventeenth parallel into North and South 
Vietnam, pending a permanent solution through 
nationwide elections; (2) for a period of three 
hundred days aU persons could pass freely from 
the northern to southern zone; (3) limits were 
imposed on foreign military bases in both the 
North and South, on military personnel move
ment, and rearmament; (4) natiom\Tide elections 
were scheduled for 20 July 1956; and (5) an 
International Control Commission made up of 
representatives of India, Canada, and Poland was 
established to supervise the detailed implementa
tion of these agreements. 

(V) The Americans, along ,...;th the South 
Vietnamese, who had abstained from participat
ing in the negotiations, further refused to sign the 
agreement. At the time of the signing of the 
accords, the U.S. stated that it would refrain from 
using force to disturb the agreements. 
Washington also stated that it viewed any renew
al of aggression as a violation of the agreements, 
and supported the idea of unification through the 
supervised elections. However, the Americans 
knew that the North would win a plebiscite: Ho's 
popularity with nationalists in the southern areas 
and the population edge in the NOith virtuaIly 
assured that. So Secretary Dulles scrambled to 
make the best of the situation. 

(V) Within t""o months of the Geneva 
Accords, he got the Manila Treaty signed, which 
formed the basis for the Southeast Asia Treaty 
Organization (SEATO). The treaty obligated its 
eight signatories, the United States, Great Britain, 
France, Pakistan, Philippines, Thailand, 

Australia, and New Zealand, to defense commit
ments, though these were not as stringent as 
NATO's provisions. Laos, Cambodia, and South 
Vietnam, which would have been the expected 
targets of any communist aggression, were 
excluded from SEATO because of the provisions 
ofthe Geneva accords; still, they were included in 
the territorial jurisdiction of the treaty. Already 
the battle lines were being drawn for the next 
phase of the Indochina War. 

(TSl/Sf) With the accords, NSA's emergency 
plan for expanding its COMINT posture to sup
port hostilities in the region fizzled out. In mid
August, NSA admitted that the War Plan was 
"obsolete" and opted for an augmentation of the 
V.S. COMINT poshlre in Sontheast Asia. NSA 
tasked the cryptologic elements of the three serv
ices, known as Service Cryptologic Elements 
(SCE), with a less ambitious program I 

ffS//SI) Throughout the faIl of 1954 and into 
the spring of 1955, the three services moved to 
implement the provisions of the NSA plan. 
However, crises in other parts of Asia and the 
world would intmde, eroding the program's effec
tiveness for COMINT coverage of Southeast Asia. 
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Chapter 2 - (U) The Struggle for Heaven's Mandate: SIGINT and the
 
Internal Crisis in South Vietnam, 1956-1962
 

(U) The post-Geneva settlement left the states 
of Indochina in political chaos. The French, like 
most other European colonial powers. had done 
little to prepare the indigenous populations in the 
new countries for the difficult job of self-govern
ing and the even harder job of administering the 
clashing interests of the various ethnic, national
ist, political, religious, and neocolonial interest 
groups that populated the region. Just reining in 
these groups so that they did not pose a threat to 
the new states was enough ofa daunting task. The 
two Vietnams - the communist-dominated 
Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV), known 
popularly to Americans as North Vietnam, and 
the Republic of Vietnam (RVN), known as South 
Vietnam - went their separate ways, afflicted 
with their OW11 internal problems. 

(D) In North Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh and his 
Viet Minh cadre embarked on a program of agri
cultural reform. However, the effort soon degen
erated into a program of retribution against land
lords and rich peasants as Agricultural Reform 
Tribunals, acting more like flying execution 
squads, devastated the farming districts of 
Tonkin and northern Annam already seriously 
damaged by the many years of revolutionary war 
and prior French exploitation. By the summer of 
1956 Ho Chi Minh ended the tribunals, publicly 
apologizing for its excesses. 

(T£//£I) Residual opposition to Hanoi"s 
regime continued to flare up into revolt, and reg
ular Viet Minh military units would have to be 
called in to suppress what \vas referred to by 
Hanoi as "counter-revolutionary activity." In one 
ofthe most notable examples, in November 1956 
peasants in the mostly Catholic Nghe An 
province, where Ho had been born, rebelled 
against the communist regime in Hanoi. The 
causes for the revolt stemmed from the above-

mentioned poorly administered land reform pro
gram whieh fell prey to overzealous and ignorant 
party cadre. as well as religious persecution of the 
Catholic population.11 

..... .Pkt would be months before the area \vas 
pacified sufficiently so that the regular military 
could turn over the maintenance of order to the 
local militia. 

(U) Beginning in 1955, aid from communist 
states, principally the Soviet Union and the 
People's Republic ofChina, in the forms ofgrants, 
loans, and advisors, began to flow into North 
Vietnam. Within ten years, Hanoi's economic 
modernization program allowed it to surpass the 
South in many industrial and commercial sectors. 

(U) While Ho had problems in the DRV, his 
grip on the reins of power was certain; the Lao 
Dong Party assured him and his immediate cadre 
of followers the ability to execute their plan to 
remake the DRV into a communist state. A well
developed internal security apparatus, which 
included militia, police, and intelligence forces, 
enabled the DRV to suppress the remnants of 
internal opposition, as well as external threats 
from sabotage and intelligence-gathering teams 
dispatched by the Republic of Vietnam. 

CD) On the other hand, Ho's opposite in 
Saigon, President Ngo Dinh Diem, had a plethora 
of problems facing him: a residual French 
administration suspicious of Diem's nationalist 
platform, an unsettled tide of Catholic refugees 
from the north which demanded resettlement 
and integration into the south, and a multitude of 
independent political and religious power centers 
which were potential contenders for control of 
Saigon and the RVN, as ",;ell as a personal threat 
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the communists also forged political contacts out
side of South Vietnam \\ith exiled leaders from 
those groups that Diem had destroyed in the 
years 1954 to 1955.31 

(U) Acts of political terrorism and armed 
attacks on ARVN outposts and units increased 
steadily from 1957 to 1959. Most of the activity 
was in the region to the northwest and southwest 
of Saigon - traditional communist strongholds in 
the Mekong Delta and the Plain of Reeds on the 
Cambodian border. f.,tuch of the violence was 
directed at vulnerable targets: isolated govern
ment teams would be \'viped out, and village and 
provincial officials appointed by Diem would be 
assassinated. Some spectacular military actions 
occurred in mid-1958 at the Michelin and Minh 
Thanh Rubber Plantations which demonstrated 
ARVN's inability to match the communist's com
bat effectiveness.32 In .July 1958, the American 
embassy observed that "in many remote areas, 
the central government has no effective con
trol.,·33 

(U) With the implementation of Hanoi's new 
policy in May 1959, communist activity in the 
south increased exponentially. Assassinations of 
officials and leading citizens doubled in the last 
half of 1959 compared to the first half. 
Kidnapping went up by 50 percent, while Viet 
Cong-initiated attacks and ambushes on govern
ment troops averaged over one hundred a month 
in the closing months of 1959.3~ 

(U) Strangely, both Diem and the United 
States Military Advisory and Assistance Group 
(USMAAG) "ie\\ied the late 1959 upswing in Viet 
Cong activity as a sort of "last gasp," a desperate 
effort to retrieve the political and military situa
tion in the face of Diem's counterinsurgency pro
gram. In September 1959, Diem would tell 
General Samuel Williams, chief of the USMAAG, 
that the "strategic battle against the VC has been 
won; now remains the tactical battle." 38 As we 
have seen earlier, there was some validity to this 
impression; Diem's measures had made their 
mark on the membership of the Viet Congo Yet, 
the true measure of this policy lay in the growing 
disaffection throughout the country for Diem's 
leadership. The communists were not the only 
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focus of opposition, and the next year would be 
one of revelation for Diem's American advisors. 

(U) Niiteteen sixty opened with a disaster for 
the South Vietnamese military. On 26 .January 
1960, in Tay Ninh Pro"ince near the Cambodian 
border, four companies of VC troops overran the 
HQ of the ARVN's 32nd Regiment. Besides 
destroying barracks and headquarters buildings 
and inflicting sixty-six casualties 011 the South 
Vietnamese, the VC made off with enough 
weapons to arm a battalion. At the same tinlE', a 
general uprising by the peasants in Ben Tre, the 
capital of Kien Hoa Province on the Mekong 
delta, was in full swing. 

(U) The litany of disasters followed through
out the early part of the year. In March, three 
ARVN battalions, engaged in separate sweep 
operations near the Cambodian border, were 
ambushed by VC units and forced to retreat. 
Another ARVN unit which was defending a small 
hamlet, this time in Kien Gang Province in the 
extreme southwest of South Vietnam on the Gulf 
of Thailand, and w·hieh had been forewarned of 
an attack, literally was frightened out of its forti
fied positions by unarmed civilians advancing on 
them along with a VC force. The VC then leisure
ly picked through the deserted village tor ab.m
doned \....eapons and equipment?9 

(TS//SI) To SIGINT analysts at NSA, the 
increase in VC activity throughout 1960 was 
reflected in the continued gro\A,th of the commu
nist radio network throughout South Vietnam. 
New stations on the network seemed to pop up as 
quickly as toadstools after a spring rain. By the 
end of that year, NSA estimated that the number 
of VC radio stations and links in South Vietnam 
had quadrupled from late 1959"~o In the Nam Bo 
region, the area encompassing Saigon and the 
area of the Mekong River, the numbers were even 
more striking - a six- and sevenfold increase in 
stations and links over those counted in 1959! In 
addition, the communications procedures of the 
VC operators were noticeably more open, with 

da)time operating schedules. and the use of 
Vietnamese language chatter instead of the 
French previously utilized to further .. disguise 
their identity.4J The report of this "irtu~l explo
sion in VC communications was so alarming to 
the U.S. intelligence community, that Allen 
Dulles reputedly went to see President Kennedy 
in late January to personally brief him on iC42 
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nist, but staunchly nationalist, issued a respect
ful, but nonetheless devastating critique of 
Diem's regime: his elections were undemocratic, 
the National Assembly was a farce, the army 
incompetent, the economy was corrupt, and pub
lic opinion and the press had been gagged into 
silence. The signatories, which included HUll, 

appealed to Diem to institute reforms. Othemise, 
they contended, the tide would turn and Diem 
could be swept away,74 

(0) Diem's response had been to label the 
Caravelle petitioners as communists. He used the 
NLF's declaration as an excuse for another wave 
of newspaper closings and ordered the arrests of 
more students. journalists, intellectuals, and 
opposition politicians. For all practical purposes, 
by late 1960 legitimate political opposition to 
Diem in South Vietnam, outside of the NLF and 
the soon-to-explode Buddhists, was finished. In 
prison, in exile, or allied to the communists, there 
,,{ere no more alternatives to the Ngo family's 
control of the country. From now on, opposition 
would center around three axes: the communist 
NLF, the South Vietnamese military, and the 
increasingly restive Buddhist majority. 

(8//81) For the Americans, the situation in 
Indochina was heating up. The increasing inter
nal tensions in South Vietnam, with the commu
nist participation in them, and the communist 
advances in Laos, all pointed to the possibility of 
American involvement. The SIGINT community 
saw the necessity of an increased capability to 
cover the region. The handful of assets available 
outside Southeast Asia simply were not adequate 
to meet the needs for intelligence. Already, 
though, moves were afoot to meet the challenge. 

(U) America Plans the Mainland 
SIGINT Buildup, 1959-1961 

(TS//SI) In 1959, the problem for American 
cryptology in Southeast Asia could be seen just by 
glancing at a map of SIGTNT sites in the larger 
Asian region. I I 
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with the United States. Relations between 
Thailand and its immediate neighbors, Laos and 
Cambodia, traditionally were tense and involved 
historic claims over disputed border regions 
north along the Mekong River and Cambodia's 
western Batdambang and Siemreab Provinces. At 
the same time, Thailand's internal political situa
tion was far from stable. A struggle for political 
supremacy between two contending Thai army 
generals, Thanarat Sarit and Phibunsongkram, 
led to a coup in 1957. In October 1958, Sarit, now 
in control, had instituted a crackdovm on all 
political parties and critics. However, all of these 
obstacles to a U.S SIGINT site would yield in the 
face ofthe Laotian crisis of mid-1959. 

(U) In May 1959, the Western-leaning Royal 
Laotian Government (RLG) had tried to ""ipe out 
the Pathet Lao movement. (See Chapter 3, pages 
89-94, for more details on the Laotian situation 
and the overall SIGINf response to it.) Several 
Pathet Lao leaders, including Souphanuovong, 
the "Red Prince," were arrested and tossed in jail. 
One of two Pathet Lao combat battalions was sur
rounded. The other one escaped and headed 
north where it joined up with military units from 
the DRV sent by Hanoi to intervene. By July, the 
joint communist forces had driven RLG units 
from several outposts in Sam Neua (Xam Nua) 
Province. EO 1. 4. (c) 

~ In re~panse tathe fighting in Laos, the . United states developed an . intervention plan, 
OPLAN 32-59, which called for the insertion ofI'-------------------- Marine ground forces and air support into Laos 

f;fS//SI) In light of the potential offered by supported bya naval task force, Joint Task Force 
the two sites, NSA planned for a big intercept (.JTf) 116, stationed in the Gulf of Siam. Along· 
mission in Thailand, looking to set up as many as . with this planning, the U.S. ambassador to 
fifty-two ositions manned bv 800 ersonnel . Thailand, Alexis Johnson a roached Prime 

Minister Sarit 

"--- ---' Johnson agreed that any infor
mation that the unit obtained which was relevant 
to the security situation for Thailand would be 

L..-__---J For their part, the Thai government 
remained skittish about identifying too closely 
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(TS//Sn In the fall of 1960, Laos heated up 
again with the revolt of the RLG's paratroop bat
talion in Vientiane commanded by Captain Kong 
Le, a French-trained officer. There was more 
fighting between the forces of the neutralist 
Souvanna Phouma government and the 
American-backed General Phoumi. When Kong 
Lc and Phouma were ousted from Vientiane by 
Phoumi, they asked for material help from the 
communists. By December, American SIGINT 
analysts had isolated communications supporting 
a Soviet and North Vietnamese supply airlift to 
communist forces in northern LaoS.

9i American 
SIGINT stepped up the amount of coverage of the 
communications supporting the airlift and the 
general situation in Laos. A SIGINT Readiness 
Condition BRAVO, a situation calling for 
increased SIGINT coverage being mobilized to 
cover the crisis, was instituted as fears in 
Washington increased over the possibility of out
side, overt intervention, maybe even a large-scale 
invasion, by Soviet, Chinese, or North 
Vietnamese forces. 

(rS//SI) However, the feared invasion of 
Laos never materialized. Laos calmed down. 
Concerned by the political instability of the 
region, the enited States again approached the 
Thailand on the issue of a permanent station in 
their country. Much of the substance of the earli
er December 1960 talks ben-veen Ambassador 
.Johnson and Marshal Sarit was repeated in this 
latest version of the DIan.! lEO 1. 4. (c) 
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Chapter 3 - (U) "To Die in the South": SIGINT, the Ho Chi Minh Trail, and 
the Infiltration Problem, 1959-1968 

-+*,+Sonwtinll' in 1971, a Special Forces team. 
possihly part of 11](' ,JCS's Shining grass project to 
intenlict the Ho Chi =-'linh Trail. and probabl~' 

m,lde up of a mix of local tribcsllIC'n \\-ilh all 
.-'\nwrican 01' Yil'1n,l\llE'Sl' l'om ma ndel'. sett led in 
at some unidenlitil'd point alonF, the trail in Laos. 
Hid ing in tIll' forest. tht'\' photogra plwd a :\'orth 
\'iet nameSl' truck COIl\·O~· I hat W,1S mo\-ing along 
the rmld\\'ly. They look a remarkable sl'ries of 
pictures. one of \rhich is included helo\\", In the 
photo. the trucks are carefull.\· nosing around a 
hllgl' homb crater filll'cl with "att'r and dehris 
from nl'arb~' slwttt'rl'd trees. \\"Iwt trl'l'S t[),11 arc 
left standing are nothiug mon' than bare. ,"carred. 
d,1rkenl'd trunks. Off to the side of tlw dil1 track is 
an expended ml'tal casing from a t'.S. aircraft: 
\rlwlher it is a jettisoned fuel pod or a piece of 
;In ordnance package like napalm is unknown 
not lhat this is important. The entire landscape, 
with its haph,1zard debris ;11ld chaos of ,shadows 
and liF,ht seemingi.' slnlgg1ing with one 
anot her. is eeril~- n'm iniscl'nt of the sel 
from lhe classic German sl1I'realist film 
The Cu/Jilll'l (!I" Do('[eJ/' Culiyw·i . .\t the 
same time. the picture says a lot about 
the nature oftl1l' Ho Chi :vtinh Trail. the 
c01llnllmist intiltr;ltion of troops and 
supplies to the sOllth. as \\'ell as the 
.-\l11erican respollse to Cllt this flow. 
mostl~- in tl'rms of a camp,lign of air 
in!t.'rdiction that d"'arfL'd anything 
heforl' or since in twentieth century mil
itar~- histor\. 

( t:) First of all. there is a misconcl'p
tion regarding the scope and nature of 
the Ho Chi :Vlinh Trail. Oftl'n. the trail is 
poplllarl~' (and. on occasion. romanti
call,') portray'ed as a single track or dirt 

_!_'~.~ 
road rtInning south like an arrow from 
weskrn :\0I1h \'ietnam south along tilt' 

Laotian border with the two \'il'1nams to lin;lll~ 

('nwrge at \'arious points in the lentr;11 Highlands 
01' .illst north of Saigon. .-\ctuall;.', it is l',h~ to 
arriw al this ill1age. :\Iosl maps carried in slan
danl histories of tlw Indochina War dispb\ a 
simplified trail. reducl'd to a series of a fe\\ lines 
snaking along thl' borders of tlw t\\O Vidn;ll11s. 
La0:-; , and Cambodia. Consider thl' map on the 
next pagl' from Robel1 Schulzillger's execllent 
single-yohune history A TiJ71ejiw 1\ '(11'. 

(t·) The tnIe siZt' and natun' of tlw Ho Chi 
:\Iinh Trail l were quite different, of course: it hmi 
to bl' in order for it to withstand tIll' onslaught of 
.-\ml'rican ,1110 Allied air power thrown ag,1inst it 
starting in 1964 and continuing into 1972. Dllrin!!. 
this time. tIll' trail's opl'r<1tioll also \\'as umlt'r con
stant pressure from forays b~' U.S. and .-\R\·:\ 
special forcl's commanding 1l'ams of irregular 
troops recruited from local tribes. In t"lrly )9-l. 

c':"'-r;... . ..... ~ ·Z..;.::--· 
.~. ~;.....;:~~~~;f":~>'~ :~:-. ~- ~/ ~ . ~ 

... 

+e-Ho Chi Minh T~iL 1971 
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(V) Simplified represent~tion orthe Ho Chi Minh Tr<til 

21,000 ARVN troops staged a cross-border inva
sion into Laos, known as Lam Son 719, to try to 
cut the Ho Chi Minh Trail at one of its major 
transportation axes, the town of Tchepone 
(Muang Xepon) in Laos. The ARVN campaign, 
despite its near fiasco of a retreat, did manage to 
disrupt some supply movement for a short while. 
The large reaction by the North Vietnamese regu
lar forces indicated just how vital the trail was and 
to what extent Hanoi would defend it. 

CD) Historically, there had been a crude com
munications route in use since the early 1940s. 

Then, it had been used by anti
French Vietnamese guerrillas to 
facilitate travel from Tonkin to 
the regions of Annam and 
Cochin in thc south. This routc 
was probably selected to take 
advantage of the colonial road 
system constructed by the 
French administration which 
had been trying for years to 
improve communications within 
Indochina and especially to the 
interior of Laos. Such roads as 
Route Coloniale (RC) Nombres 
12, and 8 west from northern 
Annam through the Mu Gia and 
Nape Passes to the intersecting 
routes running north and south 
in southeastern Laos would fig
ure prominently in later years as 
the backbone of the communist 
supply and infiltration system. 

(TS//Sf) During the war with 
the French, General Vo Nguyen 
Giap used the trail system to 
move troops and supplies to the 
Cochin and Annam regions. For 
the most part, the trail remained 
a set of simple pathways, and Dta'itl_l02" 10;" 108· 
travel time on foot from Tonkin 
to points south, such as Saigon, 
could take as long as three 

months. In 1954, with the Geneva settlement, the 
trails were used by the Viet Minh troops and 
political cadre who headed north of the seven
teenth parallel as part of the military disengage
ment. The trail system was also used by civilian 
refugees fleeing between the two Vietnams. In the 
years bctween the French and American phases 
of the war, SIGINT intercept indicated that the 
trail continued to serve as a highway of sorts for 
Viet Minh personnel traveling between north and 
south. At various times, the South Vietnamese 
military operated near portions of the trail, occu
pying spurs, destroying paths and setting up 
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(U) However, the Laotian coalition agreement
 
barely made it out of the conference room before
 
it expired. The Eisenhower administration
 
was increasingly dissatisfied with Souvanna
 
Phouma's coalition-building efforts v.ith the com

munists, and switched its backing to an anticom

munist nationalist group. This faction displaced
 
Phouma and began openly courting the anticom

munist governments of Taipei and Saigon.
 
Washington, which was bankrolling the entire
 
cost of the RLA, hinted at a possible loss of aid if
 
the PL personnel were admitted into the army
 
without being subject to "reindoctrination."
 

(TS/;'SI) In May 1959, the Royal Lao 
Government put the leaders of the Pathet 
Lao political party, the Neo Lao Hak Xat, 
(Lao Patriotic Front) including Prince 
Souphanouvong, under house arrest and dis
armed one of the PL battalions. The other battal
ion slipped away into the jungles of northern 
Laos. Fighting in the northern region broke out 
almost immediately as the PL carried out a series 
of hit-and-run raids on RLA outposts bordering 
the DRV. By mid-1959, the shape of the DRV's 
support to the Pathet Lao began to emerge from 
SIGINT. A new military radio network was estab
lished, which was controlled from the DRV, but 

rvith many of its stations located inside Laos"I 
IThis would haveinade 

sense, since there was a large Vietnamesepopula
tion made up of refugees and expatri(ites living in 
northeast Thailand. The ethnic population in 
Thailand had been a source of supplies and polit
ical support to the Viet Minh since the late 1940s. 

EO 1:4 .·(c) 

(U) Duringthe French phase of the Indochina 
War, about 70,000 Vietnamese fled their home
lands and settled in northeast Thailand. Their 
presence in a region of Thailand known for its 
economic problems and political restiveness 
caused Bangkok considerable concern. The Thais 
were anxious to get rid of the Vietnamese. In the 
late 1950s, Hanoi, perhaps anxious for political 
recognition after the political debacle at Geneva, 
offered to have the refugees repatriated. 
Originally, Thailand wanted the International 
Red Cross to oversee the repatriation so as to 
avoid recognizing the communist regime in 
Hanoi by negotiating directly 'Nith the DRV. 
However, Bangkok ultimately was forced to deal 
""ith Hanoi. in 1959, an agreement behveen 
Thailand's and the DRV's Red Cross Societies 
allowed for the repatriation process to begin the 
next year. By 1963, about 36,000 refugees had 
returned to the DRV. The remaining Vietnamese 
slowly adapted to Thailand, but not always com
pletely. By the mid-1960s it was still not unusual 
to find portraits of Ho Chi Minh next to the Thai 
king on the walls of the huts of the ethnic 
Vietnamese. 
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a somewhat changed capacity, sening as the HQ 
for the 559th Transportation Group.45 

('f~//gI) The infiltration and supply system 
began at various points in North Vietnam. Two 
major supply-heads, Vinh Linh and Dong Hoi, 
were the northern terminals from which muni
tions and other supplies were c31Tied south. From 
1959 until late 1963, these two sites also served as 
so-called intermediate headqualters for the infil

44tration-associated radio nets. In September 
1963, these intermediate HQs disappeared, prob
ably relocating to Hanoi v.rithin the facilities of the 
GDRS headquarters. Vinh Linh remained, but in 

ietLocated throughout North Vietnam was a 
series of complexes used to support the infiltra
tion of cadre and troops to South Vietnam. For 
the lack of a better description, these facilities 
could be labeled as training centers. In the early 
years of the infiltration effort, these training cen
ters served mostly to sharpen skills of the south
ern "returnees," most of whom were experienced 
party cadre or military personnel who had fought 
in the Viet Minh war against the French. The 
major training school was located at Xuan Mai 
Training Center just south of Hanoi which spe
cialized in refresher training for the returnees. 
Another dozen or so schools existed for training 
various technical specialists. For example, there 
was the "C57 School," near Son Tay, which 
trained ordnance specialists; the 10th Military 
Hospital, which provided training for intermedi
ate-level medical technicians; and at least two 
sites in Hanoi for training military intelligence 
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specialists.'-'f' As the war progressed and the DRV 
began sending full PAVN formations south, the 
number of training schools increased to accom
modate the influx of draftees being trained for 
combat:F 

(TSh'SI) Movement from the DRV to the 
south was accomplished by a variety of methods. 
Most troops moved by foot on roads westward 
towards the Laotian border. Others headed south 
to cross the DMZ. In the early years, both direc
tions were taken. This duality reflected the early 
concern by Hanoi that use of Laotian (and 
Cambodian) territory would necessarily be limit
ed to the movement of small groups because of 
the uncertainty of an available, sustaining supply 
capability. The southern route seemed more con
ducive to infiltrating large numbers of men.48 At 
the same time, the southern route obviated the 
need for disguising the infiltrators.49 Of course, as 
the Laotian situation turned to Hanoi's favor, that 
alternative to infiltration was preferred to the 
DYlZ crossover. 

~ Departing from two major tenninals in 
the DRV, the snpplies and men moved mostly by 
truck through h",o potential bottlenecks. The first 
was west along Route #8 through the Nape Pass 
from Vinh Linh, which turned south to the 
Laotian crossroads town of Mahaxai. From there, 
the troops and cadre would move to the major 
to\\'11 ofTchepone in the Laotian panhandle. The 
second major route into Laos was west-northwest 
along Route #12 through the Mu Gia Pass from 
Dong Hoi. From there, the travelers, mostly by 
truck, would turn south near the Laotian tm\'11S of 
Ban Muangsen or Muang Phin towards 
Tchepone. The distances in this first leg of the 
journey were from about 250 to 400 kilometers. 
Travel time could vary from four to seven days. 

(D) Both passes, but the Mu Gia Pass in par
ticular, would earn the special attention of the 
American bombing campaign to stop the south
ern infiltration. To air force planners, both passes 
appeared to be ideal "chokepoints," that, if 
reduced, could seriously impede the infiltration 
of troops and supplies to the south. So, a special 
effort was made to close them. Even the Strategic 

(V) 

Dtopped 
sp~n o(the 

Route 9 

btidge at 
Tchepone 

(Note 

~itw~y 

~n~ by-p~ss 

toad) 
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al effects, such as pictures and letters. Not that 
this always worked. Many times, the local Viet 
Cong committees had to remind their subordi
nate elements to remove all such incriminating 
material from their people.1 

(U) Group 759 and Maritime 
Infiltration, 1959-1963 

CD) The second leg of the infiltration system 
set up by Hanoi was the maritime infiltration 
program. The combined North and South 
Vietnamese coastline is more than 3,000 kilome
ters, while the South's alone is almost 2,000. 
The coastline itself varies greatly, with 
stretches of sandy beachline interrupted by a 17 
number of stream mouths and bays, the 
largest concentration being the maze on the 
seaward edge of the Mekong Delta. All of 
this difficult geography had the makings of 
an intractable problem for Saigon to solve. 
An added difficulty was the large private 
fleet of fishing boats which worked the 
coastline along the South China Sea. The 
hundreds of boats and junks operated with 
little control and were almost impossible to 
track. 

(T~//~I) However, this part of Hanoi's 
infiltration plan appears to have been the 
slowest to get started, at least judging from 
what we know from various intelligence 
sources. In July 1959, the Group 759 had 
been organized under the command of Rear 
Admiral Tran Van Giang. fi8 At first, actual 
operations was assigned to the 603rd 
Special Battalion located at Haiphong, 
which moved military personnel and sup
plies down the southern coastline. A second 
organization, the Communications Section 
of the Lao Dong Party's Research Office, was 
concerned with the transport ofparty agents 

::::: :::.
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fF5HSH Maritime inHltration tomes 

and possibly intelligence operatives along the 
coast. 

(TS//SI) The infiltration of men and supplies 
by sea required the buildup from scratch of an 
organization, a logistics and maintenance base, 
workable and secure procedures, and the recruit
ment ofpersonnel to run it. The Vietnamese com
munists had been smuggling supplies into 
Vietnam as far back as the French phase of the 
war from 1945 to 1954, which in turn was an <;Iut
growth of a long history of illegal maritime activ
ities along the coast of Tonkin.59 Also, an organi
zation in the south had to be recruited and 
trained in handling the boats, providing cover,
Iand storing ofsmuggled materialj I 

VIETNAM 

_.
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I 
..... ....!Schedules had to be estab-I 
lished, as well as a method for warning of Saigon's 
(and later American) naval and aerial surveil
lance patrols. 

-f€1-When exactly the initial infiltration by sea 
occurred is not known, but the activity was first 
discovered by the South Vietnamese in late 
January 1960 when a sailboat with six personnel 
from the 603rd Special Battalion on a supply mis
sion was blO\'\lll ashore on Ly Son island (Quang 
Ngai Province). A handful of automatic weapons 
and some ammunition were seized.61 

to 1.4. (c) 

(U) Surprisingly, in spite of the SIGINT and 
other intelligence - mostly captured enemy crews 
and papers from captured or abandoned vessels 
the scope and intensity of the communist mar
itime infiltration system were difficult to quanti
fy. In December 1961, the U.S. navy began inter
dicting suspected communist sea traffic. A patrol 
line was established along the seventeenth paral
lel and was manned by five ocean-going 
minesweepers supplemented by army and navy 
reconnaissance aircraft. The first interdiction 
efforts were meant both to infuse the South 
Vietnamese Navy with a positive spirit and to 
allow the Americans to determine the extent and 
nature ofthe seaborne infiltration from the North 
Vietnam.66 

(U) Ironically, the Navy brass was skeptical of 
the size of the infiltration from the north. Admiral 
Harry Felt, Commander-in-Chief Pacific Fleet 
(CINCPACFLT), and other officers felt that only 
small-scale, cross-border movement by sampans 
was actually taking place and that the current 
interdiction effort was not really useful.67 At this 
stage, the impetus for continued patrols came 

EO 1.4. (c) 
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from Secretary of Defense McNamara, who 
believed that the effort was paying off. 

(0) The navy's skepticism over the scope and 
size of maritime infiltration carried over to the 
problem of smuggling from Cambodia. In early 
1962, the U.S. Navy reluctantly assumed respon
sibility for patrolling the route from Cambodia 
through Phu Quoc island. By March, after "thou
sands" of junk searches, the navy again conclud
ed that the effort was not productive: 

From results attained to date it must be con

cluded that the patrols have not been effective 

in capturing infiltrators if significant infiltra

tion is taking place. although the patrol's pres

ence may hav€' discouraged attempt~.68 

iSt4.'he U.S. navy's judgment that the mar
itime infiltration was rather small up through 
1963 is somewhat substantiated by the available 
intelligence. It has been estimated that probably 
less than two dozen supply ships attempted to 
infiltrate into South Vietnam from 1961 through 
1964.6 

'1 

~ It was not until 1964 that a fleet of as many 
as twenty-six large trawler- and steamer-sized 
ships, displacing over sixty tons, was utilized in a 

(V) v.s. n~vy 

oc~n-going 

minesweeper, 

EXCEL, in 

interdiction 

role 

large number of infiltration missions by Group 
125. In reaction to this increased maritime effort 
by Hanoi, the U.S. and South Vietnamese navies 
instituted operation Market Time designed to 
stem the martime flow of weapons and supplies. 
In 1965, it was estimated that the communists 
received nearly 70 percent of their supplies by sea 
and 30 percent by land. At the same time, the 
Allied interdiction effort would improve, and by 
mid-1968, after a series of supply voyages that 
ended in disaster, the North Vietnamese would 
halt the maritime mission. It would not resume 
until the end of 1969?O 

tS//SI) The Rest of the Story, Part 1: 
SIGINT and Infiltration, 1963-1967 

(TS//SJ) For the American intelligence effort 
in Indochina - and the signals intelligence por
tion is included in this observation - the main 
objective regarding communist infiltration had 
been to gather enough information to answer 
these important questions posed by Washington 
and Saigon. How many communist troops and 
cadre were infiltrating south? What kind of per
sonnel were moving south, i.e., military, political, 
technical specialist, etc? Where were they going, 
that is, into what regions of South Vietnam were 
they moving? "''hat kinds of material and what 
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then, the threat \\Tas enough to cause a degrada
tion to high-altitude imagery. 

CU) Another source of intelligence was the 
insertion of so-called "road watch" teams, known 
later under various covernames as Shining Brass 
and Prairie Fire, which were controlled by the 
Pentagon, and Gypsyweed, which was mn by the 
CIA. The problem with these teams was their lim
ited observation and reporting capabilities. The 
extensive scope and nature of the trail system 
often precluded the teams from being able to 
gather useful information on infiltration rates. 
The difficulties in training also limited the num
ber of teams available. The first teams were 
inserted into Laos northeast of Tchepone. None 
was placed south of this important terminal, 
mostly due to the numerous communist units 
protecting the complex there. All along the trail, 
the teams often were prevented from approach
ing the individual trails and roads by active 
Pathet Lao or PAVN security patrols.80 

"fet"The best early source of information was 
South Vietnamese intelligence. MACV intelli
gence, which produced the estimates on the infil
tration, relied almost exclusively on POW interro
gations and captured documents supplied by 
Saigon's intelligence organs. Washington 
remained highly skeptical of the Vietnamese 
sources and methods. Saigon's methods of 
obtaining intelligence from POWs (or ralliers, or 
defectors) left much to be desired. The delay in 
processing and veri1)ing intelligence often meant 
that l\1ACV's analysts were processing informa
tion that '\Tas several months old. One study esti
mated that "about nine months must elapse 
before MACV detects about 85 percent of the 
infiltrators into South Vietnam." 81 In addition, 
the POW sources constituted a small sample of 
the total number of infiltrators. The estimates for 
the 1960 to 1963 infiltration rates were based on 
debriefs of a total of ninety-eight communist pris
oners. Estimates of the communist infiltration up 

through 1967 were based on interrogations ofjust 
over 300 POWS.B2 

ietThe paucity and relative unreliability of 
the intelligence on the infiltration made for a 
dilemma: how to estimate the rate of infiltration 
with some degree of reliability? To get around 
this problem, MACV came up with a rather 
strained epistemology. It developed a three-tier 
method of evaluating whether or not a North 
Vietnamese unit, element, or group had infiltrat
ed: "confirmed," "probable," or "possible," A unit 
was "confirmed" if information about it came 
from a minimum of two or more POWs or cap
tured documents. A unit was "probable" if only 
one prisoner and/or one document attested to it. 
Aunit fell into the "possible" category if there was 
no direct information on it, but was suspected or 
inferred.83 

~ The result of this imprecision led to an 
interesting situation for MACV when it tried to 
tabulate any statistics for the infiltration from the 
DRV up through 1967. For example, figure 1 

shows the annual rate of communist infiltration 
from 1959 to 1967, though the last year is mostly 
an estimate since "complete" numbers were not 
yet available. 

~ As one can see, the discrepancy beh\Teen 
the number of "confirmed" and "probable" 
and/or "possible" infiltrators could vary by 
almost as much as 40 percent in 1966 to over 60 
percent in 1962. Although the trend for increased 
annual communist infiltration is clearly seen, the 
problem is in the reliability of each year's figures. 
\\'hen the annual figures are put into a perspec
tive of cumulative numbers (figure 2), the figures 
begin to diverge even more. 

~The resulting figures for total infiltration 
had a large, built-in discrepancy. If we pick a 
point, say 1966, the difference between the total 
possible infiltrators and those confinned for that 
year is about 70,000 men. An eight-year infiltra
tion total, including "possibles," is about 250,000 
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North Vietnamese and returning south
erners. However, the "confirmed" total is 
about 140,000. Such a divergence led to 
MACV adopting another category called 
"accepted" which combined "probable" 
and "confirmed" to produce a new figure 
of about 175,000. 

(U) Although all of these categories 
may seem academic, the Allied intelli
gence agencies in Vietnam took them 
seriously and, depending upon their 
institutional bias or political pressure 
exerted from command authorities, 
would espouse whatever count(s) in their 
order of battle (OB) estimates that suited 
them. The practical result of such 
"soft" infiltration figures was that 
Westmoreland's intelligence office, 
MACV J-2, the CIA, and other intelli
gence organs could not determine the 
overall communist troop strength; not 
knowing how many troops were coming 
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Despite an apparent mobility brought about by years leading up to 1960.:1 (Also see Chapter 2,
 
wheeled and tracked vehicles, as well as the pages 58-62.)
 
beginnings of a heliborne capability, the ARVN
 
units still were sluggish and confined to the road (U) The CINCPAC, Admiral Harry Felt, for

network. Viet Cong units • warded the insurgency plan to the Joint Chiefs of
 

Staff in June 1960 with the recommendation that 
, ,utilizing flexible it be the basis for any instructions developed by 

tactics that emphasized mobility and concentra the State and Defense Departments for the 
tion of organic weaponry, proved to be too much American "country team," that is, the U.S. ambas
for Saigon's forces. Besides using tactics ill-suited sador and Commander USMAAG, Saigon, and 
to counterinsurgency, the ARVN forces were their staffs.4 

commanded largely by officers who were political 
appointees, mostly Catholics like Diem, and (U) The response from Saigon to the coun
whose main mission was to preserve their units terinsurgency plan merely reflected the debate in 
so they could support Diem in case of a coup. Washington over which course of action to follow 
Loyalty to Diem and the Ngo family was para to defeat the grO\-\-ing communist insurgency 
mount to the continued promotion of these offi threat. The commander of the MAAG, J.ieutenant 
cers. General Lionel McGarr, came down in favor of 

increased military aid, which included the enlarg
(U) Defining the Struggle: The ing of South Vietnam's military by 20,000 troops, 
Counterinsurgency Plan, 1960-1961 transferring the Civil Guard to Saigon's Ministry 

of Defense, improving its intelligence capability, 
(U) In early 1960, a sense of crisis pervaded beefing up border and coastal surveillance opera

U.S. thinking about South Vietnam as well as the tions, and improving the army's ci..il affairs and 
concurrent situation in Laos. In April, the CINC civil action programs. In addition, it advocated 
PAC sponsored a conference in Okinawa which 
studied the problems in those two countries. The 
completed study, "Counterinsurgency Operations 
in South Vietnam and Laos," emphasized the 
need to remedy the problems in South Vietnam 
with military aid and administrative changes to 
Diem's government. This approach largely 
ignored the importance of the systemic political, 
economic, nationalist, and ethnic pressures 
which were pulling South Vietnam apart and 
which the communists were so adept at exploiting 
for their own advancement. In the same study, 
the problems Diem was having \\lth the peasants 
and the ethnic minorities were downplayed; these 
groups were portrayed as little more than pliant 
herds, willing to follow any superior authority.2 
This attitude towards the internal opposition 
groups also ignored, or was ignorant of, the evi
dence from U.S. COMINT reports which had 
been detailing Saigon's internal problems for the 

, 
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(V) Ambqssqdor Eldridge Durbrow 
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~\Tere nonexistent, 
and temporary substitutes were used.22 Within 
two days, the unit had set up intercepl vans and 
organized an analytic and operations section in 
two hangars in the corner of the air base. The first 
intercept mission, outlined by NSA, was to devel
op eighteen Viet Cong illicit, guerrilla, and com
munist party communications links, that is, sin
gle station-to-station communications paths. 
Aside from developing a picture of the commu
nist communications network, or the next level of 
more complex communications operations, Tan 
Son Nhul also was charged wilh providing usable 
tip-offs of radio activity for the associated 
\Vhitebirch DJF mission.23 

(8//81) For the first time since the U.S. SIG
INT had systematically targeted Vietnamese 
communist communications back in 1950 under 
AFSA, there now existed a conventional 

(V) 3d RRV Opetations ~te4 

American site actually located in South Vietnam. 
However, the soldiers at Tan Son Nhllt were not 
the first American SIGlI'\T personnel in South 
Vietnam. 

, Itar
geted the communications of the various govern
mental and military organizations of the estab
lished, host government - mostly intelligence, 
internal security organizations, political, and 
armed forces commands. However, the extreme 
conditions within both Laos and South Vietnam 
forced. both sites to expand their missions to 
include communist insurgent communications. 
But, neither site could provide DIF support, 
which was exactly what South Vietnamese mili
tary needed. 

(8//81) From the start, however, there was a 
wide divergence between NSA and ASA in the 
approach to the Southeast Asian communication 
intelligence task as compared with other mission 
requirements in the Far East targetind I 

I INSA emphasized the development 
and improvement of its cryptanalytic posture. 
But, in February 1961, when the various commit
tees, boards, and staffs were considering lheir 
recommendations for SIGINT requirements in 
Vietnam, NSA took the opposile tack and insisted 
that an increased cryptanalytic effort in Southeast 
Asia was not worth the effort. 24 Ironically, this 
position had been taken in response to the army's 
plea for an increased cryptanalytic effort. The 
NSA office responsible for Asian communist com-
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was realized that the VC probably now were 
aware in detail of U.S. and ARVN OfF capabili
ties.36 

(U) The Beginnings of the ASA 
AirboMle Radio Direction Finding 
Mission, 1961-1963 

(5/151) It ,vas clear to the ASA brass that the 
current ground-based direction finding in South 
Vietnam was inadeqnate to the task before it. The 
\Nhitebirch nehvork could hear only about an 
estimated 5 percent of Viet Cong transmitters, 
and this was because they were within the ground 
wave footprint of anyone of the DfF stations.:l7 

The SRDF effort, which the ASA planners had 
pinned their hopes on as a complementary sys
tem, had failed to fill the gap, and, as we have 
seen from the fatal attack on Specialist Dav;s, ,vas 
dangerous, to boot, for the operators. 

ff'S//SI) To overcome this problem, the Army 
sponsored a research program to improve its gen
eral DfF capability.. In late November 1961, the 
ASA started to develop an Airborne (or Aerial) 
Radio Direction Finding (ARDF) program, exper
imenting ,,,;th a variety of aircraft, both fixed
wing and rotary.I 

(U) Prior to the Indochina War, direction 
finding techniques along the radio frequency 
spectmm that carried communications had been 
greatly refined. The one exception to this trend 
was ARDF. Aircraft. had llsed forms of direction 
finding for navigational purposes for many years. 
But these systems utilized signals in the low-to

'F9P SE6REliV69MlPrli\,*1 , 
medium (LFfMF) and velY high frequency (VHF) 
ranges. The reason for their use was simple: LF 
and MF frequencies had ground wave elements 
which were strong enough to be differentiated 
from the complementary, reflected sky wave. 
VHF sky waves passed through the atmosphere 
and did not have this problem; aircraft could take 
bearings on the waves radiating directly from the 
ground stations. It was the high frequency (HF) 
waves that posed the problem for ARDF. The 
reflected sky wave could not be discriminated 
from the important ground ' ....ave element which 
was uscd to locate the transmitter.ifurthermore, 
the metal skin of the aircraft would act like a huge 
antenna and get electrically excited by the reflect
ed sky wave. TIle irradiated metal skin would 
interfere with the ability of the DfF antenna 
housed in the aircraft to cleanly register the 
ground wave. The trick was to somehow decouple 
or isolate the OfF antenna on the aircraft from its 
electrically charged airframe. 

(9//81) In the early fall of t961, the 3rd RRU 
turned to HQ United States Army Security 
Agency, Arlington Hall, Virginia, to come up with 
a solution to its DfF problems in South Vietnam. 
The request wound up on the desk of an electrical 
engineer from ASA's Development Office by the 
name ofl ISurprisingly, ARDF 
was not the immediate solution tried out; in fact, 
the ASA approach was to look at a comprehensive 
upgrade to the army's entire DfF capability. Four 
approaches were adopted by Arlington Hall: 
improve the PRD-l, replace the TRD-4f4A sys
tem, develop a small man-pack direction finding 
apparatus for Special Forces-type operations, and 
investigate the possibility of an airborne sys
tem.39 

(SNSI) That ARDF would be viewed as a 
potential solution to ASA's problem in Vietnam is 
indic-ative of the desperate situation that existed. 
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was already carrying the brunt of the cryptologic 
load in Vietnam. Another potential difficulty was 
that the JSA threatened to swallow up the already 
thin layer of available target expertise from the 
intercept sites. 107 

ffS//SI) In fact, the opposition to the JSA 
plan was quite vigorous and came principally 
from the army. At the end of April, Secretary of 
the Army Zuckart mailed a scathing latter to 
Assistant Secretary of Defense John Rubel 
protesting the planned .JSA. In a long indictment 
of the proposal, Zuckart stated: 

'I11is action, [he stated], would result in remov

ing these SIGINT resources from the control of 

military commanders in the area, Intelligence 

and operations staffs responsible for planning 

and executing military actions would be placed 

in the position of having to rely upon an activi

ty outside of normal military channels for 

important intelligence information, Generally. 

responsiveness to intelligence requirements of 

CINCPAC and COMUSMACV would be 

dependent upon the decisions of a national 

level agency, far removed from their areas of 

responsibility, Finally, the' establishment of this 

activity [.JSA] by NSA under the conditions 

prevalent in Southeast Asia would set a prece

dent for that Agency's intrusion into an area 

that must be considered primarily a military 
'b'l' 108reSpOnSI 1 lty, 

('fS//SI) Zuckart's letter continued with the 
counterproposal that all SIGINT resources in the 
region be subordinated to COMUSMACV and 
that the local senior ASA commander be Saigon's 
executive agent. 109 The fact that Secretary 
Zuckalt had been tipped off to the JSA plan by the 
commander, USAFSS, suggests that the Air Force 
was not pleased with the lJSA plan eithcr.no 

(TSI/SI) The trouble was that no one seemed 
to want the responsibility of running the entire 
SIGINT program in Southeast Asia. In April and 
May, the incumbent DIRNSA, Vice Admiral 

Laurence H. Frost, traveled throughout the Far
 
East on a tour of sites and supported commands.
 
He attempted to enlist either CINCPAC (Admiral
 
Felt) or COMUSMACV (C'.eneral Harkins) to take
 
operational control of the SIGINT units in the
 
region, but both demurred, preferring that. the
 
units improve their performance rather than
 
reorganize their structure.1ll
 

(TSl/S!) In the end, the road taken reflected a
 
desire to please all of the participants. Rather
 
than name a central authority for all SIGINT
 
activities in Southeast Asia, a compromise was
 
reached in which authority was divided tip
 
amongst the principals. The commander USASA
 
was appointed executive agent for second echelon
 
reporting on all communist communications in
 
the region with the Philippines site acting as the
 f
senior reporting center. The Philippines also 

,absorbed first echelon reporting responsibilities. r
~from all the sites subordinate to it. The ASA com- \
 

mander also was to be the host service for all co- .
 
located SIGINT facilities in the region. i
 I 

, 'L'he 
USAFSS and NAVSECGRU sites would perform 
their own first echelon reporting, but would 
accept tasking from NSA. Meanwhile, the role of 
NRV would be to coordinate and support the mil
itary sites and reporting centers, while acting as a 
technical base for reporting from the ASA mission 
in the Philippines.112 

~Ultimately, this solution never solved the 
lingering need for centralized control, while, at 
the same time, the experience \\'ith the JSA plan 
left many military commanders suspicious of the 
desire by NSA to control all SIGINT resources in 
the region. The struggle for control of SIGINT 
assets would continue throughout the war and 
surface again in 1970 when the JCS would try to 
redefine the doctrine and mission of certain tacti
cal SIGINT assets to get them away from NSA's 
control. 113 
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(8//81) The Communists' Big 
Communications Change, April 1962 

ffS//SI) On 13 April 1962, representatives 
from MACV had presented Brigadier General 
Khanh, President Diem's representative on sensi
tive intelligence matters, with a copy of a 
COMUSMACV SIGINT-based plan for locating, 
identifying, and systrmatically destroying VC 
communications nets. 

, ,Still 
included in the plan, among other things, was a 
listing of the locations of a number of VC trans
mitters.1I4 

(TIJ//SI) The next night the roof fell in on 
Allied SIGI~T operations in South Vietnam when 
the Viet Cong executed a major, nearly total com
munications and cryptographic change on their 
military and political-military networks. The 
changes effected by the communists were deep 
and pervasive. As a DIRNSA-directed report 
issued two weeks later would state: 

Recent changes in Viet Cong Communications 

procedures have resulted in increased trans

mission security by [the] introduction of ten

day changing callsigns, frequencies, and sched

ules coupled with [aJ standardization of traffic 

format so that not only do Viet Cong messages 

throughout all of South Vietnam resemble each 

other but they also resemble those of the 

DRV. Jl5 

(TIJ/fSI) The correlation between the two 
events - the sharing of MACV's SIGINT Plan with 
General Khanh and the VC SOl change - did not 
go unnoticed in Washington. The NSA leadership 
looked at the ARVN command staff, specifically 
its intelligence and COMINT organizations, and 
claimed that it was their lax security that allowed 
the leaks which had alerted the VC to the 
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American capabilities against their communica

tions. Realizing just how vulnerable their com

munications were caused the VC to. make the
 
changes. NSAaiso charged that this problem of
 
compromising SIGINT information by the South
 
Vietnamese was historic and endemic; The
 
Americans could cite specific instances in the pre

vious six months in which the government in
 

. Saigon had deliberately leaked SIGINT informa-·
 
tion for political purposesJ 

fTS//SI) On April 20, the news of the VC SOl 
change was reported to the secretary of defense, 
the United States Intelligence Board, the Defense 
Intelligence Agency (DIA), and the assistant chief 
of staff for intelligence of the .ICS. The USIB was 
briefed personally by Admiral Frost on the situa
tion. The board was asked to consider more strin
gent rules covering the release of technical SIG
INT information to the ARVN, as well as the 
urgent need to establish a u.S.-only, or no foreign 
national (NOFORN) site. The USIB, in turn, 
asked its SIGINT Committee, chaired by the for
mer DIRNSA, General Samford, to study NSA's 
recommendations. 

(TSl/SI) On 16 May, the SIGINT Committee 
agreed with NSA's recommendations for a techni
cal exchange freeze at the current level ,,\lith the 
ARVN and the need to build a U.S.-only intercept 
site (later located at Phu Rai). (See Chapter 8, 
pages 377-379, on effect of the SOl change on 
U.S.-ARVN COMINT exchanges and relations.) 
But it could not conclude conclusively that the VC 
changes were to be blamed on the lax security by 
ARVN intelligence and COMlr-..'T personnel.Jli 

(Sl/SI) That NSA, in the first place, would 
think that the VC could work out such a complete 
changeover within a day of the supposed "leak" of 
the report strains all logic. This is especially so 
when one considers the requirements for such a 
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HQ, "Big" Minh had convened a meeting ofvirtu
ally all of the ARVN's senior officers. When the 
men had finally seated themselves, Minh stood 
up and informed them of the coup's start. 
Immediately, submachine-gun-toting military 
police arrived and put the officers under house 
arrest. Fighting broke out in several sections of 
the city as rebel and loyalists troops clashed. At 
first, Nhu thought that this was the beginning of 
his planned countercoup, but soon realized that 
his supporters had changed sides. By that after
noon he and Diem had fled the Presidential 
Palace through a secret tunnel. 

iStA little more than a half hour after Minh's 
meeting, SSO MACV issued a Critic on the coup. 
H was based on a phone conversation in which 
General Don told General Richard Stilwell, the 
MACV chief of operations, that the coup was 
on..88 Fighting had spread throughout Saigon. 
Troops belonging to the coup, identified by their 
red neckerchiefs, had already seized the PTT 
exchange and the central police station, and had 
cut the road from Saigon to Tan Son Nhut 
Airport. 

(TSI/SI) By the end of 1 November, the fight
ing was pretty much over. The major problem 
remaining for the coup leaders was running dov.'11 
the fugitives, Diem and Nhu, who were moving 
from hideout to hideout in Cholon, the Chinese 
section of Saigon.1 

(TSl/SI) SIGINT also provided a strange antiL. 
climax to the affair. In a report issued shortly 
after the coup to the National Indications Center, 
NSA noted that, besides the expected increase in 
post-coup communications activity out of Hanoi, 
it discovered something else quite curious: three 
days before the coup, on 29 October, Hanoi had 
sent a higher than normal volume of messages to 
the COSVN located just across the border. in 
Cambodia.193 The next day, COSVN, in turn, 
transmitted an "unusually high volume of mes
sages" to its subordinates throughout South 
Vietnam. A similar spike in message volume .~vas 
registered on 26 October, the original date of the 
general's coup. NSA could not equate the two 
peaks in the communist message levels witli the 
coup activity, but if noted that such a pattern 
before the coup was "interesting." 194 lu 

('fS//St}A further NSA analysis of the com
munications suggested that the. Viet Cong were ,
"undoubtedly aware that a coup was in the mak
ing." 195 There certainly were several reas9nable .~ 

t 

explanations to account for a possible comlbunist 
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(U) Second Interlude: The Center Does Not Hold 
Post-Diem South Vietnam, 1964 

(Sh'SI) With the deaths of Kennedy and mistic that the war was being won. Politically, 
Diem, the struggle in the South entered a period though, the administration had been disenchant
of enormous flux and instability. A plan devel ed with Diem and his government. During the 
oped by the .Joint Chiefs of Staff, under guidance early years of the insurgency, it was these frustra
from the Kennedy administration, to reduce tions with Saigon's politics tqat had led the 
American forces in Vietnam by the end of 1965 to American president to consider some sort of 
one-quarter the 1963 level (25,000), was quietly withdrawal as a form of pressure on Diem. 
scrapped. This plan. knovm as the COMUSl\-1ACV However, President Kennedy's call to stop com
Model Plan, and approved by Secretary of munist aggression was more than just rhetoric: 
Defense McNamara in October 1963, would have Vietnam was the battleground chosen to stop the 
scaled back U.S. forces over a two-year period, Vietnamese communists. Despite his musings to 
beginning \vith a one-thousand-man reduction a few aides, in which he contemplated carrying 
on 25 November 1963. Surprisingly, because out a complete withdrawal, he was committed to 
American SIGINr personnel were not considered the strugglc.3 . 

part of the military assistance program, but 
belonged under CINCPAC's general support pro (U) In the meantime, the communist leader
gram, they would undergo minor cuts in 1963. ship in Hanoi had concluded that the Viet Cong 
They would remain at the then current manning movement, .. although it had been successful in 
level through 1965.1 harassing Saigon, was not in a position to over

throw the regime by itself.4 The struggle would 
(5//51) In real numbers, the U.S. advisory require a much more sophisticated and powerful 

and assistance presence would be reduced hy strategy, both militarily and politically, and this 
1,000 men by the end of November 1963. meant that the North would have to intervene 
Beginning in late 1964, the troops were to be fur- more heavily. It was from this point that the real 
ther reduced by 50 percent. By 31 December upgrade to the logistics and infiltration capacity 
1965~ ~ould be down to about 6,000 .. of the Ho Chi Minh Trail began. Soon, PAVN con-
personnel. On the other hand, thel ~. struction battalions with heavy equipment were 
presence would not change. The 3rd RRU's deployed to the task. More ominously for the 
strength was to remain at 498 men through at planners in Washington, this period also marked 
least 1968! (my italics) The 7th RRU, the COM- the juncture at which Hanoi decided to commit 
SEC support group, was to stay at fifteen through regular PAVN combat formations to the struggle 
the same period. The air force presence, that is, in the South. 
the 6925th Security Squadron at Danang, and the 
marine detachment at Phu Bai, were to remain at CU) In late 1963 into early 1964, the commu
current manning only if their respective services nists stepped up the tempo of their attacks. 
wanted those units to stay in South Vietnam.2 Larger-scale actions against the ARVN became 

more common, and Saigon's troops were taking it 
(U) However, all of these projected reductions on the chin. At the same time, the Viet Cong 

had been predicated on the Kennedy administra struck more at American installations and specif
tion's perceptions of the course of the war. ically targeted U.S. personnel in acts of terrorism 
Militarily, :\1cNamara and the .JCS were opti- in Saigon and other places. One of the most 

-
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would be going up against an air defense system 
which had barely come into being a few years ear
lier. Yet, by war's end, the North Vietnamese air 
defense system evolved into a sophisticated struc
ture which required the United States to develop 
extensive and steadily enhanced efforts in intelli
gence and countermeasures to neutralize it. Even 
then, each side would have to struggle to regain a 
superiority that often would be fleeting. 

(T8/18I) The DRY's air defense network's 
communications were first heard in January 
1955. It was composed of about forty or so 'Visual 
observation posts scattered throughout the coun
try whose job was to report aerial activity. Their 
reports went to a so-called filter center in }lanai, 
which in turn would send the tracking informa
tion to a sector headquarters which controlled 
antiaircraft artillery (AM) units.s Hanoi's inven
tory of antiaircraft artillery included typical com
munist hardware such as 12.7mm, 37mm flak 
and, interestingly, the famous German 88mm 
antiaircraft guns with a Wurzburg targeting radar 
obtained from China in late 1954.9 

(8//61) Messages carrying information on air
craft were sent via high-frequency manual morse! 
communications. i 

'hey took the form of what is known as a pro
forma message, that is, a single line of digits or 
letters representing categories of information on 
the flight: direction, altitude, speed, identity, and 
type of aircraft. Tracking messages of individual 
flights could take as long as thirty minutes to pass 
throul!;h the system from initial observation to the ; 
point where the filter center would issue orders .. 
for continued tracking.' 

, I Interestingly, 
the basic framework of the DRV air defense net
work and its communications would remain fun
damentally in place through all of the various 
upgrades and additions during the years of the air 
war. This would allow American cryptologists to 

exploit Hanoi's communications for tactical 
applications during the years of the air war. 

(T6//81) The expansion of the DRV's air 
defense system continued into the early 1960s. As 
a result of an increase in the number of radar sta
tions, the North Vietnamese increased their filter 
centers, adding one for the southern regions at 
Vinh, and another to the northwest at Na San. 
the number of AAA battalions had increased to 
ten, although communications serving these 
units had not been recovered by late 1962. No 
fighter aircraft were in the North Vietnamese 

; inventory. Two airfields were determined to be 
able to support jet aircraft. In this case, it was 
assumed that jet fighters from the PRe would 
actually use the strips.ll 

(6//61) Functionally, the DRV's air defense 
command and control communications were 
composed of four main capabilities. First, there 
was an air warning (AW) capability which 
employed radar and, to a limited degree, the old 
visual surveillance system which gave Hanoi early 
warning information on air strikes. Secondly, 
there was an air surveillance capability which 
provided preflight and in-flight information on 
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buildup of these latter forces. For example, pilot 
training for the PAVN Air Force (PAVNAF) began 
\"ith the organization of the Air Sports Club at 
Haiphong in May 1959. Vietnamese flight train
ing during this time probably corresponded w1th 
similar U.S. and European civilian air patrol 
units, paramilitary schools, and semiprivate fly
ing clubs. Most of the training was fairly basic: 
takeoff and landing, local area flying, and basic 
air navigation. In .July 1960, six Yak-IS (M.A."'\:) 
Soviet single-engine propeller trainers were 
added to the program and provided some addi
tional experience. The Air Sports Club probably 
served as a center for selecting high-potential 
candidates for advanced training outside of 
Vietnam, most likely in the Soviet Union and 
other select Warsaw Pact countries.24 North 
Vietnamese aviation continued its slow expan
sion through 1960. A number of new aircraft were 
acquired and four new airfields were opened. The 
DRV military air arm further expanded during 
the Laotian airlift of 1961-62. A number of IL-14 
transports and MT-4 helicopters were delivered or 
turned over by Moscow to Hanoi. 

(8//81) Beginning in early summer 1962 and
 
continuing into the next year, SIGINT analysts
 
had been receiving reports and intercepting com

munications which indicated that there was sub

stantial joint activity between the Vietnamese and
 
Chinese along their common border.1
 

I IThroughout 1963 and into 
1964, a number of high-level conferences involv
ing political and military delegations of the two 
countries were held. 

ES/lSf) In late 1963, when a regiment of 
Chinese MiG-17s arrived at the Chinese base at 
MengtzlI, near the border of the two countries, it 
seemed that the arrival ofjet fighters into Hanoi's 
inventory was imminent. In May 1964, it was 
learned that a high-level North Vietnamese dele
gation was preparing to meet with Chinese 
Communist leaders an Mengtzu·1 l 

(8//£l) In August 1964, the first reaction by 
the cryptologic communityto the Gulf of Tonkin 
crisis was to reorganize the collection coverage of 
the communist air and air defense systems. ~ot 
surprisingly, up to August, collection and report
ing of the North Vietnamesel 

, ,air missions were done separately. In 
the field, the USAFSS site at Clark Air Force Base 
in the Philippines (USA-57) was processin the 
interce t of Hanoi's air communications 

I IAt NSA, the DRV 
air problem was handled in the same office as the
Imilitary and naval entities,] I 

tSl/Sf) With;; days of the crisis, the first MiG 
jets arrived in Nor~h Vietnam. Shortly after their 
arrival~ ~roposed that the processing of 
the Vietnamese air and air defense communica
tions be transferred from Clark Air Base 

~ IOyer the n:xt few mouths N~~, the A.FSS, 
Iscussed the 

various possibiUties and outcomes of the pro
posed merger. The arguments from the crypto
logic viewpoint against the merger were persua

. sive - the interrelationship oithe DRV air SOl 
and cryptography with the other .elements of 
Hanoi's forces. However, thetontinuing evidence 
of the liaison and cooperation between the air 
fotces of the two countries proved too much to 
ignore. By January 1965, NSAapproved mergin 
the processing of the North Vietnamese' 

, ,while intercepttontrol was givenspecifi
cally to the J-3section. By late January the order 
for the transfer of the Vietnamese air analysts 
from Clarki Iwas approved. By April
I Ihad assumed duties as the second-ech
elon processor ofNorth Vietnamese air defense 
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last bombing operation of Linebacker II in 
December 1972. 

~S//Sl) Flying for Uncle Ho:
 
Foreign Communist Pilots during
 
the Vietnam War, 1964-1972 

(Sl/SI) During the air war, there were reports 
of pilots from other countries flying missions 
against American aircraft. To SIGINT personnel, 
these reports reflected a well-knO\\l1 fact. From 
the very beginning of the air war in North 
Vietnam, there was foreign communist support to 
the Hanoi's air force. 

(Sl/SI)I 

I rImmediately fol
lowing the Gulf of Tonkin incidents, thirty-six of 
the MiGs from the training unit redeployed from 
Mengtzu to the newly extended and upgraded air
field at Phuc Yen in the DRV. Chinese pilots 
stayed on at Phuc Yen as instructors from late 
1964 into early 1965. During this time, North 
Vietnamese pilots practiced a variety of maneu
vers to develop proficiency in take-off and land
ings, climb exercises, cloud piercing, and some 
occasional aerial intercept. Vietnamese trainee 
pilots were taught using Chinese flight terminolo
gy. By December 1964, another set of MiGs 
arrived from China to bring the total to fifty
three. 

(Sl/SI) Still, the Chinese pilots performed 
solely as instructors as their Vietnamese charges 
extended their proficiency into nighttime inter
cept and gunnery exercises.74 At no time did the 
Chinese pilots ever engage in combat missions. In 
fact, their role faded by mid-1965 when newer air
craft, notably the Soviet-supplied MiG-21, were 
added to Hanoi's inventory by the Soviets. The 
Chinese maintained a sizable contingent in North 

Vietnam, which was estimated at about 180,000 
personnel at its height. Chinese troops mostly 
provided logistical and engineering support and 
manned AAA units around air bases and key 
transportation sites such as bridges and railroads. 
The Chinese forces stationed in North Vietnam 
never included any ground combat or air force 
units.7s 

(0) Between 1965 and 1973, about 320,000 
Chinese technicians and soldiers would serve in 
the DRV. Over 5,000 Chinese would be killed or 
wounded, almost all casualties from U.S. air 
attacks. Interestingly, the Chinese took few secu
rity precautions and operated openly, aware that 
U.S. photographic and signals intelligence 
sources were observing them. Some scholars have 
suggested that by this rather open presence, the 
Chinese were sending Washington a warning of 
their intention to support the Vietnamese.'6 

(0) Later, after 1968, the Chinese would sup
ply the DRV air force with nearly three dozen of a 
Chinese variant of the Soviet MiG-19, known as 
the F-6, a highly potent air-to-air fighter. This 
fighter would supplement the DRV's inventory of 
jet fighters, but the Soviets eventually would sup
ply almost ten times more aircraft.77 

(SIlSO As mentioned above, in early 1965 the 
Chinese instructors were supplanted by their 
Soviet counterparts. Soviet pilots were known to 
have been in the DRV as early as .January 1961.78 

By May 1965, they were heard for the first time in 
Vietnamese Air Force communications. Some 
Vietnamese pilots were also heard using Russian 
terms, while others appeared to be bilingual. 

(SiiSl) Actually, Vietnamese pilots had been 
going to the USSR since 1959 at a rate of about 
forty per annum. They had been sent to 
Krasnodar to participate in a five-year training 
program in either the MiG-17, single-engine 
fighter or the IL-28 (BEAGLE) light bomber air
craft. The Soviet fighter training program empha
sized basic flight and engineering up to complex 
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Thunder in a "real time" fashion. 21 Eventually, 
the Pacific Air Force (PACAF) commander would 
have to resort to establishing another center to 
meet its needs for the air war in Southeast Asia, 
known as the Pacific Air Defense Analysis Facility 
(PADAF). 

(T~//~I) Although it tried, MACV would 
never get a centralized SIGINT processing and 
reporting center to support its mission. In 1965, 
when MACV learned of the establishment of the 
NOG, it complained to NSA that it wanted a NOG 
of its own. The NSA and its representative in the 
Pacific considered the already existing SIGINT 
Support Group for MACV as a kind of "Super 
NOG." It had more personnel, by 50 percent, than 
the NOG in Hawaii. It also had the capability for 
collection management and intercept control 
which the NOG lacked. The only problem, at least 
in NSA's eyes, was that MACV's SSG was not colo
cated with MACV headquarters.22 

(T~//Sl) However, MACV's fear about lack of 
control over SIGINT went deeper than physical 
separation. In a May 1965 message to DIRNSA, 
MACV specifically voiced its fear that an earlier 
proposal to establish a direct OPSCOMM link 
from the NOG to the NRV could allow for intelli
gence reporting from Vietnam to be done without 
its knowledge. It demanded, instead, that the 
NOG circuit terminate at MACV headquarters 
with a patch to the NRV.23 

(TS//81) It seemed that MACV's fears were 
never settled. Two years later, in August 1967, 
MACV requested that NSA do a survey of SIGINT 
activities supporting its command. A seven-man 
NSA survey team traveled throughout South 
Vietnam intervie\\'ing personnel and assessing 
the effort. At one meeting, the MACV J-2 person
nel asked for the setup of a Central Processing 
Center in-country. The J-2 people told the survey 
team that there was no single in-country SIGINT 
element which was capable of putting all the dis
parate field reporting into a single, coherent pic

ture for MACV.24 A<; far as the MACV people \\'ere 
concerned, the NSA reporting, although detailed, 
was not timely for tactical applications. At the 
same time, the reporting from the field sites and 
the direct support units was uncoordinated and 
seldom reflected similar activities from other 
parts of the country.25 

(8//81) The team considered the MACV 
request and then decided that it could not sup
port it. The members, aware ofthe concerns from 
the ASA .509th Group over additional manpower 
constraints if the CPC was formed, found that 
there were elements already in place that con
ceivably could handle MACV's requirements. The 
survey team recommended that the current 
reporting setup, \,,;th the single collection man
agement authority overseeing the processing and 
reporting of Hanoi's communications, adequately 
covered the problem. Besides, the team also 
pointed out, there was the SSG for MACV, which 
could be the means for "pulling together" all relat
ed activities reflected in communist communica
tions.26 However, implicit in MACV's complaints 
was the criticism that the SSG was not perform
ing its function. 

(S/;'SI) These recommendations, though, 
remained just that. They would not be imple
mented, and there never would be a central pro
cessing or reporting authority established in 
Vietnam. MACV continued to rely on NSA for 
consolidated reporting of the war. The SSG 
remained beyond Saigon's control. Although 
Washington was capable of nearly instant com
munications with Saigon, this technical connec
tion did not mean that their perspectives on the 
war were the same. The gulf between the two was 
more than just the several thousand miles sepa
rating the two capitals. Each held altogether dif
ferent outlooks on what was happening in 
Vietnam. And, in a few months, it would be this 
difference that would \...'ould make a telling 
change in the outcome of the war. 
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U.S. intelligence community: .Just what was 
known about Tet and when would it occur? Yet 
the answers to the simple interrogatives of "what" 
and "when" were disputed heavily in the post-Tet 
assessments. As we shall see, the "what" of Tet 
was knm\-n, but in a variety of guises. The all 
important knowledge of when Tet would hit was 
just as significant as the nature of the attack. But 
the knowledge of the "when" was studded with 
nettles of uncertainty as well, Intelligence derives 
most of its special justification by supplying com
manders with that certain foreknowledge of 
enemy intentions and capabilities. "Forewarned 
is forearmed" is the time-honored diche from 
warfare. For the intelligence community, and the 
cryptologic one is induded here, the controversy 
surrounding Tet would seriously call into ques
tion its methods of providing timely and useful 
warning to the American command. 

(D) Some judgments of the intelligence effort 
prior to Tet have been harsh. A West Point text
book compared the intelligence failure ofTet with 
those of Pearl Harbor and the Second Ardennes 
Offensive in December 1944" Former Secretary 
of Defense Clark Clifford, who replaccd Robcrt 
McNamara, insisted that not one word ofwarning 
had been received by General Westmoreland or 
the American ambassador in Saigon, Ellsworth 
Bunker. 2 Claims to the contrary have been made 
by participants and observers. One of the most 
knowledgeable participants at the time suggests 
that there was no strategic surprise, but that sev
eral tactical aspects of the offensive were a sur
prise to the command in Saigon and the .Johnson 
administration in Washington.3 

ffS//SI) From the cryptologic perspective, 
resolving the controversy about the "what" and 
"when" of pre-Tet SIGINT reporting will not be 
easy. This is so for a number of reasons. For one, 
various assertions have been put forward in offi
cial reports, and by some former cryptologists 
who might be considered to have direct knowl
edge, that SIGINT did indeed "predict" when the 
Tet attacks ,...ere to occur. One NSA senior did 

claim that SIGINT reporting went dm\'TI to the 
wire, that it "went out hours before the attack, 
and told ""hen, '''/here, how, and locations, and 
timing." 4 Other NSA analysts, veterans of the 
war, also made similar claims for SIGINT pre
dicting the Tet attacks.s Similar refrains of this 
chorus can be found in other histories and assess
ments of the SIGINT community's performance. 
An unclassified CIA history concluded that, 
except for the National Security Agency, no other 
elements in the intelligence community did bctter 
than provide a "muted warning." 6 The same his
tory added: 

The Kational Security Agency :-too<l alone in 

issllin~ the kind:- of warning:- the V,S. 

Intelligence Comlllllnit.\· was designed to pro

\'ide. The first SIGiKT indicators of impending 

major acri\'it\, began to appear in the second 

\\'(,l'k of ",lI1llary 190H, In the follmdng days 

:--JSA issued a number of alerb. culminating in a 
major \\'arninl!, il di:-sl'lIlinated widely in COnl

munications intelligencl' channels on ~s 

.January, titled 'Coordinated \'jetn<lmes(' 

Commullisl Offl'llShl' E\'idenced in South 

Vil'tnam,.7 

Finally, after Tet, a postmortem study initiat
ed by the Presidential Foreign Intelligence 
Advisory Board (PFIAB) concluded that the 
exploitation of communist radio traffic had been 
able to "provide warning to senior officials." 8 

(D) Even public histories of Tet have echoed 
this assessment. One stated that the NSA analysis 
of communist communications "confronted 
MACV analysts and officers '''lith indications that 
attacks throughout South Vietnam were immi
nent. At least six days before the offensive, the 
NSA provided a specific and accurate warning of 
when the offensive would materialize and an 
accurate prediction about the location of the 
attacks." 9 

(8//81) Yet there exists a large body of analy
ses, reports, and histories which heavily criticize 
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the peIformance of the SIGINT community in 
reporting the approach of the Tet offensive. 
Surprisingly, many of the sources quoted earlier 
themselves contain conditional qualifiers to their 
praise of SIGINT. The PFL-\B, which had found 
admirable details about the SIGINT reporting 
prior to the attacks of 31 January, also noted in a 
memorandum to the president that "While some 
reports suggested the possibility of simultaneous 
attacks in certain areas, the Board found none 
[my italics] predicting the extent of the attacks 
which actually occurred or the degree of simul
taneity achieved in their execution." 10\ 

I IA history of U.S. intelligence prior to Tet 
added this interesting point about SIGINT's role: 

It appt'ilrs. hm\"t'n'r. that U.S. analysts did fall 

\iclim til till' ··t 'ltra" s~'ndrolllP, the tpndetl('~' to 

rel\ ou SOUITes of illformiltion lIlat hilH' a rep

utation for a('('mate and timelY information. In 

e<trly I()()H. SIGINT ren'aled the 111 o\'eu](' II1of 

~YA units a5 they massed along; the Dl\IZ ... 

rspeciill1~' near Khe Silnh. In contrast, \'C' units 

that "ere surrounding and infiltrating sOllthern 

eities remained relatin'I,' quiet ... as U.S. intel

1igellce <tgenl'it's became mesmerized by the 

electronic image ... the~' tended to downplay 

reports that indic<lll'd a \'C att<lck against 

the rities of tIll' south. 12 

(S//SI) Obviously, such different opmIOns, 
even within the same documents and mono
graphs, suggest that, despite the confident pro
nouncements of some NSA high officials, there 
remains much controversy about SIGINT's role 
prior to Tet. Some of this may derive from the 
imprecision of the claims. Exactly what is meant 
by "predict"? A dictionary definition states simply 
that it means to "foretell in advance." Yet, how 
much needs to be foretold to be effective, espe
cially in a military context? Is merely saying 

"something" may happen sufficient? Do the com
manders of armies need more to act upon'? Or 
does the word "predict" accurately portray the 
STGINT process prior to Tet? Could another term 
describe what SIGINT actually was attempting to 
do and, at the same time, allow for a precise eval
uation of its performance. 

(Sl/SI) In order to arrive at some determina
tion of SIGINTs role and its effectiveness prior to 
the attacks, we need to understand the complex 
and numerous factors that influenced how 
Arrlcrican officia1sreceivedintelligence franiSIG::: ' OGA 
INT sources. So in the ensuing narrative, we will 
try to answer the following questions: What was 
the military situation in early 1968? How did SIG
INT fare in a battlefield support role? How did 
both sides perceive their respective positions vis
a-vis the other in 1968? What were the aims ofthe 
North Vietnamese during the Tet offensive? 
Exactly what did SIGINf observe of the North 
Vietnamese and Viet Cong preparations for the 
offensive? What was the effect of the siege of Khe 
Sanh on American military intelligence'? How was 
this intelligence disseminated and to whom? How 
was it received? And what effect did it have'? 

(S//Sf) In reviewing the chronology leading 
up to Tet, we will be concerned primarily v\,;th 
SIGINT's role prior to the attack. This is impor
tant, since the reporting by SIGINT before 31 
January is what the various customers in 
Washington and Saigon used to make their 
assessments of the situation, as well as their sub
sequent preparations (or inaction). Although we 
will consider the post-Tet assessments and evalu
ations, these documents, by their very nature, 
tend to correlate post-event understanding \\I;th a 
search for "indicators" that were reported earlier. 
This tendency distorts our understanding of what 
happened prior to Tel. By emphasizing a handful 
of details that "predicted" Tet, as these evalua
tions did, the rest of the background "noise," that 
is, other intelligence, influences, biases, all of 
which shaped the American attitude prior to the 
offensive, were ignored, or down played in signif
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where to get the troops so that their removal 
would neither cause internal political turmoil nor 
upset America's strategic world\'\ide posture.44 

Tet would put off the invasion plans for good, 
but the decision about reinforcements for 
Westmoreland would return and add to the 
Johnson administration's post-Tet woes. 

(U) Hanoi intended phase II of the campaign 
to run from .JanuaIy Lo March 1968. This was the 
central part of the TCK/TCN - the "classic" por
tion ofTet, whose dimensions would surprise the 
commands in Saigon and Washington. It called 
for coordinated guerrilla and commando assaults 
within the South Vietnamese cities and the ARV~ 

military installations that would be combined 
with second echelon attacks by PAVN regular 
units from outside urban centers where they had 
been massing. During the attacks a nation\'\ide 
appeal would go out for the southern Vietnamese 
to join in a general uprising. A" a Vietnamese doc
ument spelled out this phase: 

[ll',tro\ and di~intl'gratc thl' main b()(h" of thl' 

puppet al'l11\ to 'Ul'h an l':\tent that it l'l'a,l'S to 

hl' .1 rOrl'l' Ott \\hi('h thl' l".S. illlp('riali~t, ran 

rel.\.. . \Yrl'l'k ... thl' puppcl arm\' to the point 

it ran no longer maintain the n'actionary 

l'E'gin1l' ... ;lr(llISl' tll(' 1ll,ISSeS in the dtie, and 

l'ul'aJ ;In'as. 45 

CU) In Phase Ill, after the general uprising 
had begun, PAVN units would cross the DMZ and 
assault or besiege American units now suddenly 
lost in a wave of popular revolts by the southern 
Vietnamese masses. These attacks would isolate 
the Americans and, at the same time, create the 
conditions for the "decisive victory" in which 
Hanoi would hold all trump and negotiate the 
Americans out of Vietnam. 

(U) Ambitious as this campaign was, and as 
carefully crafted as any of Giap's previous efforts, 
it was flawed in two important respects. First of 
all, the strategic assumption of a popular or gen
eral uprising in reaction to the envisioned defeat 

of the Americans was a misreading of the popular 
climate in South Vietnam. Although the 
Vietnamese population could hardly be counted 
as adherents to the Saigon regime, neither were 
they ripe for a popular uprising against it. Hanoi's 
belief in the certainty ofan uprising reeked of ide
ological fantasy more than the cold calculation of 
the popular pulse. 

(S/fSI) The second flaw was in the plan itself. 
The necessary ingredients for a successful second 
phase were secrecy and coordination. Unfor
tunately for Giap, but not for Westmoreland, 
these conditions conflicted. The deepest secrecy 
necessary to safeguard surprise jeopardized the 
coordination needed to pull the attacks off. The 
so-called premature attacks of 30 January con
vinced Westmoreland to alert all the American 
units and bases. This move, more than anything, 
doomed the Tet attacks to military failure. It 
remains unclear whether the attacks on the 30th 
were premature or if the attack had been delayed 
by Hanoi and those VC units missed the message. 
There is a suggestion that possibly the date of the 
main attack, or the premature attack itself, had 
been pushed up from a previous date.46 However, 
as we shall see, there is some SIGINT that may 
point to a solution to this debate. 

~Throughout the summer and fall of 1967, 
a number of articles discussing a change in strat
egy by senior North Vietnamese leaders appeared 
in various party and military publications.47 In 
July, an article appeared in the army daily news
paper castigating those who preferred to negoti
ate a settlement to the war. In September, the 
most famous of these was Giap's "Big Victory, 
Difficult Task," which warned its readers against 
expectations of an easy victory. However, Giap 
reminded his readers of the virtues of protracted 
revolutionary war.48 This article was also broad
cast over Radio Hanoi's domestic service. In 
November, Le Duan wrote of the necessity of 
building up forces in towns to force the struggle 
there, as well as in the countryside. Finally, in 
December, high party and government officials, 
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ings, \Vestmoreland cooperated with the admin
istration and added his opinion. On 21

November, he addressed the National Press Club.
Among his remarks he said that "We have
reached an important point \vhen the end comes
into view.' He added that the transition to the
final phase "lies within our grasp." During ques
tioning he stated that the United States could
begin to turn the war over to South Vietnam in
two years. 55 To some journalists, Westmoreland's
comments seemed to portend victory and reas
sure people \\ith doubts about the war. Those
discouraging or alarming reports tended to be
discounted by those in charge at both ends of the
Saigon-Washmgton command chain.56

CU) The rationale for the optimism of
Westmoreland and others lay in their vie\.\' of the
progress in the war which, in turn, was based on
official reports [rom a variety of statistical
sources: the pacification programs, estimates of
order of battle, and numerical strength of com
munist forces in Vietnam. On the civilian side, the
pacification program finally seemed to be work
ing. Robert Komer, who held the rank of ambas
sador Uust below Ellsworth Bunker in the civilian
hierarchy), had reorganized all of the previous,
disparate rural pacification efforts under CORDS
(Civil Operations and Revolutionary Develop
ment Support) with himself at the apex. Csing
highly talented people like John Paul Vann (the
former military advisor) and Daniel Ellsberg,
Komer planned to contest the NLF's control of
the \iI1ages using their own tactics and tech
niques against the communists - a call for an
American-supervised "revolution" in South
Vietnam.57 By the fall of 1967, Komer could claim,
based on the Hamlet Evaluation Survey, that
nearly 75 percent of South Vietnamese villages
were pacified. This percentage translated into
about twelve million people.

(U) Allied with the pacification program was
the infamous Phung Hoang, or the Phoenix
Program, \vhich aimed at physically eliminating
the Viet Cong infrastructure. The Phoenix

(U) Generql Westmmel~nd ~ddresses the N~tion~1

Press Club in November 1967

Program was run by Komer's CIA assistant,
William Colby, formerly the COS, Saigon, who
had organized the predecessor efforts to OPLAN
34A. In later years, the Phoenix Program would
come under severe criticism. Left largely to the
South Vietnamese intelligence services to imple
ment, it became a means for settling blood feuds
and outright blackmail. Certainly, Phoenix hlllt

the communists; they admitted as much after the
war. However, the extravagant claims for success
were measured by the numbers of suspects "neu
tralized" ill some fashion or another. No one
could be certain ifthe numbers bandied about the
offices in Saigon and Washington represented
real communists or innocents swept up in its
talons.

ESt For Westmoreland, his conclusion that the
war was turning in the favor of the U.S. "vas based
on a statistical calculation known as the "cross
over point." Simply put, it meant that U.S. and
Allied troops were killing the enemy faster than
they could be replaced by infiltration from the
North or recruitment in the South. According to
MAl"'V, enemy strength at the end of 1967 was
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between 250,000 and 299,000 troops, with 
271,000 to 284,000 being the optimal range fig
ure. Since late 1965, the ever-mounting casualty 
rates suffered by the communists had imperiled 
their ability to continue fighting.58 However, 
Westmoreland's order of battle numbers were 
not agreed to by everyone. Beneath a tranquil 
surface of official claims, the CIA contested 
Westmoreland's statistics. This was the back
ground to what became known as the Sam Adams 
controversy. 

(0) Sam Adams, a distant relative of the 
famous presidential line of Adamses, was a CIA 
analyst charged with developing communist 
order of battle information in South Vietnam. 
Beginning in December 1966, Adams saw that 
there was little documentation to support the 
then current figures used by MACV or the CIA. 

I Numbers agreed to in earlier years just kept being 

I recirculated. Others were based on unreliable 
ARVN intelligence. Adams soon understood that 

i 
I 

if MACV's casualty and desertion figures were 
correct, then the communists were close to 

J running out of men. However, the communists 
always seemed to be able to make good their 

r losses.59 

(0) Wanting a more comprehensive order of 
battle, Adams cast his analytic net wider to 
include all sources of communist strength. He 
factored in estimates of support personnel, polit
ical cadre, and the part-time forces from local 
communist militia units, just the categories which 
the Pentagon had dismissed as "low grade," "part
time," and "weaponless." 60 What he found led 
him to conclude that the VC and PAVN forces 
numbered close to 600,000 personnel - better 
than twice MACVs figures. In mid-January 1967, 
George Carver, the DCI's Special Assistant for 
Vietnam Affairs (SAVA), dispatched Sam Adams 
to an order-of-battle conference in Honolulu 
which had been convened by General vVheeler, 
the chairman of the JCS. The MACV intelligence 
representatives provisionally agreed to a new fig
ure, something near 500,000, as a concession to 

Adams' documentary proof, which, de~pite its 
paucity, was far more persuasive than the 
Pentagon's empty folders. As one military intelli
gence officer later admitted to Adams, "You 
know, there's a lot more of these little bastards 
out there than we thought. " 61 Adams returned to 
Langley convinced that the army had accepted his 
figures. 

(v) George 

C'ltvet 
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troops from the U.S. First Infantry Division rein
forced the South Vietnamese. For ten days the 
communists kept up their assaults; one bayonet 
charge was beaten off using artillery pieces firing 
special antipersonnel rounds known as "bee
hives." The communists abandoned the attacks; 
almost 900 North Vietnamese were killed. 

(8/181) The biggest horder fight, which 
occurred in the Central Highlands, started at 
about the same time. Since the beginning of 
Octoher, there were SIGINT indications of 
communist forces concentrating in Kontum 
Province.70 On 21 October, analysts at the 330th 
Radio Research Company at Pleiku intercepted 
the short messages that were the signature of a 
communist intelligence unit moving in the hills 
west of Dak To in Kontum Province. Within the 
next week, the analysts were marking up their 
maps "vith the movements of four Main Force 
PAVN regiments, the 32th, 66th, 174th, and the 
24th, as they took up positions in Western 
Kontum Province.71 Westmoreland had only one 
U.S battalion in the area. Eventually, as the battle 
was joined, nine more U.S battalions from the 4th 

(V) A hooper ofthe 173rd Airborne 
Btigade neat Dak To 

Infantry Division and the 173rd Airborne Brigade, 
along with six ARVN battalions, were committed. 

(Sl/Sf) By mid-November, the battle cen
tered on Hill 875, where over 2,000 air sorties, 
including 300 by B-52s, flattened communist 
positions before being overrun by a U.S. ground 
assault. By Thanksgiving it was over. Communist 
casualties numbered about 1,600, while almost 
300 Americans died. The SIGINT tip-off had 
proved important: communist prisoners had 
claimed that their plans to engage American units 
individually had been upset by their rapid arrival 
in the battlefield. Everyone was pleased with the 

~2 bSIGINT support.' Westmoreland called the at
tIes in Kontum Province the "beginning of a great 
defeat of the enemy." 73 

(U) The border battles were military failures 
for the North Vietnamese, at least according to 
conventional military criteria of casualties suf
fered and failure to achieve tactical objectives.'4 
But more was lost by the communists. During the 
fighting, American troops had captured a cache of 
documents near Dak To containing orders and 
directives from the PAVN B-3 Front Command 
(Central Highlands) concerning the 1967 Winter
Spring Campaign. Four objectives for the fighting 
were listed: 

• To annihilate a major U.S. unit in order to 

force the enemy to deploy more troops, , , 

• To imprm'e [PAVNJ troop combat tech

niques .. , 

• To destroy an enemy unit and liberat!.' an area 

and strengthen the base area .. , 

• To effect close coordination of battles 

throughout South Vietnam.. , .'5 

-f';1 On 19 November, a more important docu
ment was found by troops of the 101st Airborne 
Division. It was a notebook containing informa
tion from newscasts and briefings attended by a 
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a general offensive and general uprising is \vithin 
reach." 76 

j 
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figures from the previous two months. As one 
intelligence officer said, "If we had gotten the 
whole battle plan, it would have not been 
believed. It would not have been credible to us." 
84 On 5 January, the Joint United States Public 
Affairs Office released part of the captured plan. 
One reporter, looking at it, could only mutter 
"moonshine." as 

(SHSn All of this is not to suggest that 
Westmoreland and the others were oblivious to 
the intelligence piling up on their desks. 
However, the military situation that developed in 
the northern part of South Vietnam, especially 
near the DMZ, soon held the attention of the 
Americans. A 23 December NSA report suggested 
that PAVN unit movements into the provinces 
near and south of Danang indicated that a possi
ble offensive activity would start there soon.86 A 
7 January 1968 message from General 
Westmoreland to the White House claimed, 
despite referring to aspects of the winter-spring 
campaign, that "the enemy's current dispositions 
indicate that his main effort will be made in 
northern I crz." 87 A State Department assess
ment from 6 January carried the same conclusion 
that the communists were preparing a major 
offensive in the northern region of the country.88 

(D) By January, the communist military activ
ity along the borders seemed to have spent itself. 
However, ominous new movements were detect
ed in Quang Tri Province. PAVN units seemed to 
be concentrating around a small marine base 
near Route 9 just under twenty-five kilometers 
from the border with Laos. Soon everyone's 
attention would be riveted to that base to the 
exclusion of everything else. Its name was Khe 
Sanh. 

(U) The Fulcrum ofOur Vision: 
The Siege of Khe Sanh and Its Effect 
on American Intelligence 

(D) Khe Sanh, in western Quang Tri Province, 
sits astride the old French Colonial Route 9 which 

connects the Vietnamese coast with the trading 
centers of Laos and the central Mekong region. In 
1962, the U.S. Special Forces had set up a base in 
the area and trained local irregular forces for for
ays into the nearby eastern portions of the Ho Chi 
Minh Trail. The marines' first experience at Khe 
Sanh occurred in April 1967. Ever since the 
marines had taken over responsibility for secmi
ty in the I crz, they had been steadily expanding 
westward along Route 9 towards Laos. By early 
1967, they had arrived at the town of Khe Sanh 
and began to build a military base and airfield just 
to the north of it. In late April a regiment from the 
PAVN 325C Division sent in advance units to 
seize the hills northwest of the marine airfield. 
The 3rd Marine Regiment, 3rd Marine Division, 
with heavy artillery and air support, drove out the 
Vietnamese after two weeks of close fighting, 
blasting them from bunkers and other prepared 
positions in combat that was reminiscent of the 
Pacific island campaign in World War II. 

(SIISI) Beginning in late October and 
throughout the rest of 1967, SIGINT detected ele
ments of another communist buildup in the east
ern portion of Laos across from Khe Sanh. Two 
regiments of the PAVN 304th Division were 
heard in communications as they massed along 
Route 9 in Laos. The 304th had been steadily 
moving south from its base in the southern DRV. 
By mid-December, the divisional headquarters 
was located near Tchepone, LaoS.89 At the same 
time, just north of these two regiments, other ele
ments of the 304th and another PAVN division, 
the 320th, were located through D/F. Along with 
the divisions, there existed a new headquarters 
unit controlling them. This "High Command" 
seemed to now be responsible for activity west of 
Quang Tri Province.90 

csHSI) If the presence of elements from two 
divisions was not ominous enough, in early 
January 1968 two regiments from the PAVN 
325C Division, the division the marines had 
scrapped with in April, were detected by D/F in 
regions north and west of Khe Sanh. Meanwhile, 
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elements of the other two divisions had moved to 
the south and east of Khe Sanh. To MACV, there 
was no doubt that the North Vietnamese had set 
up a major military effort in Quang Tri Province, 
and Khe Sanh seemed to be the linchpin. By late 
.January, the communist front command ele
ment, knmm to the Americans as the Khe Sanh 
Area Front (KSAF), now controlled all three divi
sions. In late January, it was rumored that Vo 
Nguyen Giap visited the frontal command post. 
This led to later rumors of a B-52 raid intended to 
take out the post with him in it.91 Actually, there 
was a B-52 raid on the KSAF command post on 
30 January. However, there never has been any 
indication that Giap was at Khe Sanh, just some 
suggestive circumstantial evidence.92 In fact, the 
commander of the new PAVN Front, known as 
the "Route 9 Front," was Major General Tran Qui 
Hai, who previously had been the assistant chief 
of staff of the PAVN.93 

(~/f~U All of this movement into the north
ern part of Quang Tri Province by the North 

Vietnamese caused the MACV intelligence chief, 
Brigadier General Davidson, to convince General 
Westmoreland to approve the establishment of 
an all-source intelligence center for the region 
known as Niagra I. The Niagra center was headed 
up by an officer from MACV .J-2 and incorporat
ed all sources from all military commands in the 
region, including the marines. By mid-December 
1967, the Niagra center was up and running. 
Eventually it would be staffed by over 200 men 
from all services and commands.94 

(8//81) Surprisingly, even with the formation 
of Niagra, problems persisted in making sense of 
the intelligence pouring in from all sources. The 
problem for the Americans was determining 
exactly what the North Vietnamese intentions 
were. Was Khe Sanh the ultimate target of the 
PAVN units moving through the hills; or was this 
a more general effort, seeking perhaps to attack 
several positions, such as the Rockpile and Camp 
Carroll, throughout the province? Another 
problem, especially for General Davidson, was 
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developing a coherent picture ofthe PAVN order 
of battle. He complained that the SIGINT was 
producing unit locations, but that identities were 
lacking - these units could be companies or even 
regiments; no one seemed to know. On 31 
December he convened a meeting at Phu Bai to 
straighten out the mess. He invited representa
tives from marine intelligence, the Special Forces, 
the SaG, and the S09th RRU for a working con
ference. 95 

(S//SI) Whether or not this conference 
cleared up the problems General Da\~dson saw in 
the intelligence picture around Khe Sanh is 
unclear. Disputes continued within the intelli
gence elements supporting the Khe Sanh area. As 
of 6 January 1968, the 3rd Marine Dhision G-2 
remained unconvinced by the evidence from the 
Phu Bai Field Station that the PAVN 101st 
Regiment was near the marine basc.96 Ten days 
later, the marine SIGINT unit at Phu Bai report
ed that the PAVN units seemed poised for "a large 
scale coordinated offensive in the DMZ area." 
However, Khe Sanh was not mentioned as a tar
get.97 

(D) In Saigon, General Westmoreland was 
convinced of the threat to the marine base. On 6 

(V) View of the
 
bunker
 

housing the
 
Marine
 

Ctyptologic
 
qetachment at
 

Khe S<lnh
 

.January, he ordered the next phase of its defense, 
Niagra II, the all-out air assault on the commu
nist positions around the base, to begin. The 7th 
Air Force commander, Major General George 
Keegan, formed his own intelligence center, sim
ilar to Niagra I, but with an added twist that 
pre-saged later thinking about the siege: he im~t
ed eight French field officers, all survivors of the 
siege at Dien Bien Phu, to advise his command on 
communist siege tactics.98 

(0) For the next two weeks, the marines at the 
base could see more signs that the communists 
were slowly closing the ring around them. Anum
ber of patrols outside the perimeter came under 
fire, one being ambushed on 14 .January. Other 
patrols found bunkers being built and signs of 
movement on the trails in the hills around the 
base. That week, two extra marine battalions 
were flO\m in to reinforce the garrison. On 20 
January, General Davidson and the G-2, III 
Marine Amphibious Force (MAF), who was 
responsible for operations in the northern 
pro"inces of South Vietnam, visited Khe Sanh. 
During discussions with the base commander, 
Colonel David Lownds, and his staff, Davidson 
was told that, despite the intelligence, the 
marines did not believe that there was a large 
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(V) AmlY P-2V airborne intercept and direction finding aircraft 

sources of tactical intelligence, among them seis
mic, acoustic, and infrared sensors, agent reports, 
and the exotic XM-3 airborne personnel detector, 
otherwise known as the "people sniffer." The 
effect of all of these sources, including the 
SIGINT, was to give the marines as current and 
complete a picture as possible of communist 
troop activity around Khe Sanh w5 

(Sl/SI) Still, the SIGINT from the radio bat
talion detachment was of special significance, 
especially to Colonel LO\.vnds. During the siege, 
LO'vvnds would visit the detachment's b nker, 
sometimes several times during the day, asking 
for the latest intelligence. Lownds told the 
marines there that if anything significant was 
received they were to contact him at once, no 
matter the time. 106 

(S//SI) The marines at Khe Sanh also benefit
ed from a number of outside SIGINT resources 
which provided additional collection, processing, 
and D/F assets. The ASA site at Phu Bai provided 
overall management of the SIGINT assets 
assigned to support Khe Sanh. It also processed 
voice intercept from the team inside the hase. 
Phu Bai worked closely with the marine SIGINT 
element at Danang which coordinated all SIGINT 
support to the overall marine command in 
the region, the III 
MAP. Airborne collec
tion assets came from 
the AFSS' Sentinel 
Sara platform (EC-47) 
which specialized in ,of' <;r 

intercept of low ''-. ;,'(,.-, 

power, tactical manual 
morse communica
tions that even the 
marines inside Khe 
Sanh could not hear 
due to the local hilly 
terrain. ARDF support 
came from the 
Air Force Security 
Service's Compass 

Dart and the ASA's Ceflien Lion ACRP platform 
(P-2V), the latter of which had been ordered in by 
the MACV J_2. 107 

(U) All of the SIGINT SUppOlt reflected the 
great importance attached to Khe Sanh by 
General Westmoreland. vVhen he had seen the 
buildup of communist forces in the region, the 
question before his command was whether or not 
to defend or abandon Khe Sanh. The weather in 
the region at that time of the year was rainy and 
prone to low-level clouds and fog which blanket
-cd the area. Supporting the base would be 
difficul t; air supply would be the only way to keep 
the garrison going. There were few mobile forces 
free to counter the PAVN divisions moving into 
the area. HOl,.vever, Westmoreland was confident 
that the base could hold. He could mass air 
and artillery support from a variety of sources 
which could compensale for the outnumbered 

, 108 
mannes. 

(U) In Washington, though, there was a real 
concern about Khe Sanh. On 11 January, General 
Earle G. \Vheelcr, the chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, sent a message to Westmoreland 
outlining the concerns in Washington. There 
were two differing views on the battle. The first 
was that Khe Sanh was an opportunity to use the 
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I Ithat 
Hue and Danang areas may be a[tac]k[e]d. 
En[tire] action against either or both might be 
attempted as a diversionary measure to tie down 
US andARVN tr[oo]ps in 1 C7Z to preclude their 
use if Khe Sanh is at[tac]k[e]d" (my italics).115 
Finally, on 29 January, Westmoreland sent a 
message to General Wheeler highlighting his 
determination that planned communist attacks in 
the rest of the country had been delayed, but that 
these attacks, when launched, were intended to 
"deter reinforcement of Northern I Corps" where 
Khe Sanh was.116 

CD) Yet, for all of the American concern over 
Khe Sanh, the Vietnamese never seriously tried to 
capture the base. There were battalion-sized 
assaults on 21 January against positions in the 
hills northwest of the garrison, and three battal
ion assaults on marine and ARVN positions to the 
south and west in February. On 7 February 
(where the PAVN used tanks for the first time), 
the Special Forces base at Lang Vei was taken. 
These attacks resembled somewhat the 
Vietnamese approach at Dien Bien Phu in which 
separate parts of the outer defenses were taken to 
further seal off the base. However, there were no 
large-scale attacks to take the base itself. The 
PAVN never massed artillery or antiaircraft guns 
in order to overwhelm the base's defenses or deny 
the use of aerial resupply as had been done 
against the French fourteen years earlier. In fact, 
during the second week of February, the PAVN 
command shifted units away from Khe Sanh. So 
what was Hanoi's intention? 

(D) The answer will probably never be knOMl 

for certain. Giap and other Vietnamese leaders 
have vacillated from claiming that it was meant to 
pin down American forces to an assertion that 
they actually intended to take the base.m Another 
theory has it that Hanoi had to determine if the 
Americans would invade the DRV if the DMZ was 
used to mount a multidivision assault.us Perhaps, 
Khe Sanh was not meant to be taken until the sec
ond phase of the TCK/TCN plan had succeeded. 

This position coincides with communist maneu
vering around the base. By mid-f'ebruary, when it 
was apparent that the second phase had failed 
completely, the North Vietnamese began to dis
engage from around Khe Sanh.1l9 Whatever 
Hanoi's ultimate aim, the siege at Khe Sanh, as 
will be seen, distorted Washington's (and 
MACV's) view of Hanoi's approaching military 
offensive. 

(U) Countdown to Tet: SIGINT 
Reporting during January 1968 

(S/fSI) During the month of ,January, while 
attention in Washington and MACV in Saigon 
was fixed on the marine garrison surrounded by 
two PAVN divisions, SIGINT picked up signs of 
communist military activity in other parts of 
South Vietnam. These indications came from a 
variety of communist communications intercept
ed throughout the country. The most important 
appeared to be in the Central Highlands, or the 
B-3 Front. There two clusters of activity were of 
interest. The first was near the tri-border region 
of Laos, Cambodia, and South Vietnam where the 
Headquarters B-3 front, the PAVN 1st Division, 
its Military Intelligence Section, and three regi
ments were concentrated. The second was at the 
Kontum-Pleiku border area. A separate head
quarters element was active there and communi
cated with B-3 Front suggesting some coordinat
ed actions. 12o To the east of the highlands, there 
were indications that the PAVN 2nd Division and 
associated elements were deploying to the coastal 
regions of Quang Ngai, Phu Yen, Khanh Hoa, and 
other provinces. By 21 January, a forward head
quarters element of another frontal command, 
which was communicating with three PAVN reg
iments, was located just ten kilometers from 
Hue.12I 

(S//81) Farther to the south, in the III Corps 
zone along the border with Cambodia, three com
munist divisions, the Viet Cong 5th and 9th and 
the PAVN 9th Division, were massing in Tay 
Ninh, Phouc Long, and Binh Long Provinces. The 
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American commander of the zone, General 
Frederick Weyand, watched the communist 
buildup warily. The ARDF flights from the 3rd 
RRU from Bien Hoa had been tracking the move
ment of the units and their headqumters. Two 
regiments of the PUP's 5th Dh.,;sion had moved 
to v"ithin twelve kilometers northwest of Saigon. 
Weyand's political advisor, John P. Vann, 
described the location of these communist units 

"d " 122as aggers. 

ES//SI) General Weyand had been unenlhusi
astic about Westmoreland's policy of pursuit and 
engagement along the border regions of South 
Vietnam. As early as 9 ,January he had requested 
Westmoreland to allow some of his units to be 
repositioned back near Saigon. Weyand had been 
briefed on the analysis of the communist radio 
traffic in his command area and felt that MACV 
was underestimating the threat posed by the local 
Viet Cong forces. Eventually, Westmoreland con
ceded Weyand's argumenl and allowed some 
American maneuver battalions to redeploy to 
Saigon.123 

ES/lSI) Throughout the rest of January, 
American and Allied field sites intercepted mes
sages that revealed communist battle prepara
tions, Allied units being targeted, and position 
reports that pinpointed many of the units as they 
moved into new positions. Documents captured 
by ARVN units on 20 January outlined attacks on 
the cities of Qui Nhon and Ban Me Thout. 
Reconnaissance elements of the U.S. 199th 
Brigade, scouting the countryside around Saigon, 
could not find the enemy, but discovered newly 
constructed bunkers and heavily used trails that 
indicated extensive troop usage. 124 By the last 
week of January, the SIGII\! and other intelli
gence sources were pointing towards something 
big - the question was what and to what extent 
were the movements related, if at all? 

(~//~l) On 25 Janual)', NSA trumped the 
SIGINT reporting coming out of Vietnam and 
assumed control of it. According to an NSA mes

sage sent after Tet, as early as 16 January SIGINT 
had information of an offensive in Pleiku 
Province which would start soon. By 25 January, 
the "accumulation of SIGINT data" indicated that 
a "coordinated offensive" would be conducted 
throughout several areas in South Vietnam.12s 

NSA initiated a report series to accommodate the 
intercept that appeared related to the apparent 
communist offensive. The series was titled, 
"Coordinated Vietnamese Communist Offensive 
Evidenced in South Vietnam," and was meant to 
"present details relating to the impending attacks 
in each of these [endangered] areas." 126 

Eventually, the series would include forty-four 
follow-up reports. Of relevant interest for this 
discussion are the ten follow-ups and the original 
report that preceded the beginning of the Tet 
offensive before and up to 30 January (Saigon 
time). At the same time, other reports were issued 
which either repeated portions of the NSA series 
or complemented it. In all, nventy-six reports can 
be identified which relate to the period beginning 
on 25 January and leading up to Tet. 127 

EEl;';'!;!) The NSA report series, itself, is impor
tant for two reasons. First of all, it marked the 
first time that NSA analysts considered that there 
was enough information from SIGINT which 
pointed to a general offensive and that all of the 
indicators of offensive operations that they had 
developed were related or connected. Secondly, 
the fact that NSA took the initiative indicates that 
the SIGINT structure in South Vietnam - the 
NRV, the 509th ASA Group, the SSG MACV, etc. 
- was unable to perform the inclusive analysis of 
the intercept from the entire country. The fears 
that MACV had held about the lack of centralized 
SIGINT processing and reporting entity, and 
would continue to hold, were, in the end, partial
ly justified by NSA's action. No single SIGINT 
authority in South Vietnam could take the lead; it 
remained for NSA, nearly halfway around the 
world, to recognize the meaning of the SIGIl\i! 
information. 
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start on 29 January or "shortly thereafter." The 
most concrete example was carried in Follow-up 
5 (and repeated in Follow-up 7), which reported 
on .lanuary 28 that an element of the PAVN 1st 
Division in \'\'estern Pleiku Province had informed 
another unidentified subordinate unit that the 
attack was to begin "as soon as possible but no 
later than 00;30 hours (GolD on :30 ,January." I:lll 

(5//81) Another important aspect of this 
reporting concerning "N-Day," but never high
lighted in any reports, that all but one reference 
to it occur only in the communications of the 
communist B-3 Front. The B-3 Front was respon
sible for military operations in Pleiku and 
Kontum Provinces within the communist 
Military Region 5, which extended from Quang 
Nam Pwvince south to Darlac Province. 
Furthermore, these communications are all from 
regular PAVN formations in Military Region 5: 
the 1st, 2nd, 3("(1 Divisions, and the GDRS ele
ment. The only unit outside the B-3 Front, hut 
still \·vithin MR 5, that referred to "N-Day" was 
located very tentatively near Danang. 139 And 
recall that Danang was attacked on 30 .Tanuary. 

(s//sn It should be pointed out that the gen
eral Tet attacks began on the morning of 31 
.January (Saigon). Therefore, in these repOlts 
what NSA really is reporting is the starting time 
for the so-called "prenlCltllre" attacks of 30 
January (291h in Washington). These attacks 
have been subjected to much discussion as to 
whether or not they were planned or the product 
of a misunderstanding by the units in the Central 
Highlands and Coastal regions of MR 5. This 
question \",ill he covered in the next section. 
Suffice it to say that the "N-Day" reference in the 
communist messages may have referred to some
thing else than the start of Tet, and the multitude 
of possible dates could only impair the utility of 
this piece of intelligence. There is a suggestion of 
this confusion when, on 25 .January, General 
Westmoreland cabled General Wheeler that the 
2.5th was "shaping up as a D-Day for widespread 
pre-Tel offensive action" by the communist 

forces. 140 Note that 25 January was mentioned in 
the NSA series as a possible "N-Day." 

(S/fSI) This last point leads into the second 
question of whether the NSA report series, and 
the other SIGII\'T reporting, made any sort of 
impact on the command centers in Saigon and 
Washington. It has to be stated up front that there 
is little evidence that the SlGTNf reporting made 
an impact, or influenced either command about 
the nature of the Tet offensive or its timing. The 
first mention in the President's Daily Brief of a 
possible general offensive was on 20 January 
prior to the 0ISA series. The next reference does 
not appear in the brief until 29 January when a 
small item is included about communist forces in 
the western Central Highlands completing their 
hattle preparations.14

! 

CU) However, the White House's Current 
Intelligence Bulletin (CIB) carried far more infor
mation on the communist buildup. The CIB was 
distributed to a much wider audience than the 
Presidential Brief. On both 27 and 28 January', 
the CIB carried items from NSA's 25 January 
report. However, in the same 28 January 
Bulletin, it was stated that the communists 
intended to launch large-scale attacks on one or 
more fronts soon after the Tet holiday, and that it 
was not certain if an all-out offensive was in the 
works. 14 

:.! 

(g//91) As for MACV, there is little evidence 
to suggest that the NSA reporting influenced the 
former's view of the fundamental purpose of the 
Tet Offensive. In fact, both MACV and General 
Westmoreland seemed strongly wedded to the 
idea that the major threat remained in the north
ern part of South Vietnam where the Khe Sanh 
garrison was surrounded. All other communist 
preparations were viewed as efforts to divert 
Allied resources and attention away from Khe 
Sanh. It has already been pointed out that, as late 
as 29 ,January, Westmoreland was telling the .JCS 
that the other attacks were intended to "deter 
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reinforcement of the Northern I Corps." 143 Also, 
this opinion was held in other intelligence cen
ters. As was quoted earlier, both the USIB Watch 
Report and the DIA believed that all of the other 
communist movements and preparations were 
intended to support the attacks in the north and 
the Central Highlands. 144 

(U) Westmoreland's military preparations 
reflected this emphasis on the threat to the north. 
By the time that the Tet attacks started on 31 
January, a large percentage of available U.S. 
maneuver battalions had been dispatched to the I 
and II CTZ to support Khe Sanh, the DMZ, and 
the cities in Quang ~am and Thua Thien 
Provinces. As of30 January, elements ofthe lOist 
Airborne Division were in transit to the region.145 

(~//gl) Surprisingly, for all of the reporting 
about a general offensive in South Vietnam, 
NSA's o\\<n actions on the eve of the attack appear 
curiously restrained. There is no evidence that 
any type of warning or alert message was trans
mitted from NSA to any of the SIGINT authorities 
in South Vietnam, the NRV or the 509th ASA 
Group, any operational centers, such as the SSGs 
for MACV, MACV Forward, or 7th Air Force, or to 
any of the field sites. There are no entries in the 
NOG Summaries leading up to Tet to indicate 
that NSA elements in the Pacific were alerted to 
the approaching attack. 146 

(5/151) A warning from NSA headquarters 
did not have to be a formal SIGINT Alert, such as 
was done in the wake of the first Gulf of Tonkin 
attack. Such an alert even could have been a less 
formal message. However, nothing was sent. As 
one NSA civilian, assigned to the Watch Office for 
I Corps at Phu Bai, noted, no warning of an attack 
was received from NSA or the NRV prior to the 
attacks. There were analysts at the SSG for l\1ACV 
Forward who, individually, anticipated an attack, 
but their opinion was informal and limited to the 
site.147 

(g//BI) As a barometer of the sense of 
urgency, the case of the positioning and intercept 
tasking of the two technical research ships in 
Indochinese waters further illustrates the lack of 
an alert posture by the SIGINT elements. It 
should be remembered that one of the purposes 
for the stationing of the TRS's in Southeast Asia 
was the provision for contingency collection or 
emergency evacuation of coastal SIGINT sites 
such as Danang. It has been implied in other 
cryptologic historical writings that the. vessels 
were to he redeployed to the waters near the DMZ 
as contingency collection platforms for the ASA 1 

site at Phu Bai and the navy site at Danang, This 
move supposedly was prompted by the Signs of I 
increased communist activity throughout South ! 
Vietnam in late January.148 However, the truth
 
was that the ships remained in the southernpart
 
of the country, stationed off the Mekong Delta.
 
There they continued to receive routine tasking
 
for communications search and development of
 
new Viet Cong radio nets (notated "VCX").149 The
 
ships stayed in the area until mid-February 1968,\
 
taking on additional tasking for the communkil- .....
 
tions of the 7th and 9th Viet Cong divisions,
 

I ,The USS Oxford finally redeployed' i Ito the north, but not uutill9 Febrna~ 

(SHSO Throughout January, NSA and field
 
sites in Vietnam issued a number of reports which
 
indicated that the Vietnamese Communists were
 
preparing for a possible general offensive in
 
South Vietnam. However, the reports failed to
 
shake the commands in Washi 19ton and Saigon
 
from their perception of the communist main
 
threat centered in the north, especially at Khe
 
Sanh, and in the Central Highlands. We will dis

cuss further this failure when the subject of the
 
Tet postmortems is taken up.
 

(U) American military forces were not alerted
 
to the approaching offensive until the morning of
 
30 .January. It was several hours after the seem

ingly "premature" attacks in the southern part of
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before it began, but no date is specified. ls7 

SIGINT's contribution, which contradicted the 
captured material, was a translation issued by the 
ASA site at Pleiku on 25 January, that quoted a 
message to an unidentified PAVN 1st Division 
element that "Preparations for the night of the 
battle (l GRP) be withdrawn immediately. N-Day 
could be moved to an earlier [my italics] date 
than previously established. It will be reported 
later." 158 

(S//SI) Both reports suggested a previous 
attack date had been moved up. A later SIGINT 
report contained a new date and time (no later 
than 0030 on 30 .January) The sources of the 
information for both reports were from the same 
region, western Pleiku and Kontum Provinces, 
and involved the PAVN 1st Division. Recall, too, 
that, "vith one exception, all references to "N
Day" were intercepted only in B-3 Front commu
nications. From this evidence, it seems likely that 
the changed date applied only to the set of attacks 
that occurred on 3D ,January. Furthermore, the 
~SA report series suggests strongly that the 
attack date had been decided as far back as 27 
,January, but no later than 28 January"S9 Follow
up 16, issued late on 1 February, the day after the 
general Tet attacks had started, would refer to "N
Day" as being on either 29 or 30 January.lbO 

(8//SI) One final bit of evidence can be 
offered in favor of an intentional attack on 30 
.January. On 20 March, the NSA representative in 
Vietnam notified NSA that an interrogation of a 
Viet Cong prisoner indicated the following: The 
VC command had ordered their cadre to listen to 
the KLF's radio station every night at a certain 
time for the order to attack. It would be 
announced by the transmission of a series of 
modulated signals which indicated that the attack 
would take place the next day. The number of sig
nals would give the time. This prisoner told his 
interrogators that on the morning of 29 January, 
he heard the signal which told him the attack 
would begin the next morning at 0300 loca1.1b1 

(9/;'131) The same NSA report series also pro
vides a possible explanation regarding the pur
pose of the 30 .January attacks. Follow-up 11, 
issued late on 31 .January, reported that commu
nist units in western Pleiku Province were 
ordered to create diversions for enemy units by 
lighting fires and attacking any responding units. 
Although the diversion activity occurred a day 
after the 30 January attacks had begun, it is pos
sible that it may have been a continuation of the 
same "premature" strikes whose purpose was to 
further distract American attention from the 
buildup and subsequent strikes in the urban cen
ters of South Vietnam. 

(S//Si) The SrGINT report of the persistence 
of the diversion activity in the B-3 Front area sug
gests a possible, new interpretation for the 30 
January attack: that the preparations and the 
compromise of the "N-Day" attacks may have 
been intentional, and, in fact, were a purposeful 
deception designed to further fix Allied attention 
away from the general attack on the other urban 
centers. It should be remembered that, as far 
back as the mid-1950s, the Central Highlands had 
been a strategic consideration to both Saigon and 
Washington, the loss of which would cut South 
Vietnam in half. (And this view would be realized 
with the final offensive in 1975.) It is possible that 
Hanoi, realizing the traditional strategic concern 
over the region, may have wanted to give the' 
Allied command a further distraction from the 
buildup in the urban areas. The preparations for 
Tet included many deception and denial meas
ures, such as those for radio traffic, some ofwhich 
were suggested by Soviet advisors.1b2 The "noise" 
created by the communications and movement of 
the communist units in the B-3 Front was meant 
to blanket the buildup oftroops in and around the 
urban areas. The fact that the "N-Day" references, 
with one weak exception, were intercepted only 
on the B-3 Front networks, raises the possibility 
of deception by Hanoi. 

(8//81) However, if the activity in the B-3 
Front was intended to distract Allied attention 
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from the attacks on the other cities, it failed. The 
attacks in the front were not enough to divert 
Allied attention or resources to defeat them. 
MACV interpreted the 30 January attacks as a 
preview for an assault throughout all of South 
Vietnam. That morning, the reaction by MACV to 
the attacks across the Central Highlands and the 
coastal cities to the east was to alert all American 
forces and to urge that the South Vietnamese do 
the same. Furthermore, the truce was cancelled. 
The Americans expected more attacks the next 
morning, and when they occurred their units 
were at a heightened readiness. 

(~//~I) If the activity in the B-3 Front was not 
intended as a deception, then it can be interpret
ed as a failure in Operations Security COPSEC) 
planning. Hanoi did disguise successfully its main 
intention and concealed the urban area buildup. 
However, all of this was compromised by the fail
ure by the PAVN units in the B-3 area to control 
their communications security. By revealing the 
expression "N-Day," a significant indicator of the 
offensive was exposed to Allied intercept opera
tors. This indicator, even if not interpreted cor
rectly by the SIGINT analysts, was enough to 
reinforce MACV's view that Hanoi was running 
something big. 

(8//81) Whatever explanation is chosen to 
account for the B-3 Front attacks, we cannot get 
away from the fact that the NSA reporting indi
cated that the last of the three dates for "N-Day" 
listed for the beginning of the Tet offensive is 
most likely the date for the 30 January assaults. 

(D) The Storm Breaks:
 
Tet and the American Reaction
 

(V) While the Allied command worried about 
Khe Sanh and enemy troop movements in the 
Central Highlands, some 84,000 communist sol
diers were quietly moving into their jump-off 
positions in and around South Vietnam's cities 
and towns. Five battalions of VC troops infiltrat
ed Saigon in small groups or singly disguised as 

peasants or ARVN soldiers. There they picked up 
weapons from pre-positioned caches, many of 
them buried in the city's cemeteries during an 
earlier virtual parade of phony burials in the pre
ceding weeks.163 Assault teams met and went 
over plans one more time. A central command 
post and hospital were set up at the Phu To race
track in Cholon, the Chinese quarter of the city. 

CV) One of the interesting rumors about Tet to 
surface was the claim that the ASA intercept site 
at Phu Bai had intercepted information about 
communist troop movements towards Hue just 
before the fighting started on the morning of 31 
January. The claim adds that the information was 
sent to Danang for analysis before it was passed 
along to Hue, but, due to Army "bureaucratic pro
cedures," the warning arrived after the attack. 
This assertion has appeared in several publica
tions and seems to have originated in Don 
Oberdorfer's Tet, first published in 1971. 
Oberdorfer's reference to the incident lacks a 
source. A variation of it is in Westmoreland's 
memoirs, A Soldier Reports. He claims that this 
was merely "information" sent to Danang, specif
ically, the III Marine Amphibious Force's intelli
gence staff prior to the fighting. Other histories of 
Tet and the war have repeated the story!64 

(8//81) On the surface, the story has a certain 
authentic "ring" to it. The ASA had a field station 
at Phu Bai, and Danang was home to intelligence 
staffs from various commands, including the III 
MAF G-2, which was primarily concerned with 
the situation at Khe Sanh. There was a great deal 
of intelligence exchange among the various com
mands. But can a single warning be pinpointed? 
The answer is no. However, recall that as part of 
the buildup around Khe Sanh, there was a con
current appreciation that some communist troop 
movements threatened Hue!65 Also, the first 
report in the NSA series recapitulated the month
long buildup of PAVN units, specifically the 6th 
Regiment, to the south and southwest of the 
city.166 
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based acoustic and seismic sensors, Khe Sanh ,.I i was harassed by artillery fire and patrol probes 
around its perimeter. Throughout March, SIG
INT, mostly in the form of D/F from Phu Bai and 

1 voice intercept from the marines inside the 
~	 perimeter, detected the disengagement of the two 

primary PAVN divisions committed to the siege: 
the 304th and 32SC. In April, the first elements of 
the relief force from Operation Pegasus arrived at 
Khe Sanh. The siege that had so obsessed 
President Johnson and General Westmoreland 
and had consumed so many intelligence 
resources, ended rather meekly. Within a month, 
the base, that had meant so much as an example 
of national military will, was abandoned and 
destroyed by MACV in favor of another position 
about ten miles to the east. 

bGA 

OGA 

(V) DC! 

Rich~rc! Helms 

IIn July the PFIAB 
released a final report which considered the 
nature of the "warning" issued by U.S. intelli
gence and the limiting nature of ""hat informa-

I , fion \.\!~<: ('onvpvprl ~<: n~rt of fhP <:~Tl1P \v~rnin(J" TtI Iwas somewhat restrained in its tone and avoided 
pointing an accusatory finger at any particular 
agency or mdiVldual. ThiS was m keepmg \"'lth the 
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group's desire not to add to the problems MACV 
already had in just fighting the war. This low-key 
approach was agreed to by the then DCl, Richard 
Helms. I 5 However, later evaluations of the"7 

report would argue that it did not go far enough 
in its criticisms, that the U.S. intelligence 
community was a victim of its own flawed tech
niques and inflexible attitude tmvards Hanoi's 
strategy'. 176 

-fflt Overall, the committee reported that a 
general "varning, without any specific time or tar
gets, indeed had been given to the various com
mands in South Vietnam, and that this warning 
was sufficient for C.S. commanders to take pre
cautionary actions. However, the report noted 
that there were differences in the amount and 
type of information made available to command
ers, especially in each of the four Corps Tactical 
Zones. Also, the timing varied; f01' example, 
General Weyand had much more advanced infor
mation than the commanders in the other three 
zones. Furthermore, there had been a lack ofgen
eral information about the intensity, scope, and 
especially the timing of the attacks. The bottom 
line of the report was this: 

\\11ilp sOl1\e r{'ports sU?,gpsted thp possibility of 

sim"ltant'Olls attaeks in eprta1l1 art'as. the 

Board IPFIABJ fOllnd nO\1(' predicting the 

t'xlenl of the aHacks which actually occurred or 

the degret> of simultaneity <!chievt't! in their 

t'x('cution. l77 

'i'St What the repOlt singled out for criticism 
was the intelligence process. When confronted 
with the evidence of u general offensive, many 
commanders and intelligence officers could not 
imagine the communists capable of such a attack, 
especially country-wide, coordinated attacks at 
scores of targets. 178 This was as much a result of 
the inability of military commanders and civilian 
officials to accept the possibility of a completely 
unique situation - in this case, a countly-wide 
assault against a new target set, i.e., urban centers 
- as it was their pre"ious reliance on MACV's 

"bookkeeping" methods which had so 100vered 
the appreciation of the communist's military 
capability.179 

-f8t There was, as well, a dichotomy in the 
sense of urgency detected in communist prepara
tions between analytic elements in Saigon and 
Washington. Washington's removal from the 
immediate scene created a sort of "emotional dis
tancing" that may have inhibited its realization of 
the imminent threat of an attack. At the same 
time, Washington was being blitzed "dth more 
information than Saigon, creating a somewhat 
murkier view of what the communists were plan
ning. Important highlights had trouble receiving 
the same attention in the Pentagon as they did in 

. 180 H . d'ffi I d .Smgon. owever, It was 1 cu t to eternllnc 
what impact the reports had in Washington. 
Westmoreland sent daily updates to the .JCS that 
were relayed to President Johnson. Yet, in these 
messages the MACV commander's attitude 
towards the urgency of the situation seemed 
amhiguous, especially regarding the expected 
start of the general offensive. Westmoreland 
sometimes hinted at imminent attacks, and, at 
other times, suggested that the attack would start 
after the Tet holiday.181 

fStAnother serious criticism which the report 
leveled at the intelligence community by the 
report ' ...as the delay in getting intelligence to sen
ior decision-makers. The process of reworking 
reports through various intermediate agencies 
before they reached their audience put officials in 
the difficult position of making decisions ,,,,ithout 
the necessary original information. 182 The study 
also recommended that an all-source indications 
center be formed in the U.S. embassy. However. 
this center was never formed. lIl

:
l This need 

echoed similar concerns over the absence of a 
centralized SIGINT processing and reporting 
center in Vietnam which has been discussed ear
lier. 

(TSI/SI) Except for some suggestive allusions 
to "reports," SIGINfwas notably absent from this 
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final version of the PFlAB report. An earlier, and~ more highly classified version, known as the

i Interim Report, which had be~n released in April 

i
~ by the Working Group, carried many more details 

and spelled out the SIGINT role inpre-Tet report
ing. It is worthwhile to include the entire state, , ment: 

6. Despite enemy security measures, communi

cations intelligence was able to prmide dear 

warning that attacks, probably on a larger scale 

than ever before. were in the offing; 

Considerable numbers of' 

uGA 

SIGINT regarded the infOrmation and how much 
they understand SIGINTprocess and its limita
tions. 

tS//SI) At the same time, this contention of 
SIGINf's prescience is a retl.ection ofthe position 
NSA staked out shortly after Tet began. On 8 
February 1968, while fighting raged in Hue and 
other beleaguered South Vietnamese centers, 
NSA sent a message t~counting all of its 
reports which pointed~ Tet attacks. The 
wording in the NSA message was less dramatic 
and precise than in latcr claims. In the mcssage 

I 
! ,enemy messages were read. 

These messages appeared in many areas of 

South Vietnam. They included referencE's to 

! impending attacks, murc wide-spread and 

numerous than seen before. lI.Ioreovcr they \ 
indicated a sense of urgency, along with an 

emphasis on thorough planning and secrecy 

not pn.'\10usly seen in such communications. 

These messages, taken \~1th such nontextual 

indicators as increased message volumes and 

radio direction finding, served both to validate 

information from other sources in the hands of 

local authorities and to provide warnings to 

senior officials. The indicators. however. were 

not sufficient to predict the exact timing of the 

attack. l84 

('FS//SI) According to the interim version, 
communications intelligence seems to have been 
the only element producing information of value 
to the puzzling pre-Tet picture. This initial assess
ment has been accepted in later histories, mono
graphs, and symposia as an accurate statement of 
what SIGINf was reporting prior to Tet. 185 

(6//81) For the cryptologic community, Tet 
was an important event because of its implica
tions for how effectively SIGINT could discern the 
"big picture," as well as in how well it informed 
the rest of the intelligence community, and, by 
extension, its most important users in Saigon and 
Washington of what was going to happen. It also 
provided an insight into how the customers of 

the Agency stated that "The accumulation of SIG
INT provided evidence that a coordinated offen
sivc would be conducted in several areas through
out South Vietnam. The timing of these coordi
nated communist operations which were alluded 
to in STGINT correlates with the general offensive 
which started on 29/30 January." 186 The mes
sage went on to reiterate the substance of four
teen reports illustrating its main contention that 
SIGINT forewarned of the offensive. Some of the 
referenced reports, like the series about the "evi
denced" general offensive, were relevant. Others 
were not. These latter seemed to have been 
included since they fell within a pre-Tet time 
frame of 15 to 30 January. 

(S//SI) However, it is difficult to square the 
later claim that NSA predicted Tet with the thrust 
of the PFIAB's final report, which mentions 
Washington's ignorance of Saigon's forebodings, 
as well as the failure by the intelligence organiza
tions to nail down the scope and nature of the 
communist attacks. As was discussed earlier, 
there were general problems with the SIGINT 
reports, especially the NSA series. However, there 
were other problems with the reports. Besides 
confusing the meaning of the "N-Day" indicator, 
NSA was slow to report the actual start of the 
attacks. Hostilities, which began on the 30th and 
climaxed on 31 January, were absent from the 
report series until Follow-up 15 issued late on 1 

February, better than a day after the attacks start-
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ed!t87 It is difficult to explain why this happened; 
that a major change in the status of a target's 
activity should go unreported for such a long time 
suggests an inflexibility in the reporting series 
and those who were managing it. It also points to 
the technical difficulty in reporting current events 
when the primary analytic center was half a world 
away. 

(T8//SI) In the Interim Report, it had heen 
said of the NSA reporting that it alone conveyed a 
"sense of urgency" in the communist troops' 
preparations prior to Tet. However, it is difficult 
to find much evidence of this "urgency" in the 
series just discussed. In one example, on 
24 January, a subordinate of the Military 
Intelligence section of the PAVN 1st Division, 
preparing to go on a six-day march to its position, 
is told to get there because the situation is "very 

,,188 H d I h' 'turgent. owever, two ays ater, t IS um was 
virtually in the same place.189 

(Sf/SI) In fact, the "sense" of urgency had 
been known to Washington for some time prior to 
the SIGINT reports. On 22 .January, a MAC intel
ligence summary sent to President Johnson 
noted that, from captured enemy documents, the 
communist command was "displaying a very 
unusual sense of urgency." Besides the docu
ments, the report added that the most obvious 
signs of this urgency were the poorly prepared 
attacks in the Central Highlands and the rapid 
movement southward of the PAVN 304th 
Division.190 

(S//SI) As for making an impact in Saigon, it 
previously has been pointed out that General 
Westmoreland had allowed the repositioning of 
American combat units away from the country
side and hack to Saigon well before any signifi
cant SIGINT reporting about a general offensive 
had emerged. Also, Westmoreland's alert to 
American forces of 30 January, according to his 
G-2 chief, was sent after the attacks that morning 

in Pleiku and Kontum Provinces and at points 
along the coast.191 

(U) Here, in a sort of circular fashion, we 
return to Giap's intent with the battles around 
Khe Sanh and the DMZ region, as well as the 
attacks in the Central Highlands during the early 
phase of the offensive - to nail the American 
command's attention to the fighting in those loca
tions while the next phase of the TCN/TCK was 
being prepared. Westmoreland considered the 
military activity around Khe Sanh (and the DMZ) 
as the centerpiece of Hanoi's plan. As such, it fol
lows that he would interpret intelligence within 
the context of the struggle for the base. A.<::, we 
have seen, Westmoreland had realized the threat 
building near Saigon in early January. Yet he still 
considered the northern provinces in crz I, and, 
to a lesser degree, the Central Highlands, the crit
ical theater of battle. None of the intelligence he 
received, including the SIGINf, could persuade 
him otherwise. 

eS/!'SI) That the SIGINT gathered by the 
Americans was never strong enough to convince 
Westmoreland of the true nature and purpose of 
Tet, and that many of the important indicators of 
Tet eluded the analysts, was probably due, in 
part, to an increasingly effective security regimen 
in communist communications and operations. 
Communist concern about security was one of the 
most common themes in the NSA pre-Tet report
ing series. Units were constantly reminded of the 
need to maintain security (and secrecy) in order 
to ensure the success of "N-Day" attacks. Units on 
the march were urged to avoid contact, while 
those in place were reminded to take sufficient 
camouflage precautions to avoid discovery by 
patrols and airborne observation. In the crypto
graphic arena, prior to Tet, the PAVN command 
in Hanoi had directed a stepped-up training pro
gram and had increased such support in terms of 
new systems and personnel.192 

(6;'/6n This is not to say that the communist 
security measures were totally effective: the very 
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painted a grim picture of the situation 111 

Indochina. 

(U) On 26 March, when the group reported to 
President .Johnson, they recommended against 
"Veslmoreland's troop increase. Furthermore, 
they suggested it \\'a5 time to begin disengaging 
from Vietnam. Their recommendations w'ere sec
onded by a special Department of Defense study 
which saw no end to the conflict, even with all of 
the reinforcements demanded by Westmoreland. 
It is likely that the assessment from the Wise Men 
heavily influenced President .Johnson's decision 
to seck to negotiate a way out of the war.:W 

(, 

(U) On 31 J'vL:u'ch, President .Johnson 
announced a partial cessation to the bombing of 
North Vielnam and his desire to open negotia
tions \"ith Hanoi. He also shocked the nation by 
announcing his refusal to seek reelection. In a 
way, the course of the war had turned a corner; 
but getting out would be a long and bloody affair. 
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against air raids. Informers from Saigon passed 

us intelligence, so we were able to decamp 

whenever the Americans or their South 

Vietnamese puppets planned operations in the 

area.... Still, we had some close shaves. Once, 

soon after I arrived, American warplanes 

dropped thousands oftons of bombs around us, 

but we weren't even scratched. 9 

(3//31) Where COSVN was located remained 
the main problem for the u.s. intelligence com
munity, especially the cryptologists supporting 
MACV. Such a large organization as COSVN pre
supposed sites that could be fixed by D/F or aeri
al reconnaissance. After about ten years of track
ing COSVN, U.S. intelligence had developed a 
sort of profile for the communist headquarters; 
that is, it knew the location of communist Base 
Areas eBA) where COSVN was likely to appear 
after successive moves. Clustered along the 
Vietnam-Cambodia border region of Tay Ninh 

SkUGt BA 350 
com FIRST ALTERNATE BASE AREA 

~&lM,l®©)[9lD& 

com SfCCNDARY G8ASf AmCOSVN SECOND ALrERhATE " 
BASE AREA 'I]I I COSVI NAil 

li/. BASE AHAJ . BA 352 

~I ~ 1m~~I_ 

~JeBU 
" rAY NINH 

PROVIICE
CD,,,~ 

.141 klNH 'ITI 

~ 
~ 

~ COSVN B~se Area m~p ~Iong the 
C~mbocti~n-South Vietn~mese borckr 

and Bin Long Provinces, they were like a set of 
well-knO\Vl1 animal runs, and the hunters in 
Saigon were ready to strike at them. 

(TS//SI) For a long time, dating back to the
 
French war, COSVN had been an integral part of
 
the southern communist movement. As far back
 
as 1951, COSVN had existed as an extension of the
 
Lao Dong Party's organization, under the direc

tion of the CEC, located in the communist strong

hold of Tai Nguyen in central Tonkin. The
 
COSVN remained the Lao Dong Party's supreme
 
authority in south until January 1955 when the
 
National Reunification Committee assumed con

trol of the party's activities in the newly formed
 
Republic of Vietnam during the post-Geneva set

tlement. 10 These actions consisted mostly of
 
propaganda against the Saigon government of
 
President Diem, and the organization of the dis

affected local, ethnic populations to carry out
 
anti-Diem activities.
 

(TS/}Sn At the time of the Geneva-mandated
 
referendum in 1956, some members of the central
 
office returned to the DRV. For the next few
 
years, many of the members of the defunct
I~~~~ travelled between the Sonth and the I 

EO 
EO 

(TS//SI) In 1961, the Executive Committee's
 
plan was to send some of its designated members
 
to the South to reestablish the central office
 
(trung wong) in South Vietnam.J1 Under the
 
direction of the CEC, COSVN assumed the role as
 
provisional revolutionary government for the
 
Nam Bo region and the adjacent Cambodian bor

der region. The subordinate echelons of COSVN
 
were similar to those in Hanoi, with staff sections
 
and beneath them operational departments for
 
political, military and rear services functions.
 

(TS/lSI) All through 1961, American cryptol

ogists marked the gradual expansion of COSVN
 

1. 4. (c) 

1.4. (d) 
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fact. elements of COS\'N continued their ocly~s('y 

until late .June when they finally settled into a 
position another fortv-five kilometers farther 
northeast into Camhodia.'11 

W//S!) With ('OS\~ like a fugitin' 011 tilt' 
run, l\HCY adapted a different approach, and 
looked to use B-,52 Arc Light strikes to hammer 
COSVN \vhen it rested. If the communist Iwad
quarters could bt' Clippled by the big bombers, 
tl1('n Allied troops would mmp in and finish it off. 
For the NSA office in Saigon, pinning; dm\ll 
COSVN's location hecaml' its nUl1lher one task. 19 

On paper, ,1t It'ast. the m;lITi,lge of ARDF and Arc 
Light seemed to be a pelt'cd match betwcen 
apparently precisl' targeting and an equally pre
cise hi~h-Ie\el bomhing capahility, 

(TS//Cl) Hmvever, there were several prob
lems which undercut the effectiveness of this 
uniun, For one. there was distinct gap in unuer
stancling \\'hat SlGI::--JT could deliver in terms of 
precisc targeting information for thl' bombers. 
The commu\lists remotely operated their antenna 
fields from their actual transmitting complexes: 
somctimcs thcy "'ere as far a,,'ay as fi\'e kilome
ters, Such an ,llTangt'ment lIsually neg,lted tilt' 
B-52 strikes which tended to blast just the anten
na tields. At the same timc, thc B-52 bombing 
patterns, \\ith their \'el~' slllall circular error 
probabilities (CEP), were good for precise target
ing of specific 
topographic fea
turcs or man
made structures. 
Direction finding 
fixes, f'ven \\ith 
the precision 
that the ARDF 
capability 
brought into till' 
calculations. pro
duced a kind of 
target box ill 
\\'hich the ohjec
ti\'l' could be 

Iucated any\vhero, e\cn on the perimeter. Also. 
the communist antenna complexes were. in many 
cases, a series of antenna "brms," situated in a 
pattt'rn around COS\'N's actual location. For 
COMSEC purposes, these antennas could bp used 
scque\ltially or randomly, So, what the ARDF 
missions really located were the individual ,lIltpn
nll "farms" as thev werf:' activated bv the VC com

, , 

tllul1i('ators, TIl(' resulting nlF plots of the sepa
rate "farms," "ith overlapping boxes and perimc
tel' fixcs, appeared haphazard and imprecisl' to 
non-cl~vtologists and led them to discount manv 
results and ignore them "'hen planning air 
strikcs. 2IJ 

lTS//DI) The COS\']\; also had an anno}ing 
habit of constantly mming, oft('n shortly in 
advance of the .-\rc Light missions. Quick relc.l\'
geting of the B-52s in reaction to the moves 
pr()\'ecl impossible; the command and control of 
the A1T Light missions always ,,'as inherently 
clUIllSV and echelon-dependent. Often. the Air 
Force would refuse to divert an ATe Light mission 
on the basis of a single \lew ARDF tix.:!! StilL one 
communist rear services group \\"as hit on 11 l\la}' 
during a tardy shift to a new position, RepOlteclly 
about 150 personnel \\ere killed hy the raid as 
they wcre waiting on the sutface to l11ove.22 

-+Bt The main reason that COSVi\; was ablf' to 
amid .-\rc Light strikes was that. historically', the 

(V) Typicql QamqgeQlallQ5Cqpe aFter qll Arc Light strike in South Vietnam 
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(U) By 1969, though, the issue of 
Vietnamization was no longer a policy luxury for 
the United States; nor could it continue to be pro
jected into some rosy future when a military equi
librium between Hanoi and Saigon had been 
achieved. President Nixon's pre-election "secret" 
peace plan had came to naught. The only str3tegv 
left which could justify the withdretwal of 
American truups was VietnalIllzatiOIl. 

(U) Vietnamization caned for incre3sing both 
the size and capabilities of the ARv1'\ to prosecute 
the war on their o\vn v,ith minimal American par
ticipation. The United States tr<ll1sfnred every
thing from \1-16 rifles to F-5 jets to the South 
Vietnamese; up to 2.5 billion dollars worth of 
equipment was passed to the ARVJ\. At the SC1me 
time, South Vietnam's regular armed forces, 
security, and paramilitary units underwent a dra
matic increase in sili:' and capability. 

(9//91) All of th is was ca ITied out under a pia n 
known in the Pentagon as .JCsrvl 42-70. The JCS 
memorandum contained a codicil which called 
for a similar expansion of the ARVN cryptologic 
organization known then as the Special Security 
and Technical Branch, or SSTB. At NSA, the plan 
for the expansion of the SSTB was referred to 31S 

the Vietnamization Improvement 3nd 
Modernization Plan, or V1MP for short. It called 
for a threefold mission: improve and modernize 

the South Vietnamese SIGINT capability to the 
point where it could support its armed forces: 
provide selected COl\'1INT support to South 
Vietnam bet\veen the time it assumed its total 
combat responsibility and its ability to supply its 
o\'vn cryptologic suppol1; and pro\ide adequate 
SIGINT to the U,S. command and meet national 
intelligence requirements during and after the 
drawdown of American forces, including the 
previously mentioned support to the South 
Vietn3mese clyptologic effoI1.:~ 

('f3//3I) The :JSA v1MP was an ambitious 
program: it called for nearly tripling the m3n
pO\ver of the SSTI3, adding a number of major 
new field sites, and installing an effective and 
secure communications system that could con
nect the smallest intercept team \\1th headquar
ters ill Saigon. In chapter 4, we had briefly dis
cussed the effort in 1961 to improve and modern
ize the South Vietnamese SIGINT organization. It 
might he asked: What had happened in the inter
vening eight years'? Or, more accurately, what had 
not happened during that time that warranted 
such a large-scale effort to build up the South 
Vietnamese SIGINT organization? To answer 
this, we need to go back to the beginnings of the 
Vietnamese cryptologic effe>It, back to the days of 
the French ph3se of the Indochina War. 

(TS//SI) Early Days 
of Vietnamese 
COMINT 

(U) Being part of the 
French Empire, Viet
namese nationals could 
not participate in any 
aspect of cryptology 
(or cryptography) until 
their French colonial 
masters decided to 
allow them. Through 
World War II, there is 
no evidence that any 

(u) F-S lets intended For South Vietn~m native Vietnamese was 
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(V) President Eisenhower <llld V.s. senet<lty of st<lte 
John Foster Dulles greet President Ngo Dinh Diem in 

Washington, DC, May 1957 

(S//SI) NSA Looks for a New SIGINT 
Partner in Southeast Asia, 1958-1961 
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ETS//SI) A more critical incident appeared in 
late March 1962. The U.S. intercepted a message 
sent by the headquarters of the Vietnamese mili
tary intelligence organization in Saigon to an out
post in Hue which listed the locations of various 
Viet Cong transmitters throughout South~ 

Vietnamj 
-I 

?: 

I lIt was suspected that, based on knowledge 
of earlier communist cryptologic successes, the 

J information in this message was probably com
. d'"~ promIse.

5 
i:, 
-i' 

•)

.. ~ 
~. 

i 

(TS/fSI) This incident, along with the suspi
cion that the South Vietnamese had compro
mised the USMACV SIGINT Plan on 13 April, 
convinced many in American SIGINT leadership 

f 

I
that the South Vietnamese leaks were responsible 
for the subsequent major communist communi
cations change. However, the USIB was unable to 

J
prove this. At the time there was compelling SIG, INT evidence that the communist changes had 
been under way well before the two compromises 
occurred. Por example, two reports from the ASA 
site at Tan Son Nhut indicated that the communi
cations change occurred in stages, with western 
Nam Bo (the area northwest of Saigon) initiating 
its changes on 6 April, and Military Region 5 

starting its changes ,on 10 ApriLs5 Furthermore, 
in a report done sixweeks later, it was shown that 
in October 1961 certain Viet Cong nets in the'Nam 
80 re2:ion had sWitched' , 

systems, aild that the interregional commu
nications net had changed its cryptography by 
•January 1962,~ 

-6 . 

(TS//SI) Aside from the cryptologic challenge 
imposed by the change - and it was considerable, 
as the VC communications now broadly reseril':' 
bled that of Hanoi's regular military,' 

, ' there now was the difficulty, 
at least in American eyes, of how to proceed with 
the relationship with the .J7 organization. 
Suspicion's worm, in the form of the compromise, '. 
had entered the minds of the Americans; from 
then on, they would view the J7 organization v.ith 
an unease that would affect all future considera
tions. 

(TSHSI) In line with instructions from 
Washington, the ASA site at Tan Son Nhut began 
deleting radio arbitrary designators (RADs) and 
net diagramsfrom the database it shared with the 
Vietnamese. The reaction by the Vietnamese was 
predictable: bewilderment and confusion. More 
serious, though, was the prospect of a serious 
deterioration of the Vietnamese DIP effort 
because of a likely inability to maintain continu
ous identity of target transmitters. This problem 
was recognized by General Harkins, COMUS

EO 1.4. (c)
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IVIACV, who sent a message to CINCPAC and 
DIRNSA asking for a reconsideration of the deci
sion. Both CI~CPAC and tIll:' CIA chief in Saigon 
suppOited Harkins' objection, adding that this 
move could seriously jeopardize NSA's effOit at 
setting up a U.S.-only SIGINT site at Pill! Rai.,;l1 

(TS//SI) Oddly, all this concern over the scc'l!
rity of the Vietnamese cryptologic organization 
followed an T\SA evaluation of its pelformance as 
a COlVllNT producer, \vhich rated it as poor. In 
.June 1962, an evaluation from DIRNSA's staff to 
the CIA office handling foreign intelligence rela
tionships stated that the expanded American 
effort reduced the need for the Vietnamese inter
cept. The latter's overall product was considered 
"not essential." Though, it was pointed ou1, that if 
intercept of commnnist voice communications 
evc'r materialized. then there would be use for the 
Vietnamese COIVlINT personnel for intt:'rcept and 
transcription.:;'! 

(TSHSl) In September of 1962, this thempi 
was repeated in a message from the NSA repre
sentative in Vietnam to the director, NSA, 
Admiral Frost. He repOited that, except for mon
itoring the cOl11munist Liberation Ne\\is Agency 
broadcasts. the ARVN COMINT effort was "iI1u
ally a duplication of all other intercept sources, 
primarily Americanl ~hl' bot
tOI11 line assessment was put in a clipped style: 
"Good for back-up, and occasionally uuique traf
fic, and excellent for LNA cover," Continue \\;th 
the liberation radio broadcast copy, the NSA rep
resentative in Saigon suggested. but the other 
material "could be dispensed with," 60 

(TSI/SI) In .luly 1962, Admiral Frost, proba
bly reacting to pleas from the American missions 
in Saigon, relented on his draconian measures 
against sharing with the Vietnamese. He pointed 
out that the prohibition was not intended to deny 
all steerage information. In a message to Saigon, 
he limited the steerage data to D/F information 
not higher than the secret classification \\ihich 
would not compromise sophisticated techniques 

Ul;A 

and !('chnicalmaterial ncccssary for later planned 
plaintext voice intercept operations.(,1 

(TS//SI) Although this exchange crisis had 
been defused, the American concerns about the 
security in the ARVN .17 organization remained. 
Earlier in May, Admiral Frost had ad,,;sed the 
ckputy director, NSA, Dr. Louis Tordella, \vho 
was preparing to brief the seC'retary of defense, 
Robert McNamara, about the implications of the 
communist communications change. He said 
that, "I do not accept the idea ofjoint U.S.-ARVN 
SIGINT operations and further promotion of this 
concept must be discouraged. Please ad\:ise CIA. 
Our job is training and assistance in technical 
lield[s] end need not exceed CAT II eX) materi
<11.,,62' 

r 

(T8/ISI) ClLimately, it is difficult to make a
 
clear judgment whether the security problems
 
\\;thin the .J7 organization and its successors
 
were ever fixed to NSA"s final satisfaction.
 
Throughout the war, there were tidbits of evi

dence sprinkled through repOlts and messages
 
from NSA representatives that indicated that
 
the South Vietnamese had not eradicated com

pletely the problem of infiltrators and lax secUI'i

ty. For example, in 1964, it was discovered in
 
SIGINT that the Viet Cong had an agent v,,;thin an
 
ARVN "radio monitoring center," though it was
 
unclear what he was providing to the coml11u

nists. 64 Tn a September 1968 ineident, .J7 commu

nicators were discovered by American CO!vlSEC
 
monitors to be passing COMINT information to
 
its customers over insecure communications
 
channels.6 

;;
 

(S//SI) The South Vietnamese themselves
 
could barely keep their mouths shut when it came
 
to cl)-ptologic secrets. The 5 May 1964 edition of
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language assistance if and when the VC and 
North Vietnamese voice intercept missions could 
be developed.71 

(TS//SI) This low regard for the J7 compe
tence continued into late 1966. During discus
sions with the USMACV J-2 chief, Major General 
Joseph McChristian, concerning direct discus
sions with the Vietnamese, DIRNSA questioned 
the ARVN COl\-lINT organization's technical 
competence, susceptibility to political pressures, 
internal security, and whether there was any hope 
for long-term potential for J7 satisfying NSA 
requirements. The NSA representative had been 
even more bleak in his assessment: 

I am convinced that the ARVN COMINT effort 

is of small value to the production of SIGINT in 

support of U.S. intelligence requirements. and 

even of less mlue to the GVN (my italics) 

[Government of Vietnam]. It is not my inten

tion ... to ascribe blame. However, if the state

ment is accepted; if it is in the interest of the 

U.S. to develop or nurture available ARVN SIG

INT effort in support of the GVN, and\if the 

Sabertooth program was intended to achieve 

these ends, we have failed.72 

(T6//SI) Another outcome of this separation 
was that the ARVN SIGINT organization, its peo
pIe, and capabilities, remained largely a mystery 
to the Americans. To be sure, there were liaison 
people, and the later head ofVietnamese SIGINT, 

evaluation of "fairly effective." 73 Such statements 
reveal only how uncertain the Americans were 
about their Vietnamese SIGINT counterparts and 
stand in stark contradistinction to the detailed 
inventory ofproblems and shortcomings found in 
official and many personal reports, accounts, and 
messages. One example of this was the recollec
tion by an NSA advisor of his 1973 experiences at 
the South Vietnamese Danang Processing Center. 
During an inspection trip of the outlying LLVI 
team, he found: 

~ LLVI team operation could have been 

far more productive if the lieutenants and sen

ior NCOs had been more professional. Most of 

these teams were located in forward areas and I 

was unable to visit many of them. Those I did 

visit invariably needed basic improvement. 

Antennas were often oriented in \~Tong direc

tions or were found to be grounded; radios and 

generators were rarely properly grounded; 

bunkers were not secured with perimeter \~;re 

and the men had not been counseled in docu

ment and equipment destruction in case of 

overwhelming enemy attack.74 

('fS/l5I) For the Vietnamese SIGINf organi
zation, these eight years were marked by grudg
ing American allowances for intercept and pro
cessing efforts "rithin extremely tight security 
restrictions. Even a project ,,\-ith as much promise 
as the Dancer program, originally started in early 
1965 to handle the exponential grmvth of the 

facilities in Vietnam and to NSA headquarters; 
but, when assessments were performed, especial
ly in preparation for the VIMP in 1970, there was 
much confusion and ignorance about the 
Vietnamese, their technical abilities and short
comings, at least to the detail needed to implc
ment the upgrades later outlined in the VIMP. 

("P5l/51) \-\-'hen asked about how good the 
Vietnamese were, vague or conditional adjectives 
often were used, such as DIRNSA's 1970 overall 

tions that was overwhelming the U.S. SIGINT 
system, would be inhibited from achieving its full 
potential. Eventually three DANCER sites - the 
ASA site at Phu Bai, the AFSS mission at Danang, 
and the ASA 509th Group in Saigon - were estab
lished to transcribe the avalanche of communist 
voice intercept. 

(T8//8I) Yet Dancer was a program plagued 
with problems for almost three years before its 
projected impact at last was realized. Initially 
Dancer personnel were stationed at the three 
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voice intercept capability which, in turn, would 
aid the American SIGINT effort.7"7 

(TS//SI) Counterpoint: Vietnamese 
Communist COMINT, 1954-1970 

CC/;'SI) While the .J7 organization expanded 
slowly and remained on a shOl1 leash of limited 
exchange and cooperation with the American 
cI)'ptologic organizations, to the north a radically 
different approach to the practice and organiza
tion of communications intelligence was devel
oped by Hanoi. 

(U) Earlier, we described how the Viet I\:Iinh 
had developed their o\...n COMINT organization 
to supp0l1 the military effort against the French 
and that it was successful in supplying intelli
gence on French tactical operations and, Lo a less
er but not insignificant degree, the French High 
Command's strategy. 
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insecurities of all types were rampant in 
American (and ARVN) communications. Surely, 
they must have asked themselves, could the 
communists benefit from those compromises? 
The answer was yes; and, in many cases, the com
munists were able successfully to exploit what 
they had through an active imitative communica
tions deception program.96 

ffl3;'/SI) However, despite all of the monitor
ing, education and training, and advisory efforts, 
the COMSEC situation for both the U.S. military 
and particularly the forces of South Vietnam, 
remained frustrating to security personnel in 

Vietnam. Even as late as mid-1964, 
NSA reported to the JCS that, after 
three years of effort, the RVNAF still 
committed security breaches, like 
broadcasting tactical plans in such 
an insecure fashion that the Viet 
Cong must have been exploiting 
them. At that time, American knowl
edge of the communist ability to 
exploit Allied communications 
remained spotty; as a corollary, the 
case for communist exploitation 
remained unconvincing to military 
commanders. The best DIRNSA 
could say was that "it is assumed that 
the Viet Cong were privy to this 
information and in time to take 
counter measures." 97 At this point, 
the only evidence that NSA could 
point to consisted of SIGINT product 
from 1959, 1963, and a translated 
1961 Viet Cong radio log referring to 
the intercept of ARVN communica
tions,98 

ES/fSI) American knowledge of 
VC and PAVN COMINT grew sub
stantially with the buildup of 
American and North Vietnamese 
combat forces in South Vietnam after 
1965. Proximity in the battlefield led 
to a much deeper awareness of the 

Vietnamese capabilities. As the Allied SIGINT 
coverage expanded, more and more intelligence 
was accumulated about the communist commu
nications intelligence effort and organization. At 
the same time, the ASA HUMINT exploitation 
and reporting of captured communist COMINT 
personnel, documents, and equipment revealed a 
mountain of information. By the late 1960s, it was 
possible to piece together the structure and oper
ations of the communist COMINT endeavor in 
the south. 

ffS//SI) In the early 1960s, the Viet Cong had 
organized small strategic intelligence cells which 
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intercepted South Vietnamese military communi
cations. In 1963, COSVN began to assert control 
over these units. First, the cells were organized 
into the 47th Technical Reconnaissance Battalion 
which worked under the auspices of the Military 
Intelligence Section of COSVN's military staff.9

,} 

I English language com
munications seem to have remained mostly 
untouched by the VC since they lacked intercept 
operators with a sufficient grasp of the lan
guage. lOi 

Thi~ shortage would disappear by 1965, 
driven by the increasing American involvement in 
Indochina, especially after the start of the Rolling 
Thunder air campaign in the spring. 

, 

Es//sn By 1965, the southern communist 
command, realizing the importance of its com
munications intelligence effort, and anxious to 
retain its lucrative intelligence sources, convened 
a special conference of its COMINT and other 
intelligence personnel. At this meeting, it was 
decided to reform the technical reconnaissance 
effort into a joint strategic and tactical organiza
tion which would reach down into the pro"incial 
and regimental levels in both the political and 
military structures. Tactical combat units would 
continue to be supported by special units, while 
the COSVN and military region headquarters 
would retain their own units for higher-level 
analysis and training. 102 In 1966, the communists 
had completed the reorganization of their 
COMINT effort in the south. The Central 
Research Directorate (CRD), Hanoi's headquar
ters for military intelligence, took operational and 
administrative control of all COMINT activity in 
the DRV, as well as the northern province of 
South Vietnam (MR 5), and the Central 

Highlands (B3 Front). COSVN, located just 
across the border in Cambodia, took command of 
all the other/elements in the remaining regions to 
the south.. 

1t'tBoth the CRD and COSVN seem to have 
exercised nearly complete control of their sepa
rate commands, which included operations, 
staffing, recruiting, training, and technical capa
bilities. Both maintained central facilities where
in resided what could be termed as "high-level" 
cryptanalytic, traffic analytic, and language capa
bilities, as well as intercept operations. Training 
in all of the cryptologic skills were done in schools 
located at both sites. Intercept operator training 
lasted anywhere from six months for morse code 
to a year for English language personnel who had 
an extra six-month period of on-the-job-training 
(OIT). 

~The basic element of communist commu
nications intelligence in the south was the so
called Technical Reconnaissance Unit, or the Don 
Vi Trinh Sat Ky Thua. These small detachments 
were allocated to the headquarters staffs of all 
North Vietnamese combat units dO\m to the bat
talion level, and to the regional and subregional 
Viet Cong command structure. The TRUs carried 
a complement of intercept operators, analytic 
personnel and communicators. The size of the 
TRU could vary from as high as 100 do\\-n to 
about a dozen personnel, men and women. The 
units operated near their headquarters and pro
vided direct support intelligence information 
derived from intercept and initial analytic efforts. 
Normally, information was couriered or trans
mitted by field telephone. Only in critical situa
tions would the TRUs pass their information by 
radio.103 

f6t The TRU's main objective was twofold: 
give their host unit intelligence that provided a 
tactical advantage during combat operations and 
the means of avoiding combat in disadvantageous 
situations. 104 TRUs concentrated on communica
tions targets which offered both the path of least 
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Representative in Saigon assured him that a "san
itized" tour could be accomplished, as long as 

r-"""\·vas not aware of the restric~ what he 
~see.Y23 The Americans tolL-..Jhat for a 

variety of reasons - among others, J7's limited 
resources, capabilities, and budget problems 
the plan was unrealistic. NSA suggested that if he 
was insistent on doing this that he should try to 
implement the plan in a series of phases begin~ 

ning with the tactical units and ending with a 
transition to a natioQnltologic organizac 
tion. 124 Of course, wha :vas not informed 
of was that the United tates, or sOme time, had 
considered the idea of such an organization as 
"inimical" to its cryptologic interests, that the 
development of a Vietnamese national cryptolog
ic capability would seriously affect U.S. SIGINT 
and COMSEC positions in Vietnam.125 

, , id go ahead with one part of 
his plan, which was to provide direct division
level COMINT support to the ARVN. These sup
port units would be known as ARVN Special 
Technical Detachments, or ASTDs. Each ARVN 
division was to have one of these support compa
nies. Actually, the formation of these units was 
not a new idea. Back in 1961, one part of the 
USASA OPIAN 8-61 called for the formation of 
a COMINT support company made 

Vietnamese ASTDs had the dual mission of pro
viding direct SIGIl\'T support to its host division, 
as well as sUPPolrting f's e~.orts in Saigon. In 
November 1968, received approval from 
the Vietnamese General Staff to begin forming 

.the ASTDs. His plan called for,setting up ten of 
these detachments, each manned by four officers 
and fifty-six enlisted personneL In turn, these 
ASTDs were further broken do\\n into low-level 
intercept teams of four enlisted personnel and 
NCOs. Each ASTD would support their host dhi
sion's COMINT needs through intercept, D/F, 
processing, and reporting of intelligence derived 
from communist communications. 

(T8//SI) Like everything else with 
Vietnamese communications intelligence, too few 
experienced and trained personnel, as well as a 
lack of equipment, hampered the ASTlJ start-up. 
The first detachment, assigned the ARVN's best 
combat dhision, the 1st, did not arrive until July 
of 1969. Even at that, the ASTD was notconsid
ered ready for operations. In January 1970, the 
509th Group was tasked by MACV to get the 
Vietnamese detachments ready for deployment. 
Surprisingly, the personnel assigned to the 1st 
ASTD were considered "inexperienced" by Saigon 
and would require "greater than normal tech~ical 

up of five support platoons which 
were to have the capability of 
search, intercept, translation, 
D/F, and reporting of plaintext, 
tactical communist communica
tions. These units were to be self-
sufficient and able to accompany 
their ARVN host units any
where.126 

-(TS//6I) The ASTDs \"v'ere mod
eled after the highly successful ASA 
direct support units which were 
attached to each U.S. Army divi
sion and brigade in Vietnam, such 
as the 1st Infantry Division's 337th 
Radio Research Company. The 

(V) Some ofthe pel'SOnnei ofthe 1st ARVN Special 
Technical Detachment intercept team 
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advice and assistance" if it was to be ready. This 
additional training also would be a test of the new 
ASA support plan for these units.127 

(8//81) Full deployment of the ten ASTDs was 
not finished until late 1970. It took intensive 
training by ASA advisors, similar to that for the 
1st ASTD, to raise the ability of the detachments 
to perform even basic skills such as effective 
intercept of tactically useful Vietcong communi
cations.128 And even then, certain communist 
communications, such as those nets which oper
ated exclusively on the VHF range, were excluded 

129from ASTD coverage.

(8//~I) By 1969, the Americans were plan
ning their withdrawal from Vietnam; 
Vietnamization, as mentioned earlier, was no 
longer a luxury, but a requirement. The 
Vietnamese communications intelligence organi
zation, starved for personnel, training, equip
ment, and integration \\'ith the U.S. SIGINT 
System for the past eight years, would soon find 
itself awash in everything it had ever wanted. But 
was it in time? And was it enough? Or was it even 
what the Vietnamese needed? And could the 
Vietnamese get ready in time to go it alone? For 
by 1969, along ",ith the combat troop withdrawal 
from Vietnam, the American cryptologic struc
ture had begun its own drawdown. 

(S//SI) The Great Cryptologic 
"Bugout," 1970-1973 

(U) President Nixon did not allow for the 
results ofVietnamization to determine the rate of 
the American withdrawal; whether Saigon's 
armed forces were ready or not to deal unilateral
ly with Hanoi's military formations mattered lit
tle to Washington. Driven by internal political 
considerations, which pressed for a reasonable, 
but also a quick as possible, disengagement, 
Nixon accelerated the American departure. In 
1969 about 50,000 G.I.s had gone home. In early 
1970, he announced a further decrease of 
150,000 troops which included four army divi

sions and one Marine regiment. The next year, 
another 100,000 troops were slated to head 
home. By early 1972, about 95,000 American ser
vicemen remained in Vietnam, of whom around 
6,000 were combat troops. 

('i'SHSI) The American SIGINT presence 
undenvent a similar dramatic drop-off. The earli
er 1970 Vietnamization plan submitted by NSA 
had based its projections for a putative competent 
ARVN SIGINf capability largely on a controlled 
reduction of the American cryptologic presence 
from about 8,500 billets in 1970 to 6,654 in 1973 
(or 6,000 depending upon what plan would be 
followed)!30 Defense Department critics of the 
plan pointed out how NSA was way behind what 
was actually happening in Vietnam.131 For exam
ple, the Army and Air Force cryptologic agencies 
had accelerated the pullout of their units. Yet, 
even revised figures for the drawdown were unre
alistic in view of the political forces driving the 
overall American withdrawal. A draft 1971 NSA 
program still called for over 2,000 U.S. military 
and civilian cryptologists to remain in Vietnam 
for the fiscal years from 1974 to 1977! 132 The 
truth was that the Americans were leaving 
Vietnam as fast as they could in order to meet the 
provisions of the approaching peace settlement. 
The rapid phaseout of American cryptologists 
made a shambles of the original VIMP's timeta
bles, and subverted any chance to be effective. 

(Sh'SI) There had been an ongoing reduction 
in the American SIGINT presence in South 
Vietnam for sometime before Nixon's announced 
withdrawals had started. Mostly, this involved the 
redeployment of some military cryptologic ele
ments from Vietnam to bases elsewhere in the 
region. The Air Force, for example, had started to 
reduce its presence at Danang in 1967 and subse
quently by late 1970 had moved most of its assets 
to bases in Udol'lll I 
Thailand. These moves provided better support 
to the 7th Air Force which, by this time, staged 
most of its missions from several air bases locat
ed throughout that country. The navy's monitor-
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(8/181) Organization: The sprawling, 
regional, multiservice, multinational SIGINf 
undertaking during the war was never centralized 
by the American SIGINT leadership. This may 
not have mattered in the 1950s when the 

'. .. I 
Amencan mteres 

, ,Yet, by 1962 significant numbers of 
cryptologists served all over Southeast Asia. 
These included personnel from all four services 
(the. Marine Corps was still part of the Navy 
Department) and the COMINf efforts of other 
countries. A plan had been developed that year 
for a joint SIGINf Authority to corral these dis
parateelements under one controI,who,in tum, 
was to. be subordinate to MACV. However, 
bureaucratic impediments emerged in the form 
of ArmYilnd Air Force objections to outside con
trol of its service cryptologic elements. At the 
same time., neither MACV nor CINCPAC was will
ing to assume command responsibility for a con

\ .solidated SIGINT effort. The ensuing solution 
never really addressed the problems inherent in 
the arrangements without a central authority. 

; ; 

(6//61) The logical figure to assume control of 
all SIGINT. in the region, the NSA/CSS 
Representative, Vietnam, defined his position in 
nebuloustermssuch as "facilitator" or "coordina
tor." His commc1nd structure was under the exist
ing NSA Representative hierarchy in the Pacific 
region - subordinate to the representatives in 
Hawaii and, for awhile, the Philippines. Locally, 
the NRV had erioughauthority to mix it up with 
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field sites over the control of certain intercept 
positions, but he never had enough to leverage 
complete missions or to organize a response to a 
crisis. That authority was split among NSA, the 
509th ASA Group, and the headquarters of the 
Service Cryptologic Elements. Many SIGINT 
resources, especially collection and ARDF air
craft, in the region remained beyond his effective 
control. A few early attempts at centralizing some 
SIGINT functions - processing and reporting at 
the SEAPIC - failed to take hold. In spite of later, 
repeated :MACV calls to create some sort of cen
tralized processing or reporting center, similar to 
its own Joint Intelligence Center, SIGINT contin
ued to operate as a set of loosely associated enti
ties. 

~S//SI) Like many other problems in 
Vietnam, this lack of centralization came home to 
roost when the Tet Offensive erupted in late 
January 1968. We saw how NSA was dissatisfied 
with the lack of centralized and coordinated 
reporting from the various SIGINT sites in 
Vietnam. Fort Meade stepped over the NRV and 
the intermediate NSA Pacific representatives, 
assumed control, and issued a single series 
designed to report on the "possible general offen
sive" in Vietnam. However, despite a limited, ini
tial success, the reports failed to provide adequate 
warning of Tet. The report series suffered from a 
diluted central theme; information contained in it 
tended to confirm :MACV's belief that the attacks 
being prepared in South Vietnam were intended 
to distract attention from Khe Sanh. But more to 
the point, by being removed physically from 
Vietnam, NSA could not take the actions appro
priate in meeting the threat of a general offensive. 
For example, we saw the NSA series was not cur
rent, often a full day behind events. Nor was it as 
broadly inclusive as it might have been; many 
reports from stations in the southern part of 
Vietnam were not cited in the report series after 

Meade, simply could not substitute for a central
ized SIGINT authority in Vietnam. 

ffl//SI1 Policy towards South 
Viebtamese COMINf: From the earliest days 
of the intervention in the region, the American 
attitude and approach to the national COMINT 
agency of South Vietnam can be portrayed, at 
best, as "at arm's distance." The overriding atti
tude, the one that defined this circumspect rela
tionship, was the concern about the poor security 
program in the Vietnamese COMINT organiza
tion. This was an opinion held by people at all lev
els of the hierarchies of the American cryptologic 
and intelligence communities. There had always 
been a suspicion going back to the 1950s about 
the integrity of South Vietnamese security. 
Whether the anecdotes about the security failures 
signified a general trend of communist infiltra
tion or just a series ofsecurity incidents cannot be 
determined completely. 

ES//SI) However, it was this historic concern 
in Washington that fed the misconceptions about 
the origins and nature of the great communist 
communications and cryptographic change in 
1962. These apprehensions held, despite the con
siderable SIGINT evidence to the contrary that 
Hanoi's changes had been occurring for some 
time. As a result, the American distrust was set in 
stone. In many ways this fear over security hob
bled the relationship between the American and 
Vietnamese cryptologists for the rest of the war. 
For thirteen years, the tw'O organizations cooper
ated and collaborated in a most restricted man
ner. Exchanges were conducted under the most 
rigorous terms. Joint operations, were, in large 
part, never truly "joint"; the Vietnamese were 
more like an adjunct entity, quarantined from any 
contact with the Americans, except for their spe
cific mission. This distrust destroyed early joint 
efforts of the 3rd RRU at Tan Son Nhut. It ! 

the first report was issued. NSA never alerted the increased the impetus for U.S.-only operations at 
elements of the SIGINT system - the NRV, 509th Phu Bai and other sites. American SIGINT opera
ASA Group, the field sites - to the impending tions generally were isolated from those of the 
assaults. NSA, situated half a world away at Fort ARVN. 
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front-end, often seen in the sharpest relief in the 
individual combatant. Intelligence, and SIGINT 
is part of this mix, plays an important but still sec
ondary role. It offers insight into the enemy's 
plans and capabilities. It can be aforce multiplier. 
Yet it is no substitute.:12 

fS//8J) Unlike "Vorld War II, in which Allied 
COMINT could provide insight into the Axis' 
strategic plans and capabilities, and had some
thing of a role in Allied strategic planning, SIG-
Nf in Indochina played a largely secondary role. 

, , American SIGINT 
could not provide direct information on Hanoi's 
strategic military, political,1 ~ctivi

ties. The only help SIGINT could provide was on 
the infiltration rates of Hanoi's troops after 1968. 
For the most part, though, SIGINT was confined 
to support of Allied military operations. This role 
was hardly insignificant, and SIGINT did con
tribute to a string of American military successes 
starting in 1965. However, Allied military opera
tions were such - that is, largely a reaction to 
communist military initiatives in South Vietnam 
- that they could not achieve the elusive '\;ctory" 
sought by Washington. 

(8//80 Yet, if SIGINT could not contribute to 
Washington's strategy for winning the war, it was 
not without an impact, for better or worse, on two 
of the most critical events of the war: the inci
dents in the Tonkin Gulf and the Tet Offensive. 
Earlier, it was illustrated how SIGINf failed the 
Johnson administration, when, in 1964, it did not 
report all of the information that it held concern
ing the actual activities of Hanoi's navy on 
4 August. Instead, only certain reports that 
substantiated the Navy's claim that the two 
destroyers had been attacked were provided the 
administration. Other SIGINT was manipulated, 
or misrepresented as relevant, while contrary 
information was "'ithheld, and access to all of the 
nearly sixty translations and reports was denied. 
Without all of the SIGINT information, a decision 
by Washin?;ton to respond to Hanoi depended on 

the flimsy e\idence from the handful of SIGE\i 
reports that loosely supported the notion of a sec
ond attack. Over the years, NSA refused to release 
the entire record to either the secretary of defense 
or the foreign relations and intelligence commit
tees of Congress. On those occasions when NSA 
was requested to supply information, it offered 
only the "official" version contained in the 1964 
chronology. For thirty-seven years, the scope and 
nature of NSA's failure remained unknown. 

(El/feI) As for the Tet Offensive, despite offi
cial and personal claims, SIGINT did not deliver 
an adequate warning in January 1968. "''hen 
NSA Headquarters assumed responsibility for the 
pre-offensive reporting, it believed that the ensu
ing report series would warn MACV of the gener
al attacks. However, as was demonstrated, the 
SlGINT reporting did not have this desired effect 
on Westmoreland and his staff. After Tet, a senior 
NSA official asked General Westmoreland why he 
had never acted on the information in the reports. 
Westmoreland's response led this official to 
believe that the general had his own preconcep
tions as to what the communists were up to and 
ignored the SIGINT.33 The more likely explana
tion, based on the sources analyzed earlier, is that 
the information in the SIGINT reports actually 
coincided ,,,,ith MACV's own assessment - that 
Khe Sanh was the real target of Hanoi's plans and 
that the offensive preparations elsewhere 
remained, at best, a diversion. The report series 
remained NSA's only response to the communist 
preparations. Curiously, it never alerted the field 
sites or the SIGINT command structure to the 
approaching attacks. 

tS//8I) In large measure, these two failures by 
the American SIGINT community were the natu
ral result of the technical and organizational 
shortcomings that historically plagued the 
American SIGI~l effort from its very first days in 
the Indochina War. It is easy to see how the 
crimped analytic capability, especially in crypt
analysis, and the lack of sufficient qualified lin
guists affected NSA reporting in both instances. 
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(U) Sources 

1. (U) Primary Sources (Document 
CoJIections) 

A. (U) National Archives. Records Group 457, 
the Records of National Security Agency, and 
Records Group 226, the Records of the Office of 
Strategic Services. 

B. (U) Records Collections at the National 
SecuritIJ Agency. A number of primary source 
holdings are located at the National Security 
Agency, Fort George G. Meade, MD. 

• NSA/CSS Archives (NCA, Accession Num
ber and Location) 

• NSA/CSS Records Center (Box Number) 

• Center For Cryptologic History Holdings 
(Series and Box Number) 

• National Defense University Vietnam 
Holdings (Box Number) 

• Anchory electronic database (Serialized SIG
INI' Product, 1965 to Present) 

C. (U) Other Collections ofDocuments. 

• (U) House Committee on Armed Services. 
United States-Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967. 
Study Prepared by the Department of Defense, 12 
Volumes. Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office. This is the unclassified version of 
the collection popularly known as the "Pentagon 
Papers." The House version does not include the 
documents from the peace negotiations attempt
ed by various intermediaries between 1965 and 
1967. Volume 12, Peace Negotiations, is the 
affected volume. 

• ~ Vietnam Task Force, Office of the 
Secretary of Defense. United State.c;-Vietnam 
Relations, 1945-1967. Washington, D.C., 15 
January 1969 (47 volumes). 

• (U) Other editions of the Pentagon Papers 
are much less useful for research, though they 
still retain a utility for review. These versions 
include the four-volume Senator Gravel edition, 
The Pentagon Papers.' The Defense Department 
History of United States Decision Making on 
Vietnam (Boston: Beacon Press, 1971), and the 
single-volume edition published by the New York 
Times in 1971. 

• United States Department of State. Foreign 
Relations of the United States (FRUSA). 
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 
Office. There are many relevant volumes in this 
series which apply to the war in Indochina going 
back to the French war in 1952. 

2. (U) Unpublished Internal Manu
scripts 

(SI/SI) Several histories which included sec
tions on the Indochina War, or specifically dealt 
with the conflict, were started but never complet
ed. Many of these were associated with the joint 
effort of NSA and the three Service Cryptologic 
Agencies begun in 1967. Perhaps the largest of 
these was the Army Security Agency's effort 
under its history advisory group. Beginning in I 

~ 

1968, a multivolume effort was produced which .i" 

covered ASA's activities through 1967. However, J,
it was never completed. i 

! 
~ 

ryg//~I) 509th Radio Research Group, When 
the Tiger Stalk..c; No More...The Vietnamization of 
SIGINT, May 1961-June 1970.1971. 
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